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To my Colleagues of the old Archaeological Survey of India 





THIS BOOK is a tentative sketch of a large and growing 
subject. Much of its material is, in the present stage of 

research, fragmentary and disjointed; in fact, the archaeology 
of the subcontinent is passing through that phase of increasing 
complexity which inevitably precedes a more comprehensive 
synthesis. The examples here presented are chosen mainly as 
representative of the cultural trends in the arterial valleys and 
on the great plains and plateaux, where the major develop/ 
ments took place. Apart from incidental references, no attempt 
is made to describe the static communities which still, in the 
highlands and backwoods, occupy an appreciable part of 
India and often preserve their tribal usages and techniques sur/ 
prisingly intact in a closing world. There is much about these 
remote peoples that the archaeologist would like to know but 
does not. His turn will come; meanwhile the anthropologist 
holds the field. 

I have ended my survey with Ashoka for the good reason 
that it is thereby possible to anchor Indian prehistory to the first 
firmly documented epoch of Indian history. The common 
division of the study of human cultures into 'prehistoric' and 
'historic' categories is an unhappy one; often enough, the inter/ 
relationships and vagaries which are intelligible enough on the 
historic scene are useful reminders in the interpretation of un/ 
documented material and help to bring it to muchmeeded 
life. Ashoka's era seems to me, in that fashion, to illumine 
much that went before it. 

No logical system has here been followed in the transcription 
of Indian names. Since 1947 a number of them have been 
corrected from the sort of Hobson/ Jobson into which time 
and the British had corrupted them. In some instances this 

Preface 
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revision has perhap:; l)ccn t1.11::.cu V/Hll ~~·\:d?ntry, 111 others a 

b' ! ' ' i . . ! . 11' 1 ' b .. Jununcd or .Ang;iULlli spc m~~ IUS merely cen corrected. I 
l1d"C ·nur...:•I:-~J 'l Ill':t1·;1L C:-d···--··1' -::vl,1;l''1 ,.,;~; c-.,·!~···1''') .,,( .. 1 '1} 1

' "f1
1'1S l v ~ ....,,~,.. ,;: . ~ ... !.\.<- v ..... h.-\ ... J. 1 11 ·:..~.1. i·~--t-~L tt.J v "-·~ .~.l \., 

fOr Y ~.ununi aud ~-~an~J)c.i J h~;_":c rct::ti·ucd th:.; u1o1T 'Nidcly 
Euniliar .lumnJ. ;:.nJ c~m:•:S, ()n the utli:;· Lud, l have used 
the nw•c 'iccmly sr·"'l!ing oi- 1\hthurJ. for .tvl.uttra .. iu the c1se 
of the old l:kllarcs l ha-., .. ~ :;unc so l~tr ,ts ,q adoot. D:Ll:lf:lS but 

~- j 

have shruuk hom i11e anbti.stic \/ir:inasl. l\'iy aim :ns been to 
retain suflicil'nt aif:uii'.' l>crwr·~n old awl new tn cu"ure recn'~/ ; - - ' '- ' '0 

nition bv ~he .Enu:lish n .. J-1<.-_:· .. f, ~:· -\.vbonl rhis bo()> i~; t'\rin1:1rilv .._' ' t J 

. -: l 

mtendcu. 
l~.eftri.~uccs in ,111 outlu'.&c of thi:; kind .a~-c ntccss~~nh' r-·>.1 uc~:ll 

' 
to a minimum, but the lisr :tt ~he end is suH1cieut It) cr;ahlc the 

• 1 .,~ d l j 

persistent stuoent to vcn!y an· <:xtcnu tnc: text. 
My indebtedness to othns is necessarily txteusivc. In partiuJ; 

lar, 1 haw reo:ivcd cvu y possible J.ssistancc irom. Shri A. 
Ghosh, Director General of Archawlot;y in Tndia, aud his 
colleagues, especially Shri H. B. L:cl; from Dr. F. A. Khan, 
Director ofArchacolo;y in Pakistan; !i:om Dr. H. U. Sankalia, 
Director of the Du:can Colle~;r: Rcsc.lich Institute at Poona; 
from hoicssor B. SubLarao, Head of rLc Uqnnmcnt oC 
Archawlogy at the M.S. Un;_versity ot Garod.1; ::md fiorn 
Shri G. R. Sharma, Head oC the Dcp.utnm1t of Ancient 
History, Culture and Archaeoint;y, ;H Allah:iLad U uivt-rsity. 
Apart i1·om personal cont;J.cts, J have dr;nvn \videiy upon the 
periodicai reports and studies i~sucd by th<.: lmli:HJ Department 
of Archaeology, which set.:,,; p.uc.:m ofpuwtual. ,\r:d systematic 

publicatwn. 
R. E. M. \\'. 



CHAPTER I 

., The ·scene 

I F TO FAR INDIA'S COAST WE SAIL, we encounter today 
insistent barriers which have nothing to do with a study 

of the subcontinent's ancient past. Variant uniforms and graces 
meet us at the gates of West and East Pakistan and of the 
thousand miles of the new India that divide them. Adam's 
Bridge has long ceased to offer the most tenuous and symbolic 
link with Ceylon. The antique fortress of Goa still wears the 
alien flag of Portugal. At Katmandu the traveller, who may 
now indeed arrive by air, is confronted by the guardians of 
Nepal, ifless obdurately than of old. The Afghan sentry leans 
warily upon the closed gate at the head of the Khyber Pass, 
though little heeded by the nomads who were already passing 
that way from season to season long before his advent. In no 
sense, ancient or modern, does the term 'India' nominally 
contain this vast and changing amalgam. At the outset our 
artificial usage of the word in the context of this book must 
therefore be defined. 

India was the land of the great river Sindhu or Indus which, 
paradoxically, flows mostly within the modern state of Paki ... 
stan. The name or its substance was anciently extended, how; 
ever vaguely, to the whole subcontinent, and even across the 
present Khyber barrier to the range ofthe Hindu Kush, north 
of Kabul. In that enlarged geographical connotation it will 
on occasion be . used in these pages, without reference to the 
modern political map. It will relate to the whole subcontinent 
south of the Himalayas and the Hindu Kush, east of the 
Helmand Desert, and west of the Chin Hills. No doubt so 
cavalier a disregard ofbarbed wire will be resented, and resent" 
mentis readily intelligible. But even the clumsy carper... bag term 
'Indo ... Pakistan subcontinent' fails to meet the case, and there is 
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indeed no practical alternative ro the retention and even the 
expansion of the traditional name. As one with good friends 
in 1' ~tk.istan, India and Af~hanisttn, ! can nnl v bcf' f:m!i vc..-.._ .- ~._--, ,_') 

ness ior crossins and recros>ml', <o m;wy proud frontiers 
without p..tssport. l must plead th<\( my sok concern is with 
prehistoric and pwtuhistoric geor,raphy pnor tc the ;:,:1d cen ... 

mry B.C. 
Within that vast territory of some two miUion sCJu;u·e rnilts 

the hmilia1 outlines may usefully L<: rt:caUeJ . .At ii.rst >igbt, 
the f,mnidabie mom;tailvranges of the north :;ivc the sulY 
continent an a~pect uf exclusiwm.ss \·vhicl1 it docs not in fact 
posse~s. For example, rbcrt an:: routes lrom Chin:, w the BralY 
n1aputra in Assam; through Sikkin1 Jt is pos·;iL.lc to reach the 
Tibetan plateau; fanher "'est ~' number of feasible if arduous 
ruulcS enter Kashmir from Turkcsun. The most notable of 
these routes uses tb famous Karakon.m Pass, a desolate higlv 
way, if such it can be called, from l-Jigh Asia i<,to u;nwlndus 
Kashn11r. Bu: nelthcr this nor any other of ,_b~:se northern 
approaches has phy,,d any dominant role in the iCn·m<ltion of 
Indian civilization. Their importance lay ratb:r in the reverse 
direnion, in that thvy were among the chosen cb,wnds for the 
diffusion of Buddlmm and cerrain aspects of Buddhistic .lrt 
ii-om India into u:ntr;tl Asia and China dunng the early 

CC11UH1CS A.D. 
On the nonh ... western frontier c•f India and chrnce S'.luthward 

to the Arabian Sc;1 rhc picture i~ a very different one. L!.crc the 

1 
1 1 . ' 1 1 appoac 1cs to me ~uoconnnent, tl10L1!!,i1 not a.ways e::tsy, arc 

still treq uentcd, with a prdercnct 1.0r two or thrr::e l!laiu routes. 
Tbcy may be grouped into two series: a nortbcm and :l south; 
rm. The northern group links t1orth lra.n and the Oxus rrgion 
with Kabul anci. t!H: centr<Jl reaches or the Jndm; the southern 
g,roup links ccntr,d ~md south lr~Jll aircrn;ctlvdy with K andahir, 
north Balucl11stan ,tnd the more somberly regions of tbc lndus, 
or with Makran an•i the Indus delta. Thc:sc two groups ,uc 



significant in the cultural relations of Iran and Mesopotamia 
with India, supplemented less tangibly by the bypass of the 
Persian Gulf. 

The northern group today converges on the Khyber Pass, 
which bas been a major traffic,axis since the establishment of 
Peshawar, the ancient Purushapura, as a metropolis about 
A.D. roo. An important earlier route, after penetrating the 
Hindu Kush south,east of the ancient Bactra and the modern 
Mazar"i"Sharif, followed the more northerly and devious line of 
the Kabul river with Chars;~.da, the ancient Pushkalavati 
(twenty miles north,east of Peshawar), as its immediate goal. 
South of the Khyber alternative tracks used and still use the 
Kurram valley and the Peiwar Pass; and farther south again 
the Tochi, Gumal and other valleys carry ancient thorough" 
fares fi-om the direction of the Ghazni"Kandahar uplands. At 
this point, feeders from the southern group spread deltaAike 
towards the Indus plain. The Zhob valley carries or carried a 
modest traffic north,north,eastwards fi·om the direction of 
Quetta, itself the northernmost of the three focal points of the 
southern group; the others being Kalat and Las Bela. South" 
eastwards fi·om Quetta a route, now followed approximately by 
the railway, enters the plains via Sibi. Westwards from Quetta 
a camel ... route leads towards Kinnan and southern and western 
I ran. And at the southern end of our series, Las Bela, now 'an 
insignificant Baluch town, ... must have stood full in the tide 
ofhuman immigration into India for centuries in the past. It is 
a true gateway' .1 

W c have then a well, known geographical picture of a sub ... 
continent mainly barred from the north but accessible in the 
north,west to the plodding traffic of Asia throughout most of 
the year from the Iranian plateau and the Oxus valley. Com' 
mercc, migration and invasion have recurrently come this way 
in historical times, and similar movement is implicit in our pre' 
historic evidence. 

B 

The Scene 
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South of the northern barrias lie Lhe Cn:;.tt PL.tins of ludiJ, 

with an J. veraf!,<-' width hom nottll to south of some 200 mtk; 
ami an aver.::,cc h~:igln uf suo kct ;l\,ovc ,j., ·:<:,~. ~___)nth.. m:1p 
their :;hapc t> 1.h<tt of a lca1~ing v~;_ble, v,·Hh d1e riJ:r,c tn t:-,,· 
ncighbomhood of Sialkot, north ot- Labore. The shorter z.nd 
more westerly dope of the •r.abk is the Pbin of the indus, d1c 
mor,: castcdv the Plain ofth: G,uv:cs, with J\ rab~il:i and Sirnb 

' c 

in the divide. The prehistory and much of the history ol- ltlC 

two plai11>, in spite of tk:ir surl'iticial conti1 ;\i ity, is sn:ikinglv 
different, f()t reasons which must be discussed in due course. 
Here it will suthcc to observe that the l.mJ of the middk and 
lower lndus, with the los\. nvns of thl: Sarasvati or Gh<tev<H . - ~;,) 

system wluch at one time r<lll p;,ra1ld or pnlnps tributary to it, 
is barred by •Jcscrt towards tll<: >'.W tlvcLSl J.nd was alternatively 
threatewd ot rciu1'llrced irom tb: llalucb highland tow:nds the 
west; it ll·nuincd c:;scnti.tHy sul)mont.mc. The obstructive 
desert, th Thar, may not in the c;ulicr p~ut of out period have 
been of its pcs,,nt lartc,c dimens10m, but at lc<tSt its mountainons 
sourlv~.:aw:rn f-l;Ulk, the Ar{1valli Range, w.ts a dmablc banicr 
to the s<m:ad of earlv cultures. Round the northcrlv end of the 

t ' • 

Range lhcrc was, in the L)r(wze Age '~c,Hlitr half of the 1st 
millennium n.c.) some intu:conllCCtiun bctwc(n Bikancr <lnd 
the J tHnn~vGanv,es pl.tius, as is shown by the distribution of 
the Painted Grey V\i arc (p. 26); J.nd, r,ltl11d the southerly end 
of the Ranf,C and the J,:scrl, the ll:dns (.~ivilization crept h-om 
the mouths of the Indus iHto Klthiiwad and beyond. The 
G~tOI'ts. 011 the other h<trd, with the m\t!htv Jumna to the west 

u ' 0 ' of it and a host of imposing tributari<:s along i;-s great length, 
culminatic~ in the maz\:,likc mingling of its delta \vith tha.t 
uf the Hrahmapuu-a, escapes into a more leisurdv lands,apc, 
choked ;,t one time wit~l the vast _iungk~ that toun the \yack· 
ground of the indian epicS. Invasion from the passes of tht: 
north.-wcsl frontin-its normal source--snrged laterally across 
the middle [ndus phin but then :ncountered the J urnna.-Ganges 



plain at the head of its longer axis. There, in the environs 
of Panipat north of Delhi, the passage narrows between the 
Jumna and the Chaggar, and further progress eastwards was 
liable to challenge. The barrier once passed, the Ganges valley 
lay open towards Bihar and Bengal, though distance and jungle 
were still substantial obstacles to penetration. 

The northern Plains are bounded towards the south by the 
Vindhya Range which, with its outliers and extensions (not.
ably, the Aravallis on the west and the Kaimur Range on the 
east), divides northern India from Gujarat, the Decc:m and 
the South. Parallel with the Range lies the Narbada or Nar.
mada river, which may be regarded as the equivalent riverine 
frontier, though it is also the axis of a Central India with 
cultural problems of its own. Thence southwards the core of 
peninsular India is the great plateau which rises to an average 
height of 2,000 feet or more, with occasional peaks in the 
neighbourhood of 9,000 feet. On the west the plateau tumbles 
steeply to a narrow coastal strip in what are known as the 
Western Ghats, which receive the full impact of the summer 
monsoon. On the east a broader plain, between the Eastern 
Ghats and the Bay of Bengal, is enlarged by the valleys of the 
major rivers which cut back deeply into the central highland. 
T awards the southern end, at Palgha~ and Coimbatore, rivers 
f..1.1ling cast and west actually combine to lower a pass through 
the upland, thus providing an easy cross.-country route of con.
sidcra blc interest in the protohistoric period. Through this 
gap in the rst century A.D. Roman trafficking, represented by 
hoards of Roman coins, penetrated from the west coast to the 
cast, avoiding the troublesome navigation of Cape Comorin. 2 

By the same accepted way a legend brought St. Thomas to 
Madras. The pass is marked today by the passage of a trans.
pminsular railway. 

Such arc the outstanding features of the Indian map. They 
com prise the Indus basin, with southerly extension into Cuj arat; 

The Scene 
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rhc Galli;es basin; the Beng:d-Assam borderland of rivenne 
plain, bill and jungle; central India with north/westerly exten; 
sion mto Gujarat; and the southern plateau with llS fbnking 
coastlands. Other features will be noted as need arises, but at 
rhis point a p1ea ma.y be insert.cd. The time has come f~)r a care/ 
ful study of the human g~;;ography of the subcomincnt in l'ar 
smaller sub;units than have hitherto been attempted with any 
approach to systematic completeness. Professor B. Subbarao \us 
made a usdul beginning in G ujarat, but more is needed. Areas, 
say, 1 hundred miles-or even five hundred miles---square, 
selected arbitrarily at any point of the map and an;:tly,ed in 
respect of settlement and tr~1fEc at all periods down ro the prv 
sent day, would be of inc.:tlcnlablc value to our undcrstand~llg 
of the land, its people:-., aud their secuLu interaction. Such 
analysis i> all ursent preambli.: tn Currht:r pr,>r~rc~s tn tbe studies 

wttb whtcb rhis little book 1s conccmed. 



CHAPTER II 

T IFE ON THIS PLANET originated, we are told, over two 
.Lthousand million years ago. Somewhere within the last of 
all those millions, creatures in whom we can recognize a simul ... 
acrum of ourselves, with emergent ideas and capacities, came 
in their turn upon the scene and hesitantly assumed command 
of the world about them: so hesitantly that, as it seems, they 
became economically creative-and to that extent independent 
-only a dozen millennia ago, and civilized in any compre" 
hensive sense only some five or six millennia ago. Advancing 
science will move these 'dates' a little this way or that but is UIY 

likely now to revolutionize them. The general framework of 
human endeavour is set. 

But within that framework there is infinite scope for subtlety 
and differential change. The significance and the circumstance 
of man's major-not to say minor-triumphs are of the essence 
of the story, and these involve a close reading and re ... reading of 
the evidence as it slowly accumulates. Today in India this 
accumulation is proceeding at a faster pace than in many other 
parts of the world, and precise interpretation of the new evidence 
in relation to the old is proportionately necessary. Without an 
exact timetable, the tremendous achievement which our evi ... 
dcnce reflects cannot be brought into sharp and significant per" 
spective; its phases cannot be interrelated, nor can its position and 
meaning in the wider context ofhuman effort be established with 
assurance. Relative dates and sequences are useful, but only actual 
dates, in terms of years fiom the present, are of substantive value. 
Since therefore most of our subject,.matter relates to prehistory, 
an introductory note on chronological method is inevitable. 

The simplest means of determining an archaeological date is 
naturally by the direct or indirect application of historical 
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critcri:t. I 11 lnJ i:t, it m:t y b,: claim(d that tl v: c.ulicst lit.:raturc, 
the hymnal of the ~Zigueda, h:ts somcthins ui- tLe quality of his/ 
tory, since it portr:ty> inciJL·nully the ~.·:uLtr stT!l(~glcs and rivaL· 

. r 1 ,, k. ' ,. ' ' ncs or t 1c .t>.ryatvsp,_·a mg 111V:tucrs 01 tli·~ n,_,rnvwcsrtnl tcr/ 
ntories of the subcor:.tim:m, ;md gives a vivid picture of d1eir 
social condition at the rii1•c. \Vl1at precisely that time w:cs, is less 
explicit. An Indian writer, cnLupng J. rcm;uk oC ~.kr:,:csthenes 
by nH.:a!ls of supposititious king/lists, wuulj ascnbe the Ary~m 
Invasi,m to 6777 u.c., a bntasy "'vhich n1;1y be consiglled to 
limbo with Archb1shop Ussher' s date lor the Crt'<ltion. Ivlore 
rational inference assi:.;ns tbc episode to th.: ~-enturics following 
I 500 D.C., when, if not earlier, }\.ryan go•.ls and !11\'ll were on 
the move in west em ./\. 'ia. Of rhi:; mov' nt·:nt ~L is reasonable w 
regard the invasions refl.cctcd in the 0i,l'l'd,z as an eas(ward 
extension; and their possiblt: bea1ing up<H; \he date and char/ 
actn of the latter end of the );rCtt Indus (_-:iviliz:ttion will be 

considered hter. 
Further back th:tn tluc, the literature of 1miia f.:ils to carry 

us. But Mesopot~mia is hapricr in its early ,;bwnoiogy; rhcre 
:1 v.;idely agreed central <..ta\t', that of Sarg,on of AkkaJ, who, it 
has been calculated, was n·i[~ning about .c:; sn B.C., i': of ~r~.:cial 
use to us. ln and about hie; ti rne there wnc· recognizable cow 
tacts betwem the citit:s oi Mcst•potami;t :1iJCi those vf tLc Indus 
Civilintiou, to which tilL' lV'ttsupotami.tJ1 ,_htillt~ can to that 

extent be transferred. 
Behind the latter half ol d,c 3 rd 11 >illcnmum tbc-rt; is at present 

no absolute moment or rpuch up,m wbd, Jndiau ;nchaeology 
can dc::pend. Comparisons have been :;~J:.:,r;~o:sl~:<.l between cer/ 
tain of the ceramic industries of the Indiau bordnLmd and those 
of Iran and Irag, but without any prttem:c of certainty m a 
chrono]og.ical sense. Diifcrences arc as plt:mifu] ;lS rese:nblancc::s, 
and the duration of a luc.d or even a r<:';:inn;;l inclusuy is in 
any case incomputable without nl.ore collateral evidence than 
i.s at present fortbcomin)-;. for example· .. ;1 Jistinctive ware to 



which the name of'Quetta' has been given may, on typological 
analysis, be regarded as early but on stratigraphical analysis
such little as is available-may equally well be relatively late. 
For the time being, typology is indeed a fickle guide to the time,. 
sequence of the border cultures of the 4th and 3rd millennia. 

Nor, in relation to the earliest stone industries of India, has 
geology yet produced that measure of precision which, in 
Europe, is gradually emerging from modern geochronological 
method: for example, by equating ancient climatic fluctuations, 
deduced from the examination of loess ... deposits and the 
analysis of riveugravels, with fluctuations of the intensity of 
solar,.radiation calculated on an astronomical basis; or by 
computing the rates of weathering, denudation and sedi,. 
mentation in the light of such evidence as that provided by 
varved clays or radiocarbon analysis. 3 A cross,.reference of 
some of the European to some of the Indian evidence might be 
attempted if we could with any confidence equate the Hima> 
layan glaciations with those of the Alps. But such equations 
as have in fact been postulated, however likely, remain guess,. 
work; and even within the subcontinent itself the relation of the 
pluvials of the tropics to the glaciations of the north is still full 
of speculation. We are still adrift in time. 

Unfortunately, one potential test which can, and will, help 
to regulate conjecture has not yet, except for occasional pioneer 
attempts, 4 been extended to the subcontinent. That is the now 
well ... known method, introduced in 1949, of calculating the 
residual radioactive content of ancient organic material and 
thereby deducing the time,.interval since the 'death' of that 
material, a method applicable under suitable conditions and 
controls to periods up to forty thousand years from the pre,. 
sent.5 This new technique, though still in the experimental 
stage, is in process of revolutionizing our understanding of the 
tempo and interrelationship of human achievement elsewhere, 
and its further application to Indian material by the National 
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Physical Laboratory of India, wluch 1S understood w have 
the matter in hand, is an outstanding need. 

In the latter half of the rst millennium B.c., however, his.
tory and archaeology at last become fully dfective partners in 
this matter of timing, \Vithout rhe iutervciJLiou of physical 
science. A datum,line is provided by the partially historic life 
of the Buddha, who, for our purpose, represents that miracu' 
lous upsurge of reflective and creative thought vvhich swept 
across the world from Greece to China about 500 B.C. Sharing 
in this upsurge, AchaemcniJ l'ersia, with its systematized 
imperialism and its rich artistry, reached out to the Indus region 
about 518 B.c.* At this time, too, in the Ganges valicy native 
kingdoms were already laying the foundations of the great 
literate Indian empire that was to emerge two centuries later. 
To them, Persia transmitted, directly or indirectly, not merely 
a pattern of empire but also important new skilis and utilities: 
above all the use of iron and of coinage. It can be no mere 
coincidence that in northern India (as indeed in distant 
Britain) 500 B.C. or a little earl~r marks the ;10minal beginning 
of the Iron Age, always with the proviso that cultural bacb 
waters are a familiar feature of the Indian landscape. Nor is it 
likely to be chance that then or shortly afterwards the first 
Indian coinage appears in the Ganges valley as a new aid and 
incentive to organized conunerce. And home1eaterprise was in 
no way lacking. Following the arrival of iron--perhaps, indeed, 
literally reflecting the aspect of the new and fashionable metal
the Ganges craftsmen invented a distinctive and remarkable 
ceramic which is a godsend to the archaeologist: the so,called 
'Northern Black Polis;1eci' or 'N.D.P.' Ware, of steel~lik.e 

* GandharJ (the Peshawar plain and its environs) was already in Persian 
hands when the Behistun inscripcion was em for Darius, c. 520-518 B.C. It had 
either been acguired by Danus at the beginning ofhis reign or, more probJbly, 
by his gr:md£"-ther Cyrus. Darius now extended his rc~!m to tlte Indus ·,ralley, 
but his eastern frontier i; not dctineJ. 



quality, which will constantly recur in later chapters. This 
pottery spread outwards from the Ganges Basin to the North ... 
West Frontier, Bengal and the Deccan; its nuclear date seems 
to be 5th-2nd centuries B.c. (seep. 30). It followed an equally 
distinctive 'Painted Grey' or 'P.G.' Ware, often of com" 
parable quality· but less securely dated within the earlier half of 
the Ist millennium; Sth-sth centuries B.C. is a provisional 
bracket (p. 26). Of these and other crafts and industries more 
will be said; here they are mentioned as examples of an accumula ... 
tion of data to which an approximate timetable can be attached. 

And then came Alexander the Great. To describe his advent 
in the Punjab in 326 B.c.-with the loot of Asia in his haver" 
sack and his entourage of historians and philosophers-as an 
'archaeological datum' is scarcely to add to the stature of the 
liveliest of the Nine Worthies. But the fact remains that he 
opened the way to an inrush of refugee craftsmanship from 
prostrate Persia and was thus indirectly responsible for lasting 
elements in Indian sculpture and architecture. The Lions of 
Sarnath, the badge of the modern Republic, are in this sense 
his legacy no less than Ashoka's. And these lions and their kin 
are a part of the grammar ofMauryan and Shu':ga archaeology, 
as are the gems and ornaments which can be related to the same 
cultural tradition. 

It was however in the first centuries B.C. and A.D. that the 
classical West contributed most emphatically to the repertory 
of the Indian archaeologist. The consolidation of the Roman 
Empire by Augustus and his successors brought Roman coin" 
age and Graeco" Roman wares in great quantities to the Indian 
peninsula, where spices, gems and a middleman ... trade with 
China were the main objectives. Backed by a considerable and 
circumstantial literature-Greek, Roman, Indian, Chinese
these imports of known date and origin have been identified 
archaeologically and have lent their precision to associated 
Indian cultures. It is no exaggeration to say that in recent years 
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they have provided a fi:esh starting-point for the study of central 
and southern Indian nutcrials of wluch the context was other
wise unknown. ln particular the vvidcspread 'Runlcttcd 
Ware' (p. 3 I) i:; due to them, and its association with lt:tlic 
(Arretinc) pottery and coins of the Ronun prirccipate gives 
it a valuable initial date in the tirst half of the rst century 

A.D. Such are some of the means whereby a srcat and growing 
mass of material of the prehistoric and prow historic ages is now 
bein~_>; soned out and arranged in something approaching an 
absolute timoseq uence. Under the stimulus of the Indian and 
Pakistani State Dep:ntments of Archaeology, aided by a few 
of the universities (notably Calcutta, Poona, Allahabad and 
Baroda) the work proceeds apace. There is i:tr to go. 

:::.:RTHER NOTE ON THREE WARES OF SPECIAL 

CHRONOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE 

L Pai11ted Grey Ware (P.G. Ware). This distinctive Br011Le Age ware 
is of fine well-levigated clay, wheel-turned, thin and grey in section, well' 
fired, and grey to greyish brown, sometimes dark, in surface colour. 0 n 
the surface arc painted linear and dotted patterns, concentric circles, 
spirals, signws and swastikas, generally in matt black but uccasion<tlly red. 

The commonest forms are straight-sided bowL, and dishes with up' 

right convex sides and saggcr,bascs. 
The ware is ciuracteristic of the) umna-Ganges doiib but occurs as far 

west as Bikaner and as hr south as Ujjain. 
At Ahichchbatri in U .P ., where the ware was first recognized, it 

occurred mainly below the Northern Black Polished or N.B.P. Ware 
(see bdnw), thongb there vvas some likelihood of an overlap between the 
two. At the more carefully excavated Hastin:ipma on the Ganges, bow' 
ever, there was a stratigraphical gap between the P.G. \Yare and the 
overlying N.B.P. Ware, and there is a hint oL;. similar ga.p at Kaushan1bi 
on the J nmna, though the evidence there is less abundant. Other sites 
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Fig. 1 Painted grey ware: 1-4,jrom Ahichchhatrii; s-g,from Piinlpat; 10-12,jrom Hastiniipura. t 
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confirm the general sequence of the two wares. Moreover, whilst the 
N.B.P. \Vare is associated with iron implements, the P .G. Ware is found 
exclusively with copper or bronze: even the stone industries which often 
accompany the use of copper in India seem to be ,1bsenr from P.G. 
Ware levels. 

If the initial date of the N.B.P. Ware in the Ganges region be placed 
somewhere in the 5th century B.C. (see below), thm the bulk of the P.G. 
Ware is certainly earlier than that date. At Hastinapura this ware extended 
downwards through 4--7 feet of occupational strata; what that repn;sents 
in time can only be conjectured, but two or three centuries are a fi:asibic 
guess. On this basis, and at this representative site, the beginning of the 
P .G.\\; are might be ascribed lO the 8th century B.C. The skilful excava' 
tor ofHasunapura would prefer to take it back to 'circa I too B.C., with 
a probable margin on the earlier side'. This estimate is influenced by the 
fact that the P.G. Ware is the earliest rcputabie pottery known to us from 
a number of rowwsites-Hastinapura amongst them-mentioned as 
already established before the Mahiibbiirata war, for which F. E. Pargiter 
s.;ggested a date of c. 9)0 B.C. 1'hc equation may be right, but the avail, 
able archaeologic;tl evidence scarcely carries so long a chronology. ln 
any case, the date of the historical elements of the Mababbiirata is highly 
speculative. 

At the upper limit of the dating, a cleat archaeological gap bas been 
established between the end of the Indus Civilization((. 1 soo B.c.?) and 
the beginning of the P.G. W;ue at Rupar and other sites in N.W. Indu. 
Nevertheless, if as archaeologists we must be for ever tracing the steam' 
engine back to the tea-kettle, we may postubte a link, however tenuous, 
with Baluchistan, where tbe bowls fi:om the secondary burials at Shahi 
Tump seem to have a certain ancestral affinity with the G:mges material; 
and the Sbahi Tump burials post/dated the Indus Civilization at that 
spot. Certainly the sudden appearance of the hig,b-cbss P.G. fabric in 
the G;lnges basin suggests, or even proves, that its technique luJ already 
been perfixted elsewhere. If Aryans must be dragged into this picture, it 
is possible to suppose that the P.G. \\;'are may represent the second phase 
of their invasion of India, when, fr0m the Punjab, they entered and 
Aryanized the Middle Country of the Ganges, J umna doiib, after picking 
up ideas and doubtless crailsmen in the indus valley and the Baluch 
borderland. But sec p. I 26. 
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BrieHy, in the following pages the scbem~ttic dates f0r the important 
Painted Grey 'vVare will be the 8th-stb centuries G.C. 

2. Nol'then1 Black Polished Ware (N.B.P. TVarc) . .Many sites in northern 
and central India, occasionally as far south as .Amaravati, b~tve produced 
this Iron Age ware, which is ;,s di:;tinctive in the snbcontil,ent ;:s is terra 
sigillata on European sites. 7 It is wheel,made ,md normally thin, with a 
highly lustrous surface ranging Li:om grey or brown to black, and steel-like 
in guality. The paste is welllcvigated and is white to reddish. The bright 
gloss is not a glaze or lacgutr. The process of manuhlCtmc is doubtful: it 

bas been thought that, aiier being turned on the wheel, the pots were 
subjected to elaborate burnishing, and then mated w!lh ~, l1nely levigated, 
highly ferruginous clay, and again burni,hed; and that ti1ey were then 
fired under reducing conditions to a temperature producing an incipient 
fusion of the slip, this accounting for their exceptional hardness and lustre. 

Recently, the laboratory of the British Museum has questioned the bur, 
nishing without, as yet, providing any complete alternative cxphr.ation. 
Its present verdict is that 'the untired pots were dippt:d in a suspension of a 
ferruginous inorganic material, probably resembling a red earth; and 
that, after firing to a temperature of c. 8oo" C., the kiln wa> seakd 5'1 that 
the pots cooled in a r..:duci!lg atmosphere. The mineralogical identity of 
the "red earth" has not been discovered, and the main problem, llatucly 
the precise nature of the' wrbcf layer, still rem~' ins unsolvecl.' 

The shapes are commonly howls or convex,sidtd dishes, with a ceruin 
analogy-as, indeed, has the high quality of the fabric-to the P .G. 
pottery. The two may well represent the same tradition, with the addition 

of an improved or variant technique in the case of the N.B. P. \V" rc. 
The discovery of the new techniqut: rnay be Jscril>ed to the potters of the 
Ganges Basin, where the ware is particularly abundant. It may be sug' 
gested as an idle guess th~lt the great popularity of the W.uc was not 
altogether unconnected with its superficial resemblance to forged iron, 
which first apptars in nonbcrn India shortly beiorc N.n.P. 'vVare. 
Altern~tlivdy, it n1ay reHect th<:: iiking of the P.:rsians for a high metallic 
polish, as represented very notably in some of their 111asonry (p.174). 

The fabric has been datni on the basis of the prolonged excavations at 
the somewhat periphrral site nf Taxila in the Punjab (\Vest Pakistan), 
which yielded about twtmv sherd>. Of these, eighteen c.1me from tbt 
earliest of the succcssiw.· sites of the town, rht Bhir lvlonnd, which wa' 



founded late in the 6th or early in the 5th century B.C. and is thought to 
have ended about I8o B.c. It was visited by Alexander the Great in 
326 B.C., when the average level was about 6 or 7 feet below the present 
surface. It is noteworthy that sixteen of the Bhir Mound sherds occurred 
at depths between 7 and I 3 feet, only two being higher than 7 feet (one 
at 4 feet IO inches, and one at 6 feet 2 inches). Since Taxila was not dug 
stratigraphically in the modern usage of the term, these depths are an uw 
reliable guide, but, consistently with them, one of the two sherds found 
on the succeeding site of Taxila at Sirkap occurred at I 8 feet below the 
surface, and should therefore be early in the history of that site, that is to 
say, in the first half of the 2nd century B.C. On this showing, the N.B.P. 
Ware may be ascribed to the 5th-2nd centuries B.C. The occasional sur' 
vival of this high-grade fabric into later levels is to be expected; thus at 
Shishupalgarh in Orissa three N.B.P. shreds occurred above Rouletted 
Ware, which is not likely to be earlier than the beginning of the I st 
century A.D. But much more evidence is required as to the initial date of 
the ware in the Ganges Basin, and the Taxila dating may not in this 
respect be representative. On recent observation I am indeed inclined to 
suspect that in the far North-west, at Charsada near Peshawar (where a 
dozen stratified sberds of this fabric were found in I958), at Udegram in 
Swat (where Professor G. Tucci's expedition has found a sherd in a 
rnileu attributed to the 3rd century B.c.), and even at Taxila itself, its 
arrival should mostly be equated with the spread of the Maury an domi' 
nion from the Ganges to these parts after 323 B.C. In other words, I 
would provisionally ascribe the N.B.P. Ware of the north-westerly 
regions of the subcontinent to the period 320-I50 B.C., without pre' 
judice to the possibility of an appreciably earlier beginning in the Ganges 
Basin itself. 

It is relevant to add that in the careful trial-trenches dug at Hastinapura 
in the Ganges valley over a hundred sherds ofN.B.P. Ware were found 
in Period III, represented by 8 vertical feet of occupation-material. In the 
succeeding Period IV, which produced Mathura coins ascribed to the 
2nd century B.C., the ware was absent. 

3· Rouletted Ware. This ware was first recognized in I945 at Arib 
ame9u, near Pondicherry in South India, where it was found in associa
tion with Arretine ware imported from Italy in the early decades of the 
Ist century A.D. 8 In a more general sense this dating is confirmed at 
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Chand ravalli in northern Mysore, where a denarius of Tiberius, dated 
A.D. 26·-37, was f<mnd with closely derivative pottery and near actual 
rouletted sherds. The characteristic shape is a dish, sometimes more than 
12 inches in diameter, with an incurved and beak.:,! rim and two or 
three concentric rings of rouletted pattern on tbe flat interior base. This 
pattern is not an Indian feature and is certainly derived, like the associated 
Arretine, from the ivlcdirerranean. The Ctbic is grey or black, has ofren 
a remnkably smooth surface, is usually thin, brittle :md '.vel!,burnr, with 
almo:;r a rnc:talitc ring. The better exau;pk> are clc.uhtlcss imported; 

----·-------11111111111._, 



cruder vanetles seem to be local imitations. The ware is particularly 
characteristic of the South Indian areas reached by Roman trade in the 
Ist and 2rtd centuries A.D. with an appropriate extension in the north, 
east to Tamluk, the ancient Tamralipti or Ptolemy's Tamalites, in 
Bengal, 9 and a stray sherd in the f.1r north-west at Jhukar in Sind. 10 

This abuhdant and distinctive ware lies itself outside the range of the 
present book, but as the first clear datum in the protohistoric chronology 
of South India it serves as a terminus for some of the dating in our later 
chapters. 

c 
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I NDIAN STONE AGE TOOLS hJve been provisionally 
classified in three bro:1d categories, chronological as well 

as typological: Series I aud II representing the Lower and 
Upper Palaeolithic, and Series III marked by microlithic 
industries. In spite of its crude simplicity, this basic· classifi.; 
cation is useful in the present stage of research. Series II still 
lacks deiinitwn, but I and lli, however interpreted, are readily 
recognizabk brackets. This chapter is concerned mainly with 
Series I. 

In India it is more than ordinarily difficult to set Man of the 
Old Stone Ag~.:, Palaeolithic Man, squarely upon his feet. 
That he abounded for a peat many thousands of years is suffi.; 
ciemly evident from the unnumbered lumps of stone which he 
split and shap~.:d and lcfi: for us in a variety ofgeological environ.; 
ments. But of the bones and branches which he may also have 
hewn in the fulfilment of his daily needs, practical or spiritual, 
of the skins and matting which may have adorned his person 
and his precinct, nothing has survived. Of his physical aspect 
we know nothing. His solitary memorial is an infinitude of 
stones. 

His setting lies within the Pleistocene epoch of geology
the last pnor to the Recent or Holocene in which we live-as 
defined by the presence of a distinctive fauna: Elcphas, Equus 
and Bos. l'vlore particularly, the stone implements encountered 
in this chapter may be equated with the Middle Pleistocene 
and a schematic time-bracket of 400,000 to roo,ooo years ago, 
though the terminal date for some of the industries may well be 
later. Broadly, they fall into three main categories. 

1. Pebble-implement:;. These are more: or less crudely sharpened 
pebbles, characteristically of quartzite, and frequently retaining 



a part of the cortex or crust of the pebble. Sometimes Bakes are 
struck upwards from the edges of the Bat platform of a pebble 
which has been cloven transversely by man or nature; the 
steep cutting;edge thus formed would enable the implement 
to be used as a chopper or scraper. Alternatively, a rounded or 
oval pebble may be shaped by the removal of Bakes, normally 
on one side only to produce a scalloped cutting;edge or even a 
point. In the latter case, the sharpened pebble sometimes 
vaguely resembles a handaxe, and a genetic connection between 
pebble;handaxes and true handaxes in India has been postw 
lated. Equally, the resemblance may be fortuitous or at most 
the result of interaction. Pebble industries in India are often 
referred to as 'Soan' (or 'Sohan') industries, from the Punjab 
river where they were first recorded. 

2. Flake/implements. Two main series (with many varieties) 
have been recogtiized. The first is comparable with the Clacton; 
ian of Essex, in that the Bake is struck off an unprepared block 
by means of a hammer or by striking a fixed anvil ('blochon; 
block' technique); the striking;platform of the Bake shows no 
preparatory working and is set at a wide angle (rro-125 
degrees) from the ventral side of the Bake, and there is a large 
semi;cone of percussion where the formative blow was struck. 
The second series approaches the French Levallois technique 
whereby a domical or 'tortoise' core is first trimmed by the 
removal of a series of small Bakes from the stone block; then a 
large Bake is detached sometimes by a blow on a small Bat 
surface prepared at right;angles to the surface of the core. The 
detached Bake shows converging Baking or fluting on the 
upper side and a Bat primary surface on the under side, and is 
generally usable as a knife or scraper or spearhead without 
further trimming, though it may on occasion be submitted to 
some secondary working. 

3· Handaxes. These are pear;shaped or oval implements, 
sometimes of considerable size, a foot or more in length, worked 
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to an edge on both sides of a c•)re or occasionaily a flake. The 
more primitive examples .tppear to have been made m a 
fashion similar to that of the Clactonian flakes; their French 
category is 'Abbevillian' (formerly 'Chelhan'), but in India 
the term is liable to imply a greater measure of precision than 
the coarse material used there justifies. On the other hand the 
best Indian handaxes, showing, it seems, controlled flaking 
produced by the use of a bone or wooden mallet, may justifi, 
ably borrow the name 'Acheulian' from the more evolved 
French category. With the Acheulian handaxes are associated 
cleavers, oblong or rhomboidal in outline and with a wide 
chiscl,edge, made by the same techniques. Levallois flakes par; 
tially overlapped the Acheulian handaxes but also outlasted 
them. Indian handaxes, with or without cleavers, are com, 
monly known collectively as the 'Madra> industry', from the 
region where they were first recognized, but the name bears no 
relation to the distribution of the type. 

In 186 3, R. Bruce Foote, of the Geological Survey of India, 
picked up a pabeolithic implement in a graveL-pit at Palla, 
varam, ncar Madr;;<s. From this early start began the inter, 
mittent study of the Old Stone Age of India, though it is a 
fair comment to add that that study is still in a rudimentary 
stage. Foote's own work was of fundamental value, but oniy 
in the last guarter,century has the subject received any further 
sustained attention from trained enquirers.11 Here no complete 
survey or even summary c;m be attempted, but a few of the 
more notable palaeolithic sites in northern, central and southern 
India arc selt:cted to illustrate the current state of enquiry. If 
the result displays a somewhat sombre monotony, it is at least 
a sympathetic reflection of millennia of mental and' social 
stagnation modified by reluctant technical variation and 
occasion;~i slight advancement. In India, not less than in other 
parts of the world, the !Hunan race got off to a slow sort. 
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Fif.. 4 Early Soan implements: 1-4, pebble tools; s-g, discoidal canu; 10-1.1, 'Clactonian' 
flakes.± 
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NORTHERN INDIA 

In northern India (Kashmir and the Punjab), as in Europe, 
the Pleistocene was an epoch of intermittent glaciation and, 
again as in Europe, four main advances of the ice have been 
recognized. It is likely but unproved that the Himalayan and 
the Alpine series approximate to one another in time, and may 
be equated in tropical India with pluv1als or phases of extreme 
rainfall. 

Towards the middle of the Pleistocene occurred the second 
of the four Himalayan glaciations, and the Boulder Conglom.
erate which represents it* has yidded the earliest tools of Stone 
Age India on sites in the sub.-Himalayan valleys of the Indus 
and its tributary the Soan (or So han), in the so.-called Potwar 
Area centred about Rawalpindi.t 2 With the tools have been 
found bones of Elepbal· namadiws, which help incidentally to 

link these deposits with others on the Narbada and Godavari 
of central India. 

These early implements, which have been christened 'Pre.
Soan', are worthy of their lowly position in the human scale. 
They are characteristically big flakes or split pebbles of quartz; 
ite, with large unfaceted striking.-platforms mostly at angles of 
IOO-I25 degrees and with large, flat but well.-marked cones of 
percussion. Their upper surface is usually unflaked, and there 
is no secondary working. Their primitive quality is enhanced 
by the native intractability of the material; furthermore, they 
are mostly very worn, and the edges are oii:en battered either by 
use or by natural attrition. Many of them are recognizable as 
artifacts only by the trained eye, assisted by their association 

* The sequence here followed is that of de Terra ~nd Paterson. For a sug' 
g,esteJ variation, see F. E. Zeuner, Dati11g the Pa,·t (4th eci. London, 1958), 
pp. 274-7. The available cvidtEc<' is admittedly inconclusive. 



with more distinctive specimens, and it may be suspected that 
even the trained eye is not always impeccable. 

Following the second glaciation was a prolonged inter-
glacial phase-the Second Interglacial-during which the 
Boulder Conglomerate was partially eroded and redeposited 
as a covering on Terrace I. In this Terrace two new industries 

Stones 

make their first appearance: (i) the 'Early Soan', a pebble and Fig. 4 
Bake industry which has been subdivided typologically but 
consists broadly of chopping and scraping tools; and (ii) a 
handaxe or 'Madras' industry consisting of more or less ovate 
tools worked on both faces. In both of the Soan groups occur 
worn and deeply patinated specimens, but their complete 
absence fiom the undisturbed Conglomerate suggests that 
they belong truly to various stages of the succeeding inter--
glacial phase represented by Terrace I. 

The Bakes of the Early Soan include examples with plain 
high,angled Clactonian platforms, and others with faceted 
low,angled platforms recalling the early Levalloisian. Re-
touch is absent. The pebble choppers and scrapers are made in 
both the fashions described on p. 3 5· No fauna has been 
associated with this phase. 

During the third of the four glaciations, Terrace 2 was 
formed in a process of aggradation represented by a basal 
gravel and a thick overlying deposit of loess or silt, known 
sometimes as the 'Potwar Loess'. Teeth ofhorse and dog (or 
wolf) have been extracted from this loess, but statements that 
camel and ox have also been found in it require confirmation. 

The 'Late Soan' industry recovered from this Terrace is of 
two phases, equating with the two component strata. Phase A, 
from the basal gravel, is largely an extension of the pebble 
industry of the Early Soan, and is particularly characterized 
by rough oval pebbles with untouched butt along one side and Fig. 5 
Baking along the opposite side, though sometimes from each 
surface alternately, thus producing a wavy edge, straight or 
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convex. Phase H, from the overlyin)!; loess, has produced 
recognizable workshop,sites with fresh tools, consisting mainly 
of flakes comparable with the Late Levalloisian of Europe, 
though including some pcbbie ... choppers and cor<~s as in Phase 
A. It was observed thal there was an evolving tendency to; 
wards smaller and nwre i!ndy made type:;. 'In the early stages 
[of the Soan industry) the flakes are crude. In the late Soan 
alongside the simple forms there arc other flakes showing a 
development in technique, with much more regular primary 
Baking and often with faceted platforms.' 

It is noteworthy that the Late Soan seems normally to be 
devoid of handaxes. This statement, however, needs modifica; 
tion if in fact the Soan site of Chauntra (2o mites south of 
Rawalpindi), which has produced d. mixture of Madras and 
Soan pebble elements, is of the succeeding third interglacial 
age from Terrace 3. More evidence is required. From Terraces 
4 and 5 no significant material has been recorded; in any event 
Terrace 5 is of post; Pleistocene age. 

In recent ye;~.rs (1951-55) other 'Soan' distribmions have 
been found in the Himalayan foothills of the Punjab: in the 
upper valley of the Sirsa, a tributary of the Surtej, p miles 
west of Simla, and near Daulatpur in Hosbiarpur District 
25 miles north of Jullundur. More important arc B. H. L:tl's 
observations in the upper valley of the Beas, with its tributary 
the Banganga, in the Kangra District 2 3 o miles north,north, 
west of Delhi.l'l Four sites are named: Guler, Debra, DhaLiara 
~,nd Kangra itself. At G uler tive riveutcrraces have been identi ... 
fied, though whether they are equivalent to the Kashmir, 
Potwar series has not been determined. Again, only the three 
higher (earlier) terraces produced implements, all of l]uartzite. 
Terrace r yiddcd unifacial choppers, a bifacial chopping;tool, 
and Clacwnian flakes, bvt no handaxcs. The workmanship is 
crude; the choppers cousist of roughly sknpeucd pebbles, but 
the more evolved pchble.-rool, approximating to a handaxc, 
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Fig. 5 Late Soan inat1stry: 1-6, cores; 7, chopper; 8-12, cores; IJ-1), Leval!oisia11 flake,·. ;f 
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is absent. From Terrace 2, more choppers were recovered, 
'.Vith a pebble,handaxe, Clactonian flakes, and two others 
which are reasonably described as proto; Levalloisian, with 
due allowance for the difficulty of the material. Both the pebble; 
handaxe and the proto' Levalloisian flakes seem to mark an 
advance upon tl1e industry of Terrace I. On Terr:1.ce 3 were 
at least seven unif1.ual choppers and two Clactonian flakes, 
and either fi·om Terrace 2 or Terrace 3 came another proto; 
Levalloisian flake, a pebbbhandaxe, and two bifacial impb 
ments which were, with some hesitation, regarded as genuine 
handaxes, distinguished perhaps with an excessive nicety as 
Abbcvillian and Acheulian respectively. Both handaxes, if 
such they be, are rolled and worn. On the whole, the sequence 
from these three terraces is not i1: confhct with rhat from the 
Potwar area. 

Farther south, in Rajasthan and Malwa, a number of sites 
in the valleys of the Chambal river and its tributaries, parti; 
cularly in Chitorgarh district, have produced Palaeolithic 
assemblages which seem to Ddl stratigraphically into two series. 14 

The earlier of these, Series I, included handaxes and cleavers 
of the Madras industry in association with Clactonian flakes 
and choppers of the Soan industry. A later gravel contained 
Series II, characterized by Lcvallois Bakes with prepared 
striking,platforms, and hollow and blade,scrapers, but devoid 
alike of choppers and handaxes. The occurrence of occasional 
fiakMools of Series 11 in deposits of Series I suggested to the 
explorers a more or less continuous occupation with changing 
needs and modes. Away to the east, the J umna valley in the 
Banda district of Uttar Pradesh is reported to have produced 
a comparable tool,seq uencc in so far as handaxes were followed 
by Levallois flakes, but a}•parently without the admixture of 
Soan choppers. 

~---__ -- - - _- --- -cc-==-~=-c~ 
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CENTRAL INDIA 

The next region towards the south where serious study of the 
Old Stone Age has been undertaken lies along the three main 
rivers which empty into the Gulf of Cambay-the Sabarmati, 
the Mahi and the Narbada (or Narmada)-and about the 

· upper reaches of the Godavari, which nearly bisects the penin~ 
sula. 15 Eastward the area of investigation has been extended 
to the valleys of the Kaimiir Range south of Banaras. The 
whole of this transcontinental region shows an interesting over~ 
lap between the flake~and~pebble industries on the one hand 
and the handaxe~cleaver series on the other, with an emergent 
hint oflater Palaeolithic groups of which the full significance 
is not yet adequately understood. Here too, if anywhere, is it 
likely that an equation or compromise between the pluvials 
of the tropics and the glaciations of the Himalayas may eventu~ 
ally be postulated; 16 but much further fieldwork, geological 
and archaeological, must precede this happy result. Indian 
research is already busy in the matter. 

The great Narbada valley17 must have been a superb 
hunting~ground for Palaeolithic man, as it is for the modern 
explorer in his tracks. Its geological structure, so far as we are 
concerned, consists in the central reaches of two sedimentary 
deposits, a Lower and an Upper, comprising gravel capped 
with clay and sand; they overlie a thick deposit oflaterite (see 
below) and are covered by the dark alluvial 'regur' or 'cotton 
soil' familiar to travellers in central and southern India. The 
junctions between these successive formations are well marked, 
and the Lower group, with extension into the gravels of the 
Upper group, has produced bones of a mid~ Pleistocene fauna 
including Bos namadicus, Elepbas namadicus and Bubalus palaeindi,
cus. It may be recalled that Elephas namadicus has been found like~ 
wise in the Boulder Conglomerate which yielded the earliest 
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(Pre,Soan) flake implements of the subd-{imalayan Potwar 
2.rea, and thus provides a useful palaeontological link between 
the two regions. It is appropriate that the earliest vestiges of 
Narbada man are likewise contemporary with the formation 
of the Lower Narbada group, and that tht:y include an irv 
dustry comparable with the Pre,Soan. 

With the large flakes of Pre,Soan type, however, the Lower 
Narbada group--unlike the Potwar Boulder Congiomerate
contains an appreciable handaxe industry, represented by 
heavily rolled Abbevillian implements and both rolled and 
unworn Acheulian tools. ln the Upper group the bandaxes 
seem to be less al home; they are predominantly rolled Acheu' 
lian and are thought to be confined to the basal gravel of the 
group. They may thcreflm be wholly or largely derivative. In 
any event, the characteristic industry of the Later group re' 
sembks the Late Soan, and consists of small discoidal cores, 
pebble cores, pebble choppers and beaked tools. 

The interpretation of these resemblances and discrepancies 
between northern and central India is not easy. Nor is it facili, 
rated by more recent observation in the Sabarmati valley. 18 

There, in the main gravel, it is noted by Dr. Sankalia that 
crude pcbble,implcments occur alongside more finished types 
which include Acheuli;on handaxes ofhtish appearance. There 
are also numerous flakes, though rarely with the faceted striking' 
platform suggestive, as might be expected from the northern 
evidence, of a Lenlloisian technique. Typologically, this com' 
plex asseP1blage could be divided into a sequence of cultures 
beginning with prc,AbiJcvillian, but there is no stratigraphical 
warrant for this and it must be assumed that the various types 
were approximately contemporary. 

The problem is again illustrated but not solved in a uibutary 
system of the river Son, the Singrauli basin, of Mirzapur 
District in the Kaimur Range south of Banaras. 1 ? Here a bed 
of redeposited Pleiscocenc gravel, covered by 5 feet of alluvial 



silt and humus and overlying a layer of sand upon a deep 
Boulder Conglomerate, has produced a series of quartzite 
implements which include about 43 per cent of handaxes and 
cleavers and about 15 per cent of pebble-and-core chopping' 
tools. There are also numerous flakes of which a fair propor' 
tion (some 26 per cent of the collection) may be described as 
proto' Levallois, or even unqualified Levallois, with faceted 
platforms. The pebble-tools recall the Early Soan 'chopper' 
industry and may be so classified. The bifacial handaxes 
are of Abbevillio-Acheulian or Madras types, some of them 
exhibiting all-over controlled flaking, with a more or less 
tongue-shaped point. The cleavers are straight-edged and 
round-butted, with oblique wtting-edge. 

It should be emphasized that there was no apparent strati, 
graphic division between the pebble and the biface industries 
in this deposit. The pebble-tools were thought to be rather more 
worn th;l.n the bifaces, many of which were fresh in appearance; 
but this is the only hint of a differential chronology, and for 
the present the whole series must be regarded as approximately 
contemporary. No associated fauna is recorded. 

Stones 

SOUTH INDIA 

South of the Narbada, the pebble industry dwindles but does 
not completely vanish. Such at least is the evidence as it stands, 
with the proviso that, where handaxes or cleavers are present, 
there is a natural tendency to collect them at the expense of 
cruder pebble artifacts, and so to create a false bias. As things 
are, the most southerly site at which pebble-tools have been 
recognized in quantity is in Mayurbhanj in Orissa, where 
river-sections near Kamarpal have produced a mixed hand, 
axe and pebble industry resembling the Early Soan but with 
the pebble-tools in a minority. 2° Farther south, pebble-tools 
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occur only in small propmtion, though other types or industries 
supplement and extend the .Madras handaxes and cleavc(s 
which dominate the Peninsula. At first sight, a tenuous link 
between north and south is sustained by a distinctively mid, 
Pleistocene fauna. Thus at Nevasa on the Pravara river, tribu, 
tary of the Godavari, between Ahmad nagar and Aurangabid, 
r 50 miles east-tlorth-ca.st of Bombay, a hard cemented basal 
gravel (I), which is capped successively hy two furthn gmvels 
(II and III) and a thick layer of yellow/brown silt, has pro/ 
duced teeth of Bos tzawadiw.>; 21 and both Efep/;as nan/adieus and 
hippopotamus have been found in comparable gravels of the 
Godavari itsd( As between the Soan and the Narbada, a 
faunistic equation of this kind seems to make sense (p. 38), 
but it must be confessed that a similar eg uation between the 
Soan and the Pravara is at present less e,lsy. Thus the basal 
Gravel I of the Pravara, which produced Bo;· namadicus, is said 
to have yielded a handaxe-ckaver industry of Early-.Middle 
Acheulian type (using trap and doleritt:); when:as the Boulder 
Conglomerate of the Soan, which produced Elepbas nanzadicus, 
yielded only the crude 'Pre-Soan' industry. Tlus apparent un/ 
conformity may represent a true technological variation between 
the two regions, or may be due rather to contemporary differ/ 
ences between the tropical and the submontane fauna; but it 
needs watching, and illustrates the perils of hasty equation. 

On the Pravara, the Acheulian industry occurs also, though 
rarely, in Gravels Il-IIl; in particular, an unrolled handaxe 

Fig. 6 of chalcedony was found in Gravel II, 8 feet above the top of 
Gravel l, and a large pear-shaped handaxc of trap, Haked on 
both sides by fine step-technique and with subsequent retouch 
along the edge, one side weathered and the other side in mint 
condition, lay as high as the surface of Gravel HI, under the 
final silt. But the normal industry of the upper two gravels was 
of another kind, consisting of scrapers, blades, cores, burins 
and points of agate, chert, chalcedony and jasp~r. Here is an 



acceptable Upper Palaeolithic craftsmanship of a sort at present 
inadequately represented in our Indian material, and further 
reference will be made to it in the next chapter. 

Further south, in and near the Nallamalais Range of the 
Kurnool.-Cuddapah districts north of Madras, a number of 

----------

Fig. 6 'Series 1 'from Nevasa, Pravara valley: trap handaxe 
flaked by fine step/technique, with subsequent retouch. t 

sites have produced a large assemblage of implements which 
were analysed in 1930 in a classic paper by Cammiade and 
Burkitt.22 The geological environment indicates a succession 
of prolonged pluvials and interpluvials, the basis being a 
reddish clayey mass of 'laterite', largely of hydrated alumina 
and iron,-oxide, formed by the weathering of crystalline rocks 
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under torrcnti,tl .-ainiall ;llrernati; lf!; with dry se<esons over a long 
stretch of time. It was on the weathered surface and in washed/ 
down deposits of this laterite, when 'the swamps and forests 
of the laterite period gave place to larg<. (lpen :)lains' under 
superveni11S dry conditions, that human relics first appeared 
upon the scene. They consis( largely of hand;4xes (classified as 
'Series I'), unrolled and stained by a largely/vanished capping 
of laterite. The implements are characteristically m:ode from 
quartzite pebbles; they show che bold flaking and irregular 
edges w-hich are encouraged by the coarse material and must 
not therefore be oveuemphasized in a typological classification. 
Amongst the handaxes is an occasional 'rostro/carinate', with 
flat ventral plane produced by tbe removal of a large flake, and a 
keel/like back formed by part of the original surface of the 
pebble-a cype similarly associated with handaxes at Victoria 
West in South Africa ~u:cl in the Oldowan of East Afiica. 23 

Above the laterite-stained pebble/bed which produced the 
handaxes, a red clay laid down unJer rmewecl pluviation 
yielded fhkcs ('Series 2'), and other sites in the regiun are 
marked Ly flake-industries at an equivalent horizon. Hand/ 
axes arc now che exception. Some of the Bakes havr prepared 
striking/platforms, others have not. Occasional examples may 
fairly be described as burins; one as 'a double/ended burin of a 
very Upper Palaeolithic appearance'. Whilst this post-handaxe 
series must represent (a part of) the later Palaeolithic of penin/ 
subr India, it is JJ dw btst a crude poduu, at a lower level of 
technical achievement thaa either the C'est hJndaxes and cleavers 
of 'Series I', or the more slender backed/blades, planing.·rools, 
end-scrapers, core/scrapers, and burins, made of materials of a 
more flinty nature, class.i.tied as 'Series 3 '. The latter occurs on 
the surface of the red clay, and prepares the ·way for 'Series 4', 
which marks the topmost dcposii.s :111d is generally microlithic 
in ch~racrer (agate and quartzit<} Tl1i<: bdongs to the next 
chapter. 

---·--· ··--- ------



Fig. 7 Madras industry: 1, handaxe trimmed all over by controlled .flaking; 2, similar, with pebble butt; 
J, cleaver; 4, handaxe. All from Attirampakkam. t 
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Of the chronology of these industries, all that can be said at 
present is that not less than three pluvial episodes an: seemingly 
identifiable since the first appearance of mankind in these parts, 
and the successive climatic phases were cenainiy of long dura,. 
tion. But it must again be afrirmed that any attempt to equate 
these pluvials with the three glaciations associated with impb 
ments in the Potwar area of the north is premature on the 
evidence available. 

A parallel series was identified by T. T. Paterson in and 
above the Red Hills near Madras, where four terrace surfaces 
were recognized. 12 Here a considerable layer of detrital or re ... 
deposited laterite overlay a well ... devdoped Boulder Conglom; 
crate; and the laterite was eroded to produce Terrace r, on 
which were minor deposits of sand and gravel. This .in turn 
was eroded to form Terrace 2, where thicker gravels were 
deposited and then covered by alluvium. Three groups of im ... 
plemcnts are associated with this scgt1ence at a number of sites. 

At Vadamadurai Tank, north,.west of Madras, the Boulder 
Conglomerate at the base of this sequence produced handaxcs 
and cores of the first group, which, on grounds of typology and 
patination, falls in turn into an earlier and a later series. The 
earlier series includes very cruue Abbevillian handaxes with 
thick. pebble bum and much remaining cortex; the flaking 
denotes a 'stone' technique producing large irregular flake ... 
scars. The cores belonging to thi~ -;cries were large, also with 
rough irregular Hakiug. Both handaxes and cores bore a very 
deep whitish crust. The later series is less heavily patinated and 
is typologically more advanced. It is marked by handaxes of 
Early Acheulian type, showing the beginnings of a step,. 
flaking technique, though large free flaking is still commoniy 
used. The cores arc mostly discoidal, wHh fairly regular alter ... 
nate flaking. 

The overlying laterite gra ,,d had stained to a characteristic 
rtd colour the impkmems of the secolld group. This comprises 
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neater and more regularly shaped (ovate and pear ... shaped) 
handaxes of Middle Acheulian type showing considerably 
more step,.flaking, together with flakes which have only 
primary flaking and unfaceted platforms. 

The third group has no laterite ... staining and but little patina ... 
tion. The handaxes may be classified as Upper Acheulian, 
and include both ovates with small, fairly flat step,.flaking, and 

Fig. 8 Madras industry: 1, ovate; 2, cordate witb secondary step-jlaking:along margin. 
Both from Attirampakkam 

long pointed forms with thick pebble butts and large, neat 
free ... flaking. The cores are discoidal; the flakes still have un ... 
faceted platforms, but a few have been retouched for possible 
use as side ... scrapers. One cleaver is present. This third group 
belongs to the gravels of Terrace r. 

Attirampakkam near Madras is an important site which 
demands further work. Professor Zeuner informs me that the 
early series here, consisting of pebble...tools, flakes and hand ... 
axes, is pre ... laterite. Then came a laterite ... weathering phase, 
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during which the decomposition of tbc earlier implements 
proceeded. This was followed by the denudation of the !amite 
deposit, and the sediments thus formed in the valleys contain 
an Acheulian industry with a strong flake--component. The 
so/called Attirampakkam 5 series (late Acheulian) is fresh and 
is found in the lowest or latest terrace. 

In recent years fresh tieidwork has been carried out in the 
vicinity of Giddalur, District Kurnool. 24 The Series r and 2 

of the Cammiade/Burkitt analysis have again been recognized, 
and within them a gradation from earlier and rougher to later 
and more evolved has been partially established on the basis 
of the degree of rolling presem in the individual specimens. 
Thus the Abbevilliou\cheulian handaxes ·and associated 
rostro/carinatcs of Victoria West type, made out of pebbles 
which oti:en preserve cortical patches, arc liable to exhibit a 
fair measure of rolling. W~ith them are associated Clactonian 
flakes and cores, likewise rolled, and Bake/made handaxes. 
The more advanced Acheulian ovates and handaxcs, ranging 
from narrow, elongated specimens to wide, almost discoidal 
forms, are generally fresher in appearance; but no clear geo" 
logical stratification is described. Cleavers are abundant, and 
flakes with prepared platforms, of Levallois type, occur though 
in a small minority. One or two scrapers, including a double" 
ended scraper with 'nibbled' retouch, recall Upper Palaeo/ 
lithic industries of the West, but typologically the two Series 
may be described gcmrally as of a Mid/Palaeolithic facies. 
F'requcnt cross/references to African analogies are convincing, 
though the significance of these comparisons is matter for 
discussion. Here the problem in relation to the Indian Palaeo" 
lithic as a whole, can only be indicated as a background to 
further research. 

Setting aside for the mo.mcnt the blade/and/scraper groups 
such as the 'Opper Pravara' which may prove to be the nucleus 
of a widespread Upper Palaeolithic, we are left with three 
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Fig. 9 Giddalur I: 1, qr1artzite rostra--carinate; 2-4, quartzite pebble-tools and handaxe. i 

main Early/Mid Palaeolithic series: A, the large;flake Pre; 
Soan industries; B, the pebble points and choppers represented 
pre/eminently by the main Soan succession; and C, the 
Madras handaxes and cleavers. Of these, Series A stands for 
the time;being in isolation. The Boulder Conglomerate in 
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which it occurs has been tX]Uated tentatively with the Boulder 
Conglomerate of the .Madras Red Hills which has yielded 
pebbbtools of the 'pebbbhandaxe' type along with bif:1ce 
core tools and flakes; 25 but the equation lacks all evidence, and 
cannot be used as au i11dication that pebble/tools appear 
earlier in south India th;m in the north. It must be accepted 
that pebbl.::/choppers are significantly dmnimnt in the north 
(the Punjab), although un a number of ~itt:s hand.txcs occur 
with them as a subordinate dement. In centLtl India Lhe posi/ 
tion is reversed; the handaxes are now i11 the ascendant, and 
south of the N arb ada and Orissa tbe pebblc,choppcrs arc in a 
small minority. 

The first impression conveyed by this diflerential distribu, 
tion is that the two series are essentially separate and comple, 
mentary, with dispersal cemres respectively in the north and in 
the south. This may be the correct answer; the seeming separate' 
ness of the series is slightly reintorccd uy the fact th;J.t the hand/ 
axes which accomp;J.ny pebblc,choppcrs in tlte Early Soan are 
wholly ot largely absem tiom the L:m: Soan, which is otheu 
wise its logical sc:gud, and a comparable sequence recurs in 
the Narbada valley. Hcrc it may be that a changing environ' 
ment or population is the answer; but, even so, the seeming 
case with which the two main clements of the I::arly Soan or 
the Lower Narbada group slide apart is at ieast consistent with 
a divided tradition. Again, in the Sabarmati valley evolved 
Acheulian handaxes have been observed alongside a crude 
pebble and flake industry with which they have no obvious 
affinity. A somewhat similar disharmony is apparent in the 
Series 2 of the Nallamalais Range in south India, where the 
splendid handaxes of Series I are largely replaced by a crude 
pebble and flake industry which is not readily explained by the 
normal processes of devolution, though ;1gain a changing erv 
vironment (of which w..: know very lirdc) may be a cause. 
Certainly the possibility of independent origins for the pebble, 
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Fig. 10. GiJdal11r 1: 1-3, cleavers; 4, discoidal 'Clactonian' core; 5, pebhlMhopper; 6, small bandaxe 
showing removal of alternate flakes on opposite sides. t 

choppers and the handaxes must be kept open, and receives 
some support from wider geographic considerations. Before 
considering these, however, we must glance at the parallel 
situation in Africa. 23 

There the Victoria West (Cape Province) rostro~carinates 
have already been cited as analogies to the rostro~carinates of 
the Madras industry. But the similarities between the Indian 

Fig. g,1 
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and the African Palaeolithic are both more extensive and per/ 
haps more significant than isolated resemblances suggest. Both 
in East and in South Africa the earliest Stone Age industry 
consists of pebbles from which one or two flakes have been 
struck to produce an irregular cutting edge. The industry is 
ascribable to the Lower Pleistocene, but il was of long dura/ 
tion and an alleged East African manifestation, known as the 
Kafuan from the river Kafu in Uganda, has been thought to 
exhibit a modest evolution. Here however a word of warning, 
applicable alike to India and to Africa, must be interpolated. 
The most primitive of human industries, whether in Europe, 
Africa or elsewhere, are necessarily liable to approximate to 
natural forms; and conversely, natural forms arc sometimes 
liable to pass for prim.itive human amfJ.cts. Various factors 
such as the quautirive occurrcncL· of these 'artifacts' in a given 
deposit, and their occurrence or non/occurrence with human 
bones or other vestiges, help to shape a final judgement, but a 
subjective clement is likely to remain. And so it is that the 
Kafuan series is not univers;1lly accepted as a human industry 
at all, :md must be used with caution ;tS a supporting analogue 
to Indian industries, whilst these in tUm, in their more rudi/ 
mentary forms, should only be accepted with the greatest cir/ 
cumspection. I have, in fact, little doubt that already in India 
more chipped pebbles have been received as artihlcts than are, 
or should be, dreamt of in our archaeology. 

We are on surer ground in Ea:,t Africa with Leakey's 
'Oldowan' pebbbindustry, which is ascribed to the lower 
part of the Middle Pleistocene but may be somewhat earlier. 
Here crude choppers made by the rcrnoval of flakes in two 
directions along o:le side of the pebble seem to rnerge logically 
into very simple pebblvhandaxes flaked in three or four direc/ 
tions so th<ct two jagged cutting edge> intersect in a point at 
one cm.l. Snbscquc!ltly, as at Victoria \Vest, some of the impk/ 
ments dispby rostnvcarinatt: c];.iractc:rs, with thL· tLt ventral 



surface and keeled dorsal surface described above. These 
characters combine with ·those of the bi ... convex handaxes, 
and finally a mature Acheulian type, based on cores or large 
Rakes, is achieved. It is possible here to regard the whole process 
from pebble to Acheulian handaxe as organic and evolutionary. 
With the Acheulian handaxes, other elements of more disput" 
able ancestry-straight ... edged cleavers, tortoise cores and Leva!, 
loisian Rakes-complete the conventional assemblage. But it 
is not unimportant to add that simpler pebhbtools remained 
in use long after the handaxe complex was fully developed. 

If from this orderly picture we return to the Indian problem, 
the thought occurs that there, too, the pebble ... chopper and 
handaxe industries may not be unrelated. Pebbles sharpened 
bilaterally like great clumsy pencils have suggested the name 
'pebble...handaxes' (above p. 35), and they may in turn, with 
the supplementary use oflarge Rakes as cores, have contributed 
directly to the development of the Abbevillio" Acheulian types. 
The Acheulian cleaver, as in Africa, is more difficult to fit 
into any such evolutionary scheme, but may itself be in origin 
a Clactonian Rake with secondary dressing. A real if partial 
affinity may in fact subsist between some facets of the pebble 
(and flake?) industries and of the great handaxe complex; 
whether by mere interaction or by genuine kinship is another 
matter. 

There remains, however, the overriding factor of geograph ... 
ical distribution. This has been discussed in general terms 
by Hallam Movius,26 who is inclined to write off the near" 
handaxes of Java and Malaya for technical reasons as an inde ... 
pendent development and to exclude both the Acheulian 
handaxe and the Levalloisian Rake entirely from the Far East.* 
This leaves the pebble-or chopper-industries in dominant 
possession there, in contrast to India, Western Asia, Africa, 

*Professor Zeuner, on the other hand, would include the Javan and Malayan 
handaxes in the main series. 
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and central, southern at}d western Europe, in all of which 
Acheulian handaxcs and Hake implements manu£1Cturcd by the 
prepared striking;platform and tortoise,core technique arc at 
home. But, as we have seen, the handaxe distribution is not 
exclusive. ln North, East and South Africa, as in many parts 
of India, there is a bas1c or background pebbbchopper 
industry, the uncontaminated survival of which in the Far East 
may be due to the (alleged) failure of alien handaxc,elements to 
penetrate farther eastward than India. In other words, the 
differentiai distribution of choppm aml handaxes on the wider 
map may seem to favour a cultural duality as the explanation 
of their difl:erential distribution on the smaller map of the 
Indian subcontinent. If tl11S inference be correct, Africa be, 
comes the obvious centre of primary dispersal for the hand, 
axe complex, and we are confronted with the diffusion of ideas 
on a vast scale. 

Here two points emerge, both of which will be encountered 
in later contexts. The first is the recurrently unitary aspect of 
the cultures fringing the Indian Ocean. We are accustomed 
to the recurrent interrelationship of the lands framing the 
Mediterranean; we may equally accustom ourselves to a cul, 
tural community between East Afi-ica, Arabia and lndia, 
whether in prehistoric or historic times. Today, the interests 
of the East African Coast are vested in Indians and Arabs 110 

less than in Africans and Europeans. further back, the princi, 
pal medieval mosque on the island of KilwJ, off the coast of 
Tanganyika, rcfkcts the great mosque of Gulbarga in the 
Deccan. The medieval history of that same co'\st is a story of 
Arab trade and domination. Then and later, Chinese wares 
flowed around this great periphery. Earlier than all these, the 
Periplti:> tells us how in the rst century A.D. t~adcrs linked East 
Africa with Egypt, Arabia and India. Like the Mediter' 
ranean, the Indian Ocean is an essentially unituy 'culture .... 
pool', if so insignificant a name rray be stretched to so immense 

~~----~--------.--._ 
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Fig. 11 Comparative occurrence of 'cbopper chopping-tools', bifacial bandaxes and cleavers 
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a compass; and it was already a uui1ary culture/pool, it seems, 
far back in the Middle Pleistocene. 

The other point is this. The transference of industries, or 
even cultures, from one part of the world to another docs not 
necessarily imply mass/migration. It does not take a thousand 
men to carry an idea, panicularly a revolutionary idea. Indeed, 
I sometimes think that ideas have wings and fertilize like casual 
butterRies. There is at least no need to imagine African hand/ 
axe/battalions marching north and east and imposing a new 
colonialism upon backward pebble/using natives. If one thing 
is more certain than another, it is that the time/intervals repre/ 
sented by these various industrial modes were astonishingly 
lengthy, and that for thousands or even hundreds of thousands 
of years cultural change must have been scarcely perceptible. 
Changes, when they came, may have been relatively sudden, 
whether actuated by violent alterations of environment, by 
disease or other accident, or by the even less predictable impact 
of human genius. There is no simple answer, nor ever will 
be. 

Finally, let us glance back over this chapter as a whole. By and 
large, it must be admitted that the story of Old Stone Age man 
in India is at present monotonous, inhuman stuff. We have no 
solitary tooth of his, upon which we can exercise our humane 
imaginations, still less a skull wherein we can enclose that 
intelligence which was content, age after age, to batter guartv 
ite pebbles into some crudely utile shape. It may be that 
sometime before 18 8 r we came nearer to a little knowledge of 
his likeness if a human cranium discovered by W. Theobald 
in what may have been a Pleistocene bone/bed in central India 
was truly of that geologic ageY But the skull was subsequently 
lost in the museum of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and we can 
only wait, with a pmpcr i!11patienr:c, for indian palaeontology 
to get to work anew. 



Nor need the answer, when found, be a simple one. It is 
more than likely that, in the Middle Pleistocene, India was 
populated by human or sub..-human beings of very various 
types, perhaps both more and less advanced than the pitbecan..
thropi or ape..-men, of doubtful speech and diverse aspect, who 
have been recognized elsewhere in Asia. It is not impossible 
that these heterogeneous types, partially contemporary with 
one another, shared in the industries which we have described. 
Meanwhile, in fairness to our proto..-Indians of the Old Stone 
Age, let it be said again that we know almost nothing about 
them. Their brains, many of them, were probably no less 
ample than ours, and their thoughts may have been only a little 
more inconsequential. We like to imagine them as squatting 
along the river..-banks in the neighbourhood of suitable out..
crops, shaping, with prodigal expenditure of material, endless 
masses of stone with which to slay and dismember endless 
processions of animals in the unwary moment of the morning 
or evening draught. But in sooth we do not even know the 
intent which lay behind this industrious manipulation of Rakes 
and pebbles. What, for example, was the real function of 
those weighty handaxes, sometimes a foot in length, which were 
so skilfully sharpened on both sides alike by carefully con..
trolled blows~ It has been suggested that the handaxe was 'an 
excellent instrument for digging up roots, grubs, and other food 
from the ground': truffles with a handaxe. On the other hand, 
at that astonishing site at Olorgesailie, near Nairobi in Kenya, 
tens of thousands ofhandaxes are associated with animal..-bones 
split to extract the marrow and skulls smashed to extract the 
brains. Handaxe man was certainly an indifferent vegetarian; 
and the answer doubtless is that this tool, made by the million, 
was in fact an all..-purposes tool, whether actually held in some 
vast encompassing hand grip or mounted for use in some fashion 
lost to us. We do not even know whether the abstract creature 
whom we have called 'Handaxe man' had articulate speech. 
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made symmetrical fur ambidextcrous users, whereas the cmeu 
gent flake,industrit:s were conm.:ctcd w1th nasu:ut ,.j\~hr/ 
handedness; aud that this ri~,hvhand~.:duess \.Vas in wrn linked 

· 1 l d 1 ,. · ' · 1 r · ' t' 1 Wlt 1 t 1e CVC opmuH. 01 :;peeCI1-'Ct'lltiCS '-'~'• tl1L ,:,[ SldC 0 t 1e 
brain." 8 That may be suund physiology but .i.t is perhaps n0t 

d 
. 1 . '] 1 1 1 1 very goo arcilaeo ogy smce !JaKe:. occur as car.y as nanGaxes. 

It may of course be that men with rhc pit of articulate speech 
co,existed with others, grunting wlahcl•/;,~>·, who bcked it. We 

simply do not know. 
Even the inferred bias towards ri vcr,banks may wt:ll be 

wrong. The picture is as likely as not to be unbalanced by the 
('let that rivcucunings are of their nature particularly liabL: to 
expose the buried strata on which these remote peopks had 
their b.:ing. No doubt, however, it 1s m~ar enough to rhe truth. 
The story of these folk is a part -in yeJ.r~, a very long part---of 
the story of India; the careful and onerous investigation of 
their industries and environment is ~t primary task for Indian 
and Pakistani archaeology; but, for all our skill, they are 
doomed to remain, these pioneers, lictlc more than 'Handaxe 
folk' or 'Pebbbchopper,chopping folk', little more than 
archaeological labels which thinly disguise the poverty of our 

understanding. 
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CHAPTER IV 

More Stones 

THE PRINCIPAL INDUSTRIES described in the last chapter 
may have begun about 400,000 years ago and may have 

ended-to use ap abrupt term for what was certainly a very 
long and ragged process-something under roo,ooo, perhaps 
nearer so,ooo, years ago, with survivals, as in South Africa, 
down to relatively recent times. So far, our handaxes and 
pebble ... choppers have offered little hint of succession or replace" 
ment, and to this segue! we must now turn, though without 
great hope of definition. The example of Afi·ica shows how 
much can be achieved by a single generation of scientific field" 
workers, and India is equipping herself for a similar advance. 
Meanwhile the present somewhat dubious position may be 
summarized under two questions. First, what evidence is there 
for a distinctive Upper Palaeolithic phase in India, as in 
Africa and Europe~ And, secondly, is there in India, again 
as elsewhere, a recognizable Mesolithic between the Old Stone 
Age and the New-if indeed there be a New Stone Age at all~ 
This question involves, inter alia, the problem of the micro" 
lithic or small,.stone industries which occur profusely in parts 
ofthe subcontinent and stoutly resist easy classification. 

First, then, the Upper Palaeolithic. In the north, as already 
noted (p. 40 ), there was a tendency in the Late Soan towards 
finer flake ... implements, apparently without handaxes. This 
trend is appropriate to the Upper Palaeolithic but needs much 
fiJrther investigation; for example, Terrace 4 of the Soan series 
is at present an uncertain quantity, and surface sites of small 
flakes and pebbbtools on the Sil (tributary of the Soan) near 
Pindi Gheb and at Dhok Pathan nearby are without strati" 
graphical context. Like the flakes, the pebble...tools are smaller 
than the average Soan type, and include a new form, a kind of 
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awl made on a small ov:ll pebble flaked on both sides at 01;e 

end to make a sharp point. Associated Hakes :tre similar to 
Late Soan: a few are retouched, and one is a steep scraper with 
fine trimming. Faceting of the platform is rare. 'The age of 
this series', adds Lm.:rsolJ, 'is uncertain, but, to judge from 
typology aud the state uf [Hescrntion, it is undoubtedly fairly 
late and must be at the tariiest contemporary with the Late 
Soan, r·ossibly later, perhaps even of the fourth glacial age.' 29 

In the Jhelum valley of Kashmir, de Terra and P:lterson found 
'great numbers of arti!lcially flaked stones, among which were 
flakes and cores reminiscent of p:tlacoliti1ic tcchniLJ uc, i 1V 
eluding the Lcvalloisian; 'but in all these places it was certain 
that the Hakes art associated wtth pottery,bearing layers of either 
neolithic or historic date'. 

That has not carried us very fa,·--or, rather, ir has carried us 
too far-and the three terraces whicb have been noted in the 
Beas and Banganga valleys, with their consistent assemblage 
of choppers and handaxcs (p. 40 ), likewise take us at present 
no ti.mher in this problem. But in cemral India the evidence 
begins to clear. 1 n the last chapter attention was drawn to a 
remarkable disc and blade industry described by Sankalia 
from the upper gr:wels of the Pravara, tributary of the Coda> 
vari. 30 This industry apparently overlies the bulk of the Acheu> 
lian handaxes which, with rare survivals just sufficient to 
suggest a cultural overlap, are, if the account is correctly 
interpreted, coDccntrared in Gravel l, the lowe>t, of the 
geological successwn (above, p. 46). It docs not fit easily into 
the current categories, and may provisionally be known as the 
'Upper Pravara' until its position and afiinities arc more amply 
established. Its material> ne agate, chert, chalcedony and 
jasper, and its forms constitute a miscellany of scrapers, blades 
and cores. The cores, to some of which the somewhat loose 
term 'Clactonian' is dpplicd, include also very non-Clacrorv 
ian examples worked all over by pres:.ure,technigue, with 
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F~~· 12 'Series 2' from Ne11asa, Pmuara uallcy: 1, chert [,uri11; 2, chert double/ended 
burin; J, agate poi11t; 4, chalcedony point; 5, quartz point; 6, pointed clmt.flakc; 7, painted 
cbalcedony flake; 8, leaf/shaped chert )lake; g, cbert scraprr; 1 a, chalccclony au•l. ·~ 
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irreguhr wa.\ y eJg<:_ Awougst the bbdes a type about an inch 
long with blunted back and retouched edge merges into an 
encl.-scraper in examples with more emphatic flaking; but chcre 
are also halDround scrapers and side/scrapers wi;:h extensive 
retouch, and indeed rhe blade"scraper series exhiLits a wide 
range and an evolved tradition. A few Hakes show Lev:tllois 
characters with ~tceted striking"pbtform and some: retouching 
round cbe edges. Two or three implements with beaked point 
may be described as burins-a relatively rare type in India. 

Microlithic elements occurred in the overlying silt, above a 
considerable intervening deposit devoid of artiL1.cts; but the 
Upper Pravara as a '.;l,'hole showed no specifically microlithic 
trend, and a vaguely Aurignacian facies e:tn be claimed for 
.it without emphasis. lt shows some analogy with earlier phases 
of the Kenya Capsian or Aurignacian, aud may in Let be the 
forerunner of an equivalent Indian develupme:lt. lt is at least 
sufficient to encourage further search for a true Upper Palaeo" 
lithic phase in the Indian succession. 

A comparable hiut of Jll l} pper PalJeolithic horizon W·<> 

detected by Commander K. R. U. Todd in a clay- and gravel/ 
pit at Khan9ivli, .21 mib north of Bombay," 1 though here 
again an admirable piece of pioneer,work awaits consolid<v 
tion and development. Upon the native rock, a deposiL of 
bluish,brown clay, the Lowe;: Clay, 3 to 50 iud1es thick con' 
tained rough tools an,i Hakes 'somcwhar recalling J. Clanon 
industry' but occasiom.lly ~bowing more dun om: period of 
flaking. This industry approximates in ki1d ro Lhe pre-So;m. 
On the surface of the Lower Clay occurred ;uwther somewhat 
similar industry comprising scrapers, cores and choppers, some' 
times in mint condition, with 'an early form of rostrate hand' 
axe'. Overlying the Lower Clay wa:; the Lower Gravd, 1-6 
feet thick, containing numerous implements of Abbcvillian 
and Clactoniatl types in varying statc3 of preservation. On the 
surface of the gravel were Clactonian fbkc:s and Acheulian 
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Fig. 13 'Series 2' from Nevasa, Pravara valley: 1, chert discoid; 2, chalcedony flake witiJ prepared 
striking~platjorm; 3-5", chalcedony blades with blunted back and edge partly retouched; 6, tabular 
side~scraper, chert; 7-8, ciJalcedony end~scraper,·; g-zo, chalcedony discoids. ~ 
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handaxes ill mint condition, with a number of unclassified 
flake-implements 'probably Acheulian in culture'. So far, all 
is reasonably plain sailing. ln the present context it is the rcla, 
tionship of these lower layers to their successors that matters. 

Above the Lower Gravel was alternatively a further layer of 
clay known as the Middle Clay, or a sandy stratum represent/ 
ing probJ bly the laterization of the upper part of the Lower 
Gravel. These deposits were themselves devoid of implements, 
but on their surface was a blade industry, including cores, 
blades and scrapers, with a few small handaxes made on flakes. 
On top of the sand or Middle Clay lay the Upper Gravel, 
about 3 feet deep, on which was found a working-floor with 
a blade and burin industry accompanied by little heaps of 
waste fhkes of indurated shale. Over all were IS inches of 
Upper Clay containing a more developed blade and burin 
industry, including polyhedral and angle burins and one of 
parrot-beak type. In and on the surface appeared the inevitable 
microlithic industry of these parts (see below, and Chapter 7). 

In this series, both the Lower and the Middic Clays may 
represent periods of pluviation, whilst the gravels may indicate 
phases of a semi-arid character/ out to equate the pluviations 
with the standard glaciations is, in the present state of know' 
ledge, mere guesswork. At a venture, the Lower Clay might 
be matched with the penultimate glaciation, and, if so, is 
congenially associated with its pre-Soan' Abbevillian industries 
whilst the Middle Clay may correspond to the last glaciation, 
which would thus be brought into a familiar terminal relation' 
ship with a blade, burin and scraper industry of a roughly 
upper Palaeolithic facies. Beyond th.1t oracular statement, 
even guesswork falters. 

In the south of India a partially equivalent Upper Palaeo' 
lithic seems to emerge as Series 3 of the Cammiade-Burkitt 

*Todd thought that the Lower Gravel w.ls laid down under pluv.i;~i condi
tions, but this is perhaps less likely than the view here 'ugg;ested. 



succession. In the Nandikanama Pass north of Madras (p. 48), 
on the surface of a red alluvial clay which is in turn sealed by 
red sandy soil-both layers which should be subsequent to 
the gravels containing the handaxe" and flake ... industries of 
Series r and 2-have been found a number of knife,bladcs of 
black (Lydian?) stone showing fine blunting down the backs, 
together with core,scrapers and burins mostly of the gouge type. 
Small crescents or 'lunates', however, of a normal microlithic 
type also occur in the Series, and, if in place, suggest that the 
industry may be too late to constitute an immediate follow ... up 
of the Mid" Pleistocene Series, 1 and 2. On the other hand, 
Series 3 has an affinity with the so,called Capsian of Kenya, 
where lunates also occur with backed ... blades, burins and end, 
scrapers. Incidentally, two radiocarbon dates for the partially 
comparable Upper Capsian of North Africa give c. 6500 

and 5000 B.C., 32 and, if the Indian dating should prove to be 
of the same order or even somewhat earlier, an appreciable gap 
between Series 2 and 3 becomes virtually certain. 

In brief, the Upper Pravara and possibly the Khan4ivli 
groups are for the moment the only industries in India for 
which an organically intermediate position can be claimed 
with reasonable ·.probability between the Acheulian" Leva], 
loisian groups of the late Middle Pleistocene and the evolved 
microlithic 'spread' to which we must now turn. 

The small,stone ( microlithic) industries of Europe, Africa, 
western Asia and India present, like the handaxes before them, 
a standard example of the problems of diffusion over a wide 
map. Their considerable degree of specialization and a vague 
but not entirely negligible approximation in their dating (as 
it seems) do indeed suggest some sort of cultural nexus in their 
distribution; but progress in the understanding of this remark... 
able possibility is dependent upon a closer analysis of the 
existing material and the acquisition of new. There is slight 

More Stones 
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but accumulating ~vidcr,ce that Arabta i0rmcd .t cultural, as 
indeed it forms a ~~l:ogra phical, exremion of t:bc Sahara zone, 
and so may have coPstitutecl a cemral iink between northern 
Africa and western Asia on the ow lu1,J ~mel India on the 
other (cf. p. 58). 

There are many places in India, such as the banb of the 
N arb ada, where the most casual collector c.m readily fill his 
pockets with these smail !-lakes and implements. Their material 
-ofi:cn chalcedony, ag,tre, or other semi/precious stones-
catches the eye, a11d their minute size stimulates curiosity and 
acguisiti vencss. Many of them are undoubtedly the remaim of 
composite tools, of which wood or bone formed a part; for 
example, arrow/shaits with barbs of small sharp flakes such as 
1 unatt:s, in:;et and gummed near the point on opposite sides 
of the shaft. MosL of tlJcm, on the other hand, can only be 
described as 'industnal waste'. 

The familiar lunates-~-crcscenvshaped flakes from 1 inch to 
r ~ inches in length, with the :utural edge of the flake as the 
cord and steep retouching to blum the rear arc, to take the 
pressure of the thumb or to inset in wood or bone-are the most 
constant denominator of microlithic industries, whether in 
Africa or India. Splayed lunates may have been used as trans/ 
verse arrowheads. Trapezoidal forms occur occasionally but 
are rare; and points which can fairly be likened to the numerous 
burins of north Africa and western Europe are very excep/ 
tional indeed, unless 'borers' are included. Triangles merge 
into angular luuates and scarcely deserve separate classifica/ 
tion. Disc scrapers are relatively abundant but are not patti/ 
cularly characteristic of the micro lithic complex. On the whole, 
the Indian miuolitbic groups make an indifferent showing 
beside those of Afric:1, Palestine a:td Europe. Attempts to 
subdivide them into categories such as 'non/geometric' and 
'geometric' are a move in the right direction but are premature 
in the present state of the evidence. As elsewhere, a very large 
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proportion of the material consists merely of primary flakes, 
which in a few instances suggest use but are mostly waste. 

On the map, the concentrations of microlithic sites are in 
central and southern India, with extensions up the west coast 
to the lower lndns. The Punjab and the northern plains arc 
almost blank, though whether this is significant or rather due 
to inadequate exploration or to the covering of appropriate 
sites by aggradation cannm be affirmed. A similar doubt 
arises from the seeming absence of rnicroliths from nortb,east 
India-East Bengal, Orissa and Assam. But the negation 
receives support fi-om the bet that soutiH:ast Asia as a whole 
has failed, so far, to produce any microlithic industry truly 
comparable with that of India south of the Vindhyas. 

The dating of these Indian industries 1s at present full of 
doubt. Provisionally, a line of division may be drawn between 
(earlier) micro lithic industncs which are not clearly associated 
with pottery and (later) ones which are. True, the incidence of 
pottery is likely to be a variable and eveil accidental datum. ln 
recent years a number of Late Stone Age cultures devoid of 
pottery have been identified spmadically in Asia: at Kila Gul 
Mohammed near Quctta in Baluchistan, at J arrno in the foot.; 
hills of northern lraL1 east of the Tigri>, at Jericho in Jordan, 
and farther west in Cyprus. At J anno radiocarbon tests give 
a date about 4700 B.c. or earlier. At Jericho similar tests indi, 
cate that the pre,pottery Neolithic was flourishing both before 
and after 6ooo B.c. The Baluch example produced a radio" 
carbon date of about 3 3 50 B.C. Broadly, it may be affirmed that 
there is no reason, as knowledge stands, to assume the existence 
of good kiln, baked pottery anywhere in the world much before 
4000 B.C., or in India before 3000 B.C. Some at least of the 
pottery tou nd with microliths in India is of the Bronze or even 
the Iron Age, i.e. well within theISt millennium B.C. Indeed it 
is a fair gem:ralization that, in the Deccan and probably also in 
peninsular India, the Iron Age, which began there not ear.lier 



than the 5th century B.C. and in some places appreciably later, 
is an alien structure founded directly upon a microlithic and 
chalcolithic substratum (see Chapter 7). 

Until recently, a classic instance of the variable relationship 
of pottery to microliths was supplied by Sankalia's well~ known 
site in Gujarat, at Langhna:j. There a considerable depth of 
dry wind~blown sand accumulated anciently, but, at an aver~ 
age depth of four feet from the present surface, the accumula~ 
tion was interrupted by a faint layer of humus, indicating 
temporarily damper conditions. In the lower part of the sand 
above the humus, microliths were associated with potsherds 
of 'Neolithic' age or later. The humus land~surface itself and 
the sand below it were long thought to be completely devoid 
of pottery; but further examination of these layers in 1952 and 
1954 is said to have produced 'very small quantities of ex~ 
tremely comminuted pieces of coarse, handmade and ill~fired 
pottery'. 33 The few fragments found were exceedingly tiny, 
and, if they are truly in situ and have not merely percolated 
through the very flimsy humus~layer, it would be interesting to 
know whether we are here confronted with true pottery or 
rather with baked basketAinings such as have been noted in 
the Upper Kenya Capsian. The buried humus layer produced 
vast numbers of microliths (including a majority of primary 
flakes) of quartz, jasper and chert. With them were sandstone 
slabs flattened on one side and used for grinding; and mineral~ 
ized human skeletons of'modern' dolichocephalic type, found 
in a crouched position below the humus, are assumed to be 
related burials. The fauna included Indian rhinoceros, hog~ 
deer, axis deer, nilgai antelope, black buck, bovines, mon~ 
goose, pig, horse, dog or wolf, tortoise and fish, but not, in the 
latest review of the material, any hint of domestication. Nor 
do the grinding~stones necessarily reflect agriculture, since they 
may equally have been used for wild grasses and spices. In any 
case, it seems likely that the economy of the settlement was 
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domimmly that of [be bumer. lt :d10uld be added that, in the 
sand below tbe main occupation/level was found a part of the 
shoulder/blade of R!Jinoaroo; unicomi_,- ·bearing at least eight 
artificial pits on one side and suggesting use as an anvil in the 
fabrication of microliths. 

The general picture is that of a community squatting on the 
dry sandy soil during a period of moderate rainfall, and occu/ 
pied in the manufacture of small blades of which many may be 
supposed lO have been scL in bone or wood as composite tools. 
The small pebbles available for this purpose may have been 
collected in the Sabarmati river, some eighteen miles away. 
The community lived mainly on the products of the chase, 
but they supplem.ented their meat with prepared grasses or 
herbs, which namre may haw provided without artit!cial aid. 
Pottery in the accepted sense was either absent or, if sparsely 
presem, was of thr crudest sort. 

The stone industry fi-om this land/surface included a great 
quantity of waste, due to the uncertain and irregular flaking of 
the material used_ Fluted cores show that many of the blades 
broke off half1way down tbt cure, but ar~ small monumwts 
of human persistency. Son1.c cores were made from thick flakes, 
a practice noted elsewhere in central India. Of a hundred 
implements properly so/called (as distinct from mere Hakes), 
the commonest is the lunate, backed along the arc eith.:or fi:om 
one side or both. Irregular specimens, bu1ging nearer one end, 
may be described as points. These may have been used as 
arrowheads. For the rest, the series includes a few rather crude 
scrapers, and an obligue/endcd point which might almost be 
described as a burin; but as a whole the industly is a poor one, 
with few specialized forms. 

No significant difference is noted between the microlitbs on 
the ancient land-surface and those found (in far smaller 
numbers) with potshetds in the overlying sa~d. Again, the 
vast majority ,_,fthe specimem fi:om this upper layer are no more 
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than minute primary flakes. The associated shcrds, though of 
far better quality than the scraps fiom the lower kvcls, have 
not been dated more closely than 'Neolithic, Iron Age'. 

A similar vagueness often attaches to sherds found elsewhere 
with microlithic industries, and the only value which can be 
derived irom the association is the implication that no very 
remote age is ascribable to the industries in question: be it 
repeated that most of them are probably not earlier than the 
Ist millennium B.C. True, in East Africa crude pottery, or 
somethiug very like it (above, p. 73), occurs in the Upper 
Kenya Caps ian which is basically Upper Palaeolithic but 
includes an appreciable rnicrolithic element, particuLuly 
lmutes from l to I inch in length. This industry has not yet 
been closely dated, though a North African analogy of about 
6500-sooo B.C. has already been cited (p. 69). The Capsian 
is followed in Africa south of the Sahara by more whole
heartedly microlithic groups, of which the earlier Wilton has 
been compared with the latest of the four Cammiade-Burkitt 
series from South India-a profuse surface-melange of pigmy 
tools including lunates, backed knife,blades, triangles, and 
core-scrapers. Similar microlithic assemblages, equally undated 
have been collected widely in the Mahi and God:ivari valleys, 
the Vindhya Hills and elsewhere in the centre and the south, 
but only in two instances have they, at the time of writing, been 
associated with an informative stratigraphy dev01d of pottery. 

The first is at Rangpur in Kathiawa~ where, beneath 
material related to the Indus Civiliution, was a layer con' 
taining crude microliths of jasper and agate without pottery. 
The layer has not yet been adel]Uately investigated, and all that 
can be said is that on this site microlith> were in use not later 
than the latter half of the 2nd millennium B.c. The second 
instance is in the Tinnevelly District of the southern part of 
Madras State. Here the coastal plain is characterized by exten' 
sive sand,dunes or tcris, whence the sites associated with them 
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are known as Teri sites. The sands ate connected with fossil,
beache> of calcareous s,wds largely of organic origin. Farther 
inland several morplwlogicai steps representing successive 
lagoon,-floors of a greater age have been observed. On these 
various steps, A, B and C horizons have formed, but in 
many places the loose A horizon has been blown away, so that 
on the surface of the cemented B horizon is now encountered 
a conrcntration of indusuies originally deposited on or in A. 
In the aggregate, the industries musl extend back to a very 
appreciable antiquity. They have been studied by Professor 
Zenner and Mrs. Allc:hin. "5 

These stratified Teri mdustries comain lunates, tr;msversc 
arrowheads, bifacial points showing pressureA-laking, backed 
blades, unifacial and bifacial discoids, a microburin, end,- and 
side-scrapers, and an occasional pebble chopping-tool of 
greater size. The tools are of quartz and variously coloured 
chens. On certam sites, association with black-and-red sherds 
ofurnileld or megalith type and ofthc Lm three or f0ur centuries 
B.C . .is ascribed to the blowing away of the A horizon and the 
consequcm re-deposition of the sherds at the lower level. There 
is little doubt that, as a whole, the Tinnevelly T eri industry 
repre~cnts a prupottery or at least J non-pottery phase. The 
pressure-flaked bifdcial implements art' elsewhere aosent from 
lndia but recur in Ceylon. 

W c seem to have here the vestiges of a hunting or fishing 
people settled or temporarily encamped in the vicinity of an old 
coast-line 20-30 feet higher than today, sometime before the 
advent of polished stone axes (rare in any event so far south) 
and the pottery-using Chalcolithic. The phrase 'Ivlesolitbic 
Period' is still too nebulous in India for definitive use, but it 
would appear likely that, under the impact possibly of micro' 
lithic elements received via Arabia (p. 70), in the Peninsula 
as in Africa a micro lithic trend in the Upper Palaeolithic was 
subseq ucntly so emphasized as to represent a distinctive stage 
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in the Stone Age st:guence. The general absence of a true flint 
or obsidian deprived the Indian tool~maker of the apt materials 
which encouraged his opposite numbers in Africa and Europe 
to perfect the fabrication of these minute implements, and, 
with occasional exceptions, it must be confessed that the Indian 
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micro~industries rarely rise above the second~rate. K. R. U. 
Todd, however, who had an extensive knowledge of Indian 
microliths particularly in the Bombay area, 31 came to the 
interesting conclusion that 'the [west] coastal microliths as a 
whole appear, from their form, patination and state of preserva~ 
tion, to be definitely of earlier date than the pygmies from the 
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inland sites at J ubbulpore and the Vindhya llills. Further, 
they include many iorrns not n:corded in the inland sites, '.'.rhich 
seem to consist of lunates, blades and cores only.' If this ob,.. 
servation is confirmed--and it is consistent with the scarcity of 
microliths farther east though a crude non,..pottery industry has 
recently been recognized near Durgapur in West Bengal--it 
may be interpreted as a further pointer towards a western, and 
therefore south1west Asian or nortlvcast African, source for the 
Indian series, and wtli once more illustrate our 'lndian Ocean 
culrure,..pool' (see above, p. 58). 

Certainly at the end of the story, in and before the 3 rd cen1 

tury B.c., the technical level was a low one. The prearon Age 
culture at the inland site of Brahmagiri, which was of this 
period, S;; was fairly extensively sampled and produced oniy a 
crude Hake1industry with a microlithic bias-small backed,.. 
knives, serrated blades, one crested flake, a beaked burin (1), 
side,..scrapers, and an inferior lunate. These poor implements 
were associated with polished stone axes and occasional copper 
and bronze, and would seem to represent the microlithic tradi1 
tion at its last g,asp. 

The relationship of the Chalcolithic and iron, using cultures 
of central India with microlithic indusmes will be funher co1v 
sidered in Chapter 7. 

At present the term 'Neolithic' or 'New Stone Age' does not 
make much sense in India. Unless some of the micro lithic 
cultures be so classified, no integral Neolithic culture has yet 
been isolated there. Blade1industries with a microlithic trend 
existed, as we have already seen, both before and afrer the 
introduction of metals. lt is less certain that polished stone irw 
plements preceded some slight knowledge of copper or bronze. 
Before turning to them, however, something more must be said 
of the flakes and blades which culminated in the Chalco lithic 
cultures of northern and central India. 

--------------------------------



Both at Sukkur and at Rohri, situated on opposite banks of 
the lower Indus in Sind, have been found core- and flake, 
industries showing a typological affinity with the Chalcolithic 
series but associated neither with pottery nor with metal. 37 

This might be explained by the evident f.<ct that the sites were 
primarily workshops. On the other hand, there is also some 
geological reason for supposing that they antedate the Indus 
Chalcolithic, in that the hill-top soil associated with them dis' 
appears on the slopes under a covering of silt left by an Indus 
flooding at a considerably higher level than today and a 
fortiori higher than in Indus-Civilization times. (In the early 
days of Mohenjo-daro the flood-plain of the lower Indus was 
at least twenty feet lower than today.) This has suggested but 
does not prove that the Sukkur-Rohri industries may be earlier 
than, and ancestral to, the Chalcolothic cores and flakes of the 
Indus valley, though not necessarily at any very great interval 
of time. 

Their material is derived from the Eocene limestone of the 
locality and is as true a flint as can be found in the sub, 
continent. The cores, flakes and implements occur on hill, 
tops, either on or close to the surface, and include both un' 
patinated examples and others showing degrees of patination 
which have been thought, without emphasis, to indicate a 
time-scale. Amongst much waste, the Sukkur series comprises 
broad and narrow blades, all somewhat crude and thick, with 
rare retouching down one or both sides and sometimes with a 
natural 'back' or cortex; flakes either with lengthwise or with 
convergent primary flaking; a few 'plane' scrapers with steep 
trimming; a few conical cores showing long, narrow, shallow 
flake-scars, like the cores typical of the Indus Civilization; 
and occasional axe-like cores bearing a superficial resemblance 
to Acheulian handaxes but differing from them in technique 
as in date. The Rohri sites produce large g uantities of blade' 
cores, mostly conical, and a multitude of crude and irregular 
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blades which m:ty be regarded as 'export rejects'. It is suffi.
cicntly evident from the carctul preparation shown by some of 
the cores that blades of good quality were also made, com.
parable more nearly with the better examples from the Civi]i.
zation. These better blades were ptcsunubly Jispersed by 
trade. 

The great Civilization which Hourished in the Indus valley 
and southwards to the Gulf of Cambay at the end of the 3rd 
millowium will be discussed in the uext chapter, but here it 
may be Gbserved thaL the common knife wlth which this 
Civilization widely supplemented its bronze tools was a long, 
parallel<sided blade of chert. Similar blades are found in some 
of the Baluch hill.-co;mnuuities which existed before or along.
side tlw Civilization. The bladts were rarely retouched; 
Colonel D. H. Gordon bas noted thar, of 1,758 examined at 
the two principal Indus stte-:, only 104 showed any secondary 
working; a few of these had been worked down both sides to 
form a point, some arc backed, :l nd sollle arc notched at the 
base for binding to a. handle. Tbc peculiarly brilliant gloss 
produced on the edge by the cutting; of corn has occasionaily 
been detected. Some of the nuclei or cores were also poiished 
and had probably been used as burnishers on metal. No 
characteristic microlithic forms arc present. On the other band, 
there arc a i(:w large (sometimes huge) sguare.-stctioned 'axes' 
which may have been either hoes or tree.-cuttcrs. 

ParalleJ.,sided chert blades of normal Indus type have been 
found as far south as southern Katbi;iwaq, at the Indus sites of 
Lothal and Ihngpm. It may be therefore that there is a cul.
tural kinship between these blades and those which have in 
recent years bu:n recovered from a considerable series of Chal.
colithic sites in central lndia (northern and central Deccan): 
Tripnri, N:tgda, Ma.hcshwar, NavJa Toli, Prakash, Bahal, 
Nevasa, Jorwe, Na~ik, and Maski. /\ r these sites the Chalco/ 
lithic plusc, thmJt;J, not closely dated, is clearly post.-Indus, and 
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1200-500 or 400 B.C. is probably a fair guide.* Nor, in spite 
of the occasional affinity of their Bake/industry with that of the 
north, can it be described as significantly 'Indus'; it has, as 
already pointed out, a strongly microlithic bias (doubtless 
emphasized by the limitations of the raw material available) and 
includes lunates and occasionally other microlithic forms, 
although the published ascription of the over/all term 'micro/ 
lithic' to an industry such as that at Maski, where chert blades 
up to si- inches long are included, 38 is not to be commended. 
Further reference will be made in Chapter 7 to these central 
Indian cultures; meanwhile it may be suspected that the Maski 
blades, like those ofKathiawad, represent an intrusion from the 
blade/industries of north/western India into the essentially 
microlithic cultures of the Deccan. 

Finally, something must be said about the ground or polished 
stone axes and adzes which are amongst the most characteristic 
stone artifacts of India. In some regions of the Deccan or the 
Peninsula they can be picked up almost casually on a country 
walk. The sequel normally is that their find/spot is quickly 
forgotten, and the museums oflndia and Great Britain contain 
innumerable unidentified examples. Something like eighty 
localities can, however, be put on the map, and it is clear that, 
apart from a thin scatter in the north/west (sometimes out of 
context), the distribution lies south/east of a line drawn from 
Bombay to Kanpur (Cawnpore) on the middle Ganges and 
extends at least as far south as the Kaveri river. In other words, 
the axes belong essentially to eastern and southern India, but 
are absent from the extreme south and from Ceylon. 

On the basis of form they have been tentatively divided into 
three groups, each subdivided into four sub/groups. Within 

* Since this was written, Dr. Sankalia has informed me that a Cr4 analysis of 
burnt wheat from a late chalcolithic stratum ofNav<;la Toll by the University 
ofPennsylvania has given the date 1336 B.C.± 125. 
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Plate 2 

the narrow limits of til<.: pn.:sent summary I do not propose to 
discuss the mdividua.l types or possible variations in their 
distribution. This has been attempted in part by Subbarao, 
Worman and Allchin, 3 B but except in the Bellary region little 
exact information is forthcoming. Here it will suffice to 
diHerentiatc the two underlying techniques. Technique I cotv 
sists of (a) the rough hammer/shaping of the stone- commonly 
dioritic trap or basalt--followed by (b) the further reduction 
of unwanted excrescences by means of a 'tabricator' (rather like 
a stone !1nger) and sometimes by pecking, and (c) a final 
grinding and polishing of the cutting edge and often over half 
or less than half of the surface of the tool. The resulting trans/ 
verse section is ovoid, trapezoidal or sub/triangular. Technique 
2 consists of (a) the removal of flakes ti:om faces and sides of 
the core so that an implement with almost Bat faces and 
rectangular section is produced, and (b) in general the smooth 
polishing, with occasional pecking, of the whole or most of 
the surfaces. The commonest type in Technique I is an axe or, 
rarely, adze with a bluntly pointed (sometimes rounded) butt; 
the most distinctive type in Technique 2 is the tanged or 
shouldered adze or hoc. 

The pointed/butt axes were first put imo a stratigraphical 
context in 1947 at Bralunagiri in northern .Mysore, thirty miles 
south of Bellary. There, on an ancient town/site, the latest of a 
clear sequence of three main cultures was da(ed by its rouletted 
and russet/coated painted (" Andhra") wares (p. 3 I) to the Ist 
century A.D. Below and overlapping ir was an elaborately 
iron/using 'megalith' culture (p. 162) which is unlikely to have 
arrived there much before the 3rd century B.C. In turn, over-
lapping and underlying this megalith culture was a Chalco/ 
lithic cnlture with two subdivisions, marked by abundant 
pointed/butt axes, crude microliths, rough pottery and rare 
scraps of copper and brouze. The overlaps in each case imply 
a partial contemporaneity between the new cultur<; and che old, 



but equally in each case there was no organic cultural transi, 
tion. We are dealing with three essentially distinct cultures of 
which the lowest is characterized by the axes and ended, as a 
cultural substratum, soon after 200 B.C. In other words, our 
stone axes with their coppeubronze accompaniment endured 
in the southern Deccan for something like three centuries after 
the usc of iron had been established farther north. The con, 
trast is not remarkable; there are much later analogies for an 
emphatically differential development in India. 

The Brahmagiri axe culture or cultures extended down, 
wards through 8 or 9 vertical feet of occupation,material
not mere dump, much of it, but the legitimate accumula ... 
tion of floors, hearths and structures over a very appreciable 
period. What this means in terms of time is anyone's guess. 
Five centuries are probably not a fantastic over ... estimate, and 
about 700 B.C. is offered as a provisional and schematic date 
for the beginning of this particular settlement. 

The Brahmagiri evidence is not alone. It is matched by that 
obtained by Dr. Subbarao at Sanganakallu, close to Bellary, 
where there was an axe,culture accumulation 4l feet deep (a 
considerable depth on this hill ... top site) before the megalithic 
culture arrived upon the scene. Again the axes were associated 
with microlithic flakes, and again an overlap was observed 
between the two main cultures. 

Other evidence supports the active survival of pointed ... butt 
or comparable axes into the latter half of the ISt millenni urn 
B.C.: for example, at Sonepur in the Gay a district of Biha.r 
they occurred with good Northern Black Polished Ware 
(p. 30) and iron in a stratified series. 40 But the occasional 
presence of an isolated stone axe (for example, at Taxila) in 
a late occupation is not necessarily significant chronologically 
or geographically, since these distinctive objects are liable to 
have been picked up as curiosities or even used for cult ... pur, 
poses at any period down to the present day. They can still be 
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seen in South l Hdia as olferings or symbols at village shrines. 
Only when they are present 111 quantity or arc associated with 
(<ctory;flakes or with other objects of tl1c same cultural stage 
can they fairly be regarded as utile tools. \Vhilst they may well 
have surviVed in this capacity in backwaters of che Deccan or 
the Peninsula to an appreciably later date, there is at present no 
clear evidence of their fabrication afi:cr the end of the 3rd cen; 
tury B.C. or thereabouts. 

At the other limit of the wne;scalc, there is no proof that 
these axes preceded the working of copper or bronze. True, a 
ncgJ.tive of this kind is difficult to establish since, at the best, 
metal was scarce amongst the axe;using communities. But, as 
we ba ve seen, it was known to the axe;culturc of Brahmagiri. 
Similarly, 111 the lowest post/palaeolithic phase* at Nevasa in 
the Upper Godavari;l\avara basin pl)iished pointed.·butt axes 
and bammer;stones were accompanied by two chisels, a needle, 
a spear and four beads, all of copper or bronze, together with 
the micro lithic (chalcedony) industry of lunates, triangles and 
backed blades which we are learning to associate with the 
axes. 11 The pottery included distinctive spouted vessels with 
flaring rims, painted with geometrical and other designs in 
black on a fine re;slipped surface and comparable with the 
wares tiom other chalco lithic sites (Nasik, ] orwe, Nav1a Toli) 
in the northern Deccan. The absolute chronology of these sites 
has not yet been determined; but on some of them the Chalco
lithic was succeeded by an Iron Age cuiture of the latter half 
of the ISt millennium B.C., and the general context is consis
tent with the evidence iiom Brahmagiri. Short of proof, it is 
likely that most of the polished pointed; butt and similar stone 
axes of India were made between IOOO and 200 B.C., with a 
preference for the latter half of that period. 

Before the origin of the Indian axes is considered, something 
must be said of a more individual type of implement which 

* Separated from the palaeolithic phase> t•y deposits of clay and , ilL 
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Fig. 18 Distribution of.stone shouldered hoes 

partially coincides with them in distribution. The tanged and 
shouldered hoe or adze, with angular or sloping shoulders, 
often carefully polished and with a single..-chamfered edge in 
one of the broad planes, is a well..-known though not a com..
mon type in certain parts of eastern India, as far south as the 
lower Godavari. The material is commonly chert or schist. 
In Assam the form occurs freely except in the Sadiya frontier 
area; but examples from the Garo and Khasi Hills are rough 
and irregular and suggest provincial imitations. Though rare 
in Bengal (an example has recently been found in Midnapur 
district) they reappear near the Bengal..-South Bihar border in 
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the Samal Parganas, 1Vhnbhum and Dhalbum, and farther 
south in Mayurbhanj and elsewhere in Orissa. To the west, 
stray specimens have been found in the Banda district of 
southern U.P. and w1thin the fortifications of Kaushambi 
(p. 128), and one is alleged to have come f!·om as far afield as 
Chitor in Rajasthan. Cc~1erally, however, the eastern bias of 
the type is clear enough. 

Beyond lndia, Burma has produced good examples, and 
the type, highly flnished or in the rOll!2,h, is widely character; 
istic of south,east .Asia. lt is recorded fiorn Malaya; in Indo' 
China it is included both in tbe so-called Bac-Sonian culture 
north of Hanoi" and in the more somhnly Somrong Sen 
culture of Cambodia and J\.nnam. ln no instance has an 
example been found by a competent excavator, but there 
seems little doubt tl1at the users of the shouldered hoc were also 
potters and occasionally employed bronze or copper.~:~ In Tong' 
king, allegedly associated remains were of the Han period 
(202 B.C.-A.D. 220 ). Farther north usually crude shouldered 
hoes occur sporadically over a wide stretch of China from 
Hong Kong to Hunnan and the Yangtsc valley of Szechwan. 13 

More doubtfully, they are reported from Manchuria and Japan. 
The type has b:en related, very speculatively, to bronze 
shouldered axes of the Yin dynasty (about l300--Ioz8 B.c.) in 
An-yang, south-wtst of T1entsin. 11 Certainly the more highly 
finished reClanguLu examples suggest a metal prototype, and it 
has been suspected that the stone was in some instances cut 
wid1 ;L metal wire, a techniq uc which still obtains in lndia.15 

The evidence as a wbolt: points to a Chinese parentage for 
the shouldered hoe, with an o::igin perhaps in the earlier l1alf 
of the ISt millennium B.c. and a southerly trend through the 
Chinese lowlands to Laos and Burma. \Vhen ir arrived in 
India is at present unkno\vn; no example has there been found 
in any significant association, althout:h the T cngking evi' 
dcnce, if verified, might bvour a dale in the latter half of the 



millennium, i.e. somewhat later than the first of the polished 
axes. To link its arrival with that of Austroasiatic languages from 
south,eastern Asia, as has been attempted, is mere guesswork. 

To return now to the polished axes of India is in some 
measure to retrace the same ground. It can be stated without 
argument that these essentially east,Indian types were not 
derived, at any rate directly, from western Asia. 46 On the other 
hand, they occur in Burma, although casual collecting has 
made it impossible to plot find,spots adequately on the map. 
More vaguely still, Laos has produced both axes and shouldered 
adzes. In Malaya pecked and partially smoothed axes, com, 
parable ,with those from India though more round, butted, are a 
recognized type. In Tongking they were used by communities 
which were still, it seems, largely in the hunting stage, without 
systematic food,production, and a technical sequence with an 
increasing use of stone,polishing has been postulated though 
not proved. Farther north, they occur in Honan and Shantung, 
and it has been observed that some of the North Chinese 
examples of pecked axes correspond even more closely with ceu 
tain of those of India than do the examples from Indo,China. 
The patchy state of present knowledge, and not least the 
absence of clear dating, prevents any close correlation of the 
Chinese and the Indian evidence; but, geographically, routes 
up the Yangtze river (for example), past Szechwan in the direc, 
tion of Hunnan and the Burma passes seem possible for the 
axes, though scarcely for the shouldered hoes, which, unlike the 
axes, are absent from Yunnan. Alternatively, coastal routes to 
InJo,China are feasible lines of access to Burma, Assam and 
Bengal. At least the evidence is ample enough to suggest, ifless 
forcibly than in the case of the shouldered hoes, an eastern 
origin for our Indian series, with a bias in favour of central 
China. Even so, the major exploitation of the round, butted or, 
more characteristically, point,butted axe occurred on Indian 
soil. 

More Stones 
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There rem:1ins the most important question of all: what, in 
terms of living man, man upon the landscape, is the implica~ 
tion of the whole of tbis stone~axe phase~ Of the skeletal types 
of Brahmagiri and elsewhere nothing can be said until the 
louering Anthropological Departrmnt of India produces its 
long,overdue repons. Jvleanwhile, we know not the shape of 
any one of these wieiders of the stone axe. But what can be 
inferred of their way of lite? 

First, it can be affiuned that the g,n::at accumulation at 
Brahmagiri ref!eccs an essemially static, fOod-producing popula,. 
tion, which had Lived in timber buts, some at least rectilinear 
on plan and reinforced by basic dry~stone walls. Tl1c surround,. 
ing countryside under natural coudiuom would be jungle, but 
their abundant stone axes would enable tht: villagers to make 
clearings tor farming, probably with the assistance of fire. 

In this context, Dr. C. von Fiirer~Haimendorfhas suggested 
the living analogy of the Rcddis, who maintain today an 
atavistic mode of lite in the bills flanking the Godavari gorge 
of the Deccan. They stand midway between semi,nomadic 
food~gatherers and settled peasantry, occupying hamlets of no 
great substance, and tLey supplement wild plants and tubers 
by raising crop> and bn:cding animals. 'Their agricultural 
methods are extremely primitive: they clear and burn the jungle 
and then sow sorghum, small millets and pulses in the ashes, 
partly by broadcasting and panly by dibbling with the help of 
a digging,stick. No hoe is used .... Neolithic man in posses~ 
sion of a polished edt may well have practised a similar form 
of agriculture.'47 If anything, the Brahmagiri axe~peo):lle would 
appear to have been more advanced and static (or less decadent 
and harassed) than the Reddis; it may be suspected that they 
had already learned to supplement 'slash~and~burn' agriculture 
with some knowledge of crop,rotation. But the general picture 
of a limited agriculture based on jungbclcarance within the 
range of nuclear sectlements is a convincing one, and gives a 



needed actuality to the somewhat tedious vestiges now recover..
able from the soil. To this it may be added that a number of 
'cinder..-mounds' situated mostly between Bellary and Hospet 
have been identified by Professor Zeuner as ancient accumula..
tions of cattbdung, and in and about one of them I collected 
a dozen or more pointed..-butt axes in the space of half an hour. 
In 1938 Sir Leonard Woolley had a similar experience; at the 
Kupgal near Bellary he 'picked up, on and around a cinder..
mound, two or three celts of basalt trap'; and as long ago as 
1872 R. Bruce Foot found a 'celt' in a cinder..-mound between 
Bellary and Gadag. The suggestion is that d a pastoral com..
munity in our axe period. We may fairly regard our axe..-people 
as herdsmen anchored by a rudimentary agriculture. 

In summary, about 1000 B.C. or a little later, groups of 
simple farmers, not perhaps originally very numerous, infiltra..
ted into the hill..-jungles of north..-eastern and eastern India, 
coming from the direction of Burma if not beyond. They were 
equipped with stone industries of Neolithic types familiar 
archaeologically as far afield as northern China; there already, 
however, the axe..-makers may have had some knowledge of 
bronze, which is recorded historically to have been in use in 
the North well before 1000 B.c. In south..-east Asia, as far as 
Malaya, the same stone equipment is liable to appear with or 
without associated metal, which may not be earlier there than 
the 4th or 3rd century B.C. Meanwhile stone axes, followed, as 
it seems, by the shouldered hoes, found their way into India 
via Burma; but to associate their arrival either with Austro..
asiatic languages or with megaliths is to exceed the evidence. 
None of these stone implements has yet in India been associated 
stratigraphically with a megalith. 

In central India it would seem that the stone axes were super..
imposed upon, or commingled with, the microlithic flake..
industries which were already rooted in the centre and south of 
the subcontinent. In central India at least it is unlikely that, to 
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any major extent, the nucrolith~folk were still altogether ig.· 
norant of agriculture and stock~ keeping, which had been well 
understood in the north and north1west for manv ccnturi~s. 
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' 
To them, in the forested valleys, the new jungle~clcaring axes 
may have been economically a useful accession. Whether from 
remote China the stone axe or adzt: was accompanied by a 
memory of copper and bronze is more problematical. This 
knowledge may rather have been contributed afresh by the 
Chalcolithic cultures of India. So it may be that, after all, the 
bringers of the stone axes were in a truly Nwlithic stage of 
culture when they first ~.:ntercd the subcontinent. lf so, here at 
last is a momentary Indian Neolithic of a conventional kind. 
But archaeology has not yet confirmed this. Sysrematic evi1 
dence from Burma or Assam would be crucial. 



CHAPTER V 

The Indus Civilization 

THE WORD 'cHALCOLITHic' occurred in the last chapter 
and will recur in its successors. It is a term which has been 

widely and not always very discriminately used by writers on 
Indian archaeology; applied alternatively to essentially stone..
using communities to which copper or bronze are rare luxuries, 
or, less aptly, to copper..- and bronze..-using communities which 
retain a substantial though subordinate stone equipment. It 
may be accepted as an ugly utility..-term; an alternative label, 
'Protometallic', is scarcely more elegant or exact. 

Of the Chalcolithic phase in the Baluch hills and the Indus 
valley much has been written in accessible form, 48 and the 
barest summary must here suffice. In general terms, the situation 
is as follows, with the reminder that all dates prior to the latter 
half of the 3rd millennium (and many after it) are very insecure. 

In the 4th and 3rd millennia, if not before, the sullen border..
land where the Iranian plateau drops tumultuously to the Indus 
plain sheltered a hive of hidden tribal and village societies, 
appropriately cellular but sharing a common standard ofliving 
and technology. In their recondite valleys they were diversely 
reaching the cultural optimum which their rugged milieu per..
mitted. Their pottery, modified fi-om region to region and age 
to age, was by 3000 B.c. of good quality, wheel..-turned and 
well..-baked, often thin and attractively painted with geometrical 
or semi..-realistic motifs which betrayed both their own indivi..
duality and their cultural kinship with the societies of the great 
plateau behind them. They made stone implements amongst 
which simple chert blades predominated, and a little copper or 
bronze was beginning to come their way for use or ornament. 
Occasional contact between one community and another and 
with the outside world is manifest, but for the most part the 
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tribes or regions, though not necessarily devoid of a nomadic 
element, were sd£-contained on the basis of the local crops 
which they learned to irrigate by the concentration of fl.ood..
water (with or without masonry dams );1

" and the small flocks 
and herds which the children tended on rhe neighbouring 
slopes. F urrher imegration, whether political or cultural, was 
barred by environment. 

J usr so far, it may be claimed that rbe potential of these up..
land groups was not unlike that of early Greece, with its small 
hill..-divided and independem states. There, however, the en..
compassing sea provided a sufficient measure of mutual con..
tact to create, if uot unity, at least an inter..-territorial sentiment 
of Greek civilization and nationhood as against the outer 
'barb;.trians' of alien speech and tradition. In the mas~if of 
Baluchistan, save at its southernmost end, this vitalizing link 
was missing. Instead, however, there lay along its flank the 
great plain of the Indus and irs tributary or adjacent rivers, a 
plain at that time largely jungbcovered but serving, with its 
broad \Vaterways, in some sense as an inland sea and as a 
passable means of lateral communication. Those two factors 
-the terminal ocean and the flanking plain-~were together 
formative in the sudden emergence of the next cultural phase, 
that oft he Indus Civilization, probably a little before 2 500 B.C. 

It is now widely familiar that, since 192 r, has been laid bare 
in and near the Indus valley some parr of the most extensive 
civilization of the pre..-dassical \vorld. With metropolitan 
cenrrcs, each more rha.n three miles in circumference, at 
Harappa in the Punjab and Mobcnju..-daro in Sind, it stretched 
from Rupar at the foot of the Simla lulls to Sutkagen..-dor near 
the shores of the Arabian Sea, a distance of r,ooo miles. But 
that is not all. Exploration during rhe past ten years bas ex..
tended the reach of chis vast civilization eastwards to Ukhl.ina, 
19 miles west of Meerut in the J umna basin, and somhwards 
mto Kathiawa.,i (H dng}:'ur, Lotld, Sornnath, the Halar 

------------
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Fig. 19. (Not shown: Ukhlina, W. of Meemt, and RosaJi, cCiltml Kat/Jiawii4) 

district), and beyond, to the shore of the Gulf of Cambay 
near the estuaries of the Narbada and the Tapti. There, 500 

miles south.-east of Mohenjo.-daro, at three sites, Mehgam and 
Telod and Bhagertarar, potsherds of the Indus Civilization 
were found in 1957, and there for the present is the Civiliza.
tion's southernmost limit. 50 These southern extensions on or 
near the shores of the Arabian Sea have altered the shape of the 
Civilization as previously envisaged; they immensely enlarge 
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the coastwise aspect of the problem of origins and contact, and 
in the new context these must be briefly reconsidered. 

But first the principal characters of the Civilization may be 
recalled. Both at Harappa and, more clearly, at Mohenjo/daro 
excavation has revealed the general shape of the great cities in 
their prime and decadence. At the earliest period known to us, 
they were already rigorously planned in regular rectangular 
blocks, each measuring about 400 by 200 yards, divided from 
one another by broad main streets, and containing methodic/ 
ally drained lanes and buildings. So £:1.r as present evidence goes, 
they possessed no general system of urban fortification, though 
there is the possibility that at Mohenjo/daro an ancient embanb 
ment designed to restrain the Indus floods may be of this period. 
The recent report that Lothal in Kathiawa~, a similarly regi/ 
mented coastal township of the same Civilization, had been 
protected after a flood/disaster by an embankment upwards of 
eight feet high is incorrect. 51 On the other hand, both Harappa 
and Mobenjo/daro were dominated by an embattled acropolis 
or citadel, occupying a marginal block and built up with mud 
and mud/brick to a height offorty or fifty feet above the feature/ 
less plain with a revetment ofbaked brick. Upon this acropolis 
were ritual buildings and places of assembly. That at Mohenjo/ 
daro also carried the State Granary, which must have been the 
economic focus of the regime; at Harappa, less known to us, 
equivalent or supplementary granaries were marshalled on the 
lower ground between the acropolis and the river. From its 
acropolis we may suppose that each city was regarded by rulers 
who may on general probability have bad priestly attributes but, 
as their well/ordered towns and evolved dwellings imply, were 
essentially secular in outlook; sufficiently benevolent or fau 
sighted, at the least, to nurture an uncommonly high general stan/ 
dard of living,* and at the same time sufficient! y authoritative 

*Large numbers of substantial courtyard,houses imply a wide distribution of 
wealth and a prosperous middle class during the best period of Mohenjo,daro. 
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to ensure that this genua] standard was long maintained. lu 
this sense the contr:lst \VJth Pharaonic Egypt, wlterc, under a 
totalitarian god,bound administration, civic life in any hbcral 
usage of the phrase scarcely existed, is manifest, To the nearer 
analogy of Mesopotamia 'Nt siull turn in a moment. 

What wider funcuon th<~ t\vo outstandmg cities fulfilled is 
more speculative.* They arc 400 miles apart, and between them, 
opposite the Sulaiman Range and the Bug;tt Country, the 
Indus valley is constricted, so that each city may be said to 
dominate a paniaily ddined and unitary province. The ovev 
riding C1cts remain, however, that tbey .w; situated npon the 
same ri ver,system, antl are cultu rali y identical. That identity 
extends throughout the immense territory-nearly half a 
million square nub-vvherein the Indus Civilization h<lS now 
been recosnti.cd. It i~ tempting to infer something like an 
im.perial status flH so umf(mn a eivilu.atiou, perhaps with the 
metropolitan duality wlnch \Vas later to mark the Kushan, 
Arab and Mogul regimes in northem india and seems indeed 
to be endemic in that sp;u:ious land. If at any rate the undev 
lying inference is correct, as it mJy be, then the Indus Civiliza, 
tion ex~mplifies the vastest political experiment before the 
advet"l of the Roman Empire. 

But whatever the pulitical imphcatiollS, the cultural unity 
of the Civilization is icsdf J su\1icic:ntly imposing phenomenon, 

The 'extreme concentr"-tion of economic power' which has been ascribed to 
the e:uly civilizations of Egypt and Asia (e.~. by V. G. Childe, The Pre, 
history rf Emope,m Society, l'· 160) is true of the former but not altogether of the 
latter, at any rate in the 3rd millennium. 

* For a moment recently their hegemony sEemed to be threatened by Lhe first 
reports of a large Indus site known as J udeirjo,Jaro, a mile west of the Quetta 
road r8 miles north of Jacobabad. This newl1' identified group of mounds 
(which 1 have seen) is of gre:n interest since it is untouched ar:.d apparently early 
in the Indus series, but the total length of the assemblage is sca,cely more rhan 
500 yards. J udcirjo,daro is thus a sizeable Indus tu.:<'n bllt IJO i·iv:Jl.to the two 
great ewes. 
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and the problem ofirs origins, as of its ultim,ue fate, commands 
attentwn. 

How far was the Indus Civilization a product of the .eCiliro· 
loci? How far, if at all, was it indebted to outside influence? 
One's thoughts, encouraged by the new coastal bias of the 
Indus distribution, turn natur,llly to Mesopotamia as a source. 
Certainly Mesopotamian civilization was a going concern 
several centuries before the earliest date to which we can ascribe 
that of the Indus. Certainly, too, there is much in what we 
know of the Mesopotamian urban way of liic that matches onr 
Indus evidence: the suggestion of miJd!e,class well,being, of 
effective civic consciousness, l<) which the Mesopotamian 
records give a defi.uition chat is absent fi:om r:1e lndus evidence. 
The indication is that the citizen in the st1eets of Mohcnjo, 
daro must have had much the s:une sort nf lllttrests as his 
contemporaries in the street~ of Sumerian Ur. Of th~ two 
cities, indceJ, l'viohenJo"daro with its admirable public sanit;v 
tion and its compr..:hensive planning suggests an even more 
evoived civ1c intelligence. True, we cannot there point to an 
artistry that might rival the elaborate polychromy of the Meso, 
potarnian temples or the dramatic extravagance of Sir Leonard 
Woolley's 'Royal Tombs'. But then we have as yet K1und 
nowhere in the Indus valley the corresponding tombs of the 
ruling class, and cannot guess what awaits us when dunce 
shall deliver them to us, if, as mJ.y be suspected, they some" 
where exist. Nor can we guess the quality of the vanished 
Indus woodwork, though the skill oflater Indian wood,carvers 
suffices to remind us of the possible magnitude of our loss. We 
can find some consobtion in the superb carving of miniature 
animal forms on the famous steatite seals of the Indus, and 
reflect tlut to these J.t least Mesopotamia can offer no native 
equivakm. 

ln bnd~ analogies between the two civilizatioos are of a 
general kind and cannot be pushed into detail. Even general 
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analogy fails in all important rcspccc if [he inferred political 
unity of the Indus Civilization approximates to fact, as against 
the basic trend iu Mesopotamia towards nucleation in city..-
states; though even here, in the 24th century B.C., when com..
mercial contacts show that the Indus Civilization was in its 
prime, an imperialistic regime had emerged in Akkad and 
may have influenced, or even been influenced by, contemporary 
political development on the Indus. But it we stick to material 
evidence the differences are emphatic enough. Neither in its 
ceramic industry nor in its tools and armoury docs the Indus 
Civilization suggest a remotely foreign origin. Irs pottery, 
though specifically individual, is as generically akin to that of 
some of the village communities in or below the Baluch hills 
as to that of Smm:r. The thin, rather feeble knives and spears 
and the flat axes, of copper or bronze poor in tin, run counter 
to the types prevailing in Iran or Mesopotamia. The unread 
Indus script is unlike any other in the ancient world. The 
baked bricks of which the two largest and several of the smaller 
Indus towns were mostly built (doubtle's in response to a 
relatively rainy climate), though not without precedent in early 
Mesopotamia, arc exceptional then.:. Tht• normal Mcsopo..
tamian building-material was unbaked brick or plain mud. 

Now this last consideration does in fJ.ct raise an interesting 
issue at Mohenjo/daro. The two earliest buildings at present 
known on the acropolis, the State Granary aud the first of a 
succession of periphnal towers near the south-east corner, are 
built of baked brick bm were reinforced superficially and 
internally with timbers in a mode natural to mud-brick struc..
tures, but alien to baked-brick cottstruCLion. Inevitably in the 
Indus climate these timbers quickly decayed, causi1~g local 
collapses uf the brickwork and nccessituing brick reinforce/ 
rnent. The lesson \vas k.uned and the experiment was not (so 
far as we know) rept..ttnl; but its occurrenct> in the early phase 
suggests that the !lUSter/builder concemed had been a foreigner 
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accustomed to methods appropriate to a drier climate and 
inexperienced inlndus conditions. Here if anywhere we have a 
hint of direct intrusion from abroad. OCits wider implication, if 
2-ny, nothing can be af!irmcd without much further excavation. 

If, apart fiorn this reservation, we now review the comparison 
Gctwccn the two civiliz<tlions :::.;; :1. whole, it is fair to recognize 
a general affinity with recurring and important differences in 
detail which are at least sufficient to set as1de any likelihood of 
immediAte or wholesale colonization of the Indus region fi·om 
Sumer. For the physical structure of tht lndus Civilization we 
must look w more lucal sources and causes. But that is not to 
rob Mesopotamia of a close responsibility in the matter. 
Mesopotamia, and uonc other, retains her world-priority, not 
to the 'invention' of towu-life (in which at present Jericho in 
J ordall is far in the lead), out to the production of a mature 
and literate civilization, with org;mized :;ccotmts and archives: 
in other words, to th.c css.:ntial i1lra o[ civilization. Thanks to 
Mesopotamia, by the end of the 'tth millennium the idea of 
civilization w:ts in the ;ur of the Middk East; and, as I have 
remarked before, idcts have wings. Archaeology, in its proper 
pursuit of matnial evidence, is liable to understress the in, 
tangibles which ;r;ay have been, and in some circumstances 
certainly were, the true agents of diffusion, penetrating more 
surely and signiticantly than pence and potsherds. So from 
iYlesopotamia, by easy hnd,routes, the idea of civilization 
penetrated shortly tn Egypt, where the ideas of writing and of 
certain ;trchitccmral modes were adopted and adapted in a 
local idiom. From .Mesopotamia, we rn:.ty be sure, the mature 
idea of civiLization, always including that of writing, later 
reached the Indian coast and the Indus valley by an easy sea< 
route and perhaps by land, to be adapted there to local taste 
and circumstance. The alcernative postulate, dur in each of 
three lands so accessible to one anmher the immensely com< 
_plcx idra uf an cvul-.·ed civilization should, wirhi11 the narrow 
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space of some five or six centuries, have emerged spontaneously 
and wilhout cross ... rcierence, is too absurd to merit argument. 

In this connection it is no doubt signiticant that the later 
(19th century H.c.) towrvplan of Ur, mostly laid out in 
orderly rectilinear b.shion, incorporated devious and casual 
main streets, obvious survivals from an amorphous small ... wwn 
beginning, just as in New York the ancient submban Broad ... 
way trundles carelessly across the modem grid ... plan.'' 2 In other 
words, Ur evolved from 4th,millennium vilLwe to 3rd,. 

u 

millennium city, leamin1,~ as it went; whereas the later founda ... 
cion, MohcrlJo ... daro, came into being (as it seems) in full 
awareness of the evolved civic idea-an idea which it can only 
have received from an adult Mesopotamia. 

But it stands equally to reason that an idea can only take root 
in prepared and congenial soil. By the middle of the Fd 
millennium, something very important was happening in the 
Indus valiey, and happening probably at great speed. Then or 
rather earlier, certain of the little communities in the Baluch 
foothills were emboldened to experiment. Who the first leaders 
were who led their people, however hesitantly, down to the 
wide and jungbridden plain we shaH never know, nor why 
they ventured; but they were bold men, pioneers in the fullest 
sense, no mere ejects from the highland zone. Some, perhaps 
many of them, led iorlom hopes and perished. Imperfect 
though our knowledge be, we know enough to recognize here 
and there on the Indus plain the debris of villages or small 
towns which antedate the full ... blown civilization and were 
superseded by it. for example, at Kot Diji, fiftee1l.' miles south 
of Khairpur and twenty,five miles east of Mohenjo ... daro, 
excavation in 1955-7 revealed a town of pre,.lndus date with 
a strongly walled citadel armed with rectangular towers of 
stone and mud ... brick. About 2400 B.C. (the central figure, as 
Dr. F. A. Khan tells me, of a C 14 dating by the University of 
Ptnnsy lvania of some of the latest pre/ I IJdus material) this 
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town was covered with a burnt deposit upon which was built 
an unfortified settlement oflndus Civilization type. The pottery 
of the pre.-Indus town was partially comparable with that found 
under the Harappa fortifications in 1946, but already included, 
by borrowing or anticipation, some Harappan elements. 53 

Seemingly the attempted colonization of the valley con.
tinucd intermittently, failure succeeding failure, until at last a 
leader, more determined and far.-sighted and fortunate than 
the rest, won through. To appreciate his qualities and those 
of his associates and successors, it is necessary to glance a little 
more closely at his problems. 

Amongst the favourable factors confronting him was, of 
course, the great river.-system itself, flanked by wide expanses 
of fertile alluvium which was renewed by the annual flood. 
Its broad jungles and intermittent marshes were indeed infested 
with elephant, tiger, buffalo, rhinoceros and crocodile, familiar 
to us from their exquisite representations on the Indus seals. 
But the rivers themselves were full of fish that are still the liveli.
hood of whole floating villages and were both netted and 
hooked by the Indus people, 54 in whose script they became 
one of the most recurrent symbols. Those same rivers were 
arterial routes to the sea and the Persian Gulf on the one hand 
and to the timber.-producing Himalayas on the other. Along 
them, and along the trackways which would shortly flank and 
feed them, metals and gemstones foreign to their alluvium could 
be brought by lang.-range traffic. And by the same token 
intellectual interchange, a currency in ideas, now became 
feasible with unprecedented ease and scope. In contrast to the 
upland valley with its scanty soil, uncertain water.-supply, and 
close horizon, the prospect was a spacious one indeed. 

But there was a debit side to this account. The annual snow.
melt flood fertilizes but, unrestrained, is also an angry destroyer. 
The extensive irrigation demanded by a large city of the plain 
involves tireless planning and co.-ordination, and readily 
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succumbs to indifferent control. Fevers are endemic to marsh 
and jungle. The arterial waterways which may carry trade may 
equally carry invasion. The benefits offered on so formidable a 
scale by an environment at the same time so vast, so exuberant, 
and so menacing are dependent, and dependent from the outset, 
upon the power of man to master and constrain. The situation 
was one which can have brooked no pusillanimity, no piece.
meal compromise. A society strong in he;.trt, disciplined, 
numerous and imaginatively led grasped the problem and, we 
may be sure, simultaneously solved it; else it had perished. Here 
if anywhere may we fairly discern in human affairs an example 
of that swift adaptation and progression which biologists know 
as 'explosive evolution'. 

From this explosively successful beginning, from the light.
ning subjugation of the huge valley and the adjacent coast, 
the Indus citizens seem to have drawn the penalty of early 
success: a complacency, even a selDsatisfaction, which impeded 
further effort. Our admittedly incomplete knowledge does not 
suggest any trend towards new social or aesthetic horizons. 
The Indus Civilization settled down for perhaps a thousand 
years to the exploitation of its environment with an equanimity 
disturbed only by unceasing struggle with its essential but im.
placable rivers. With the aid of some sort of irrigation.-system, 
which is now deeply buried by post.-Indus aggradation but 
may, in principle, be assumed, it grew food.-crops and cotton; 
it kept considerable herds; and, as a scatter of Indus seals and 
other trifles in the Mesopotamian cities shows, it traded with 
its neighbours of the Persian Gulf from the 8oo miles of coast.
line which we must now allot to it. And here it may be that 
certain cuneiform texts of Old Babylonia help to fill out the 
ptcture. 

Inscribed clay tablets from the city of Ur, which served as 
the principal port;o£.entry into Mesopotamia in the time of the 
Dynasty ofLarsa (c. 1950 B.c.), show that sailors returning at 
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that time from Telmun or Dilmun-that is, with little doubt, 
the island of Bahrain in the Persian Gulf--offered a share of 
their cargoes at the temple of the goddess Ningal. Gold, silver, 
much copper, lapis lazuli in lumps, stone beads, ivory combs 
and ornaments and inlays, eye ... paint, certain kinds of wood, 
and· perhaps pearls ('fish ... eyes') are mentioned. 55 But in this 
period Telmun was merely an intermediate market at which 
the Ur shippers bartered their stocks for goods brought to the 
island from 'Makkan' and 'Meluhha', two places of which 
the identity is conjectural. This practice had not always pre" 
vailed. In the time ofSargon of Akkad (c. 2350 B.c.) we hear 
of ships from or destined for Meluhha, Makkan and Telmun 
as moored in the harbour outside the capital. Some at least of 
the trade with these places was then direct, using Telmun 
doubtless for revictualling purposes rather than as a com" 
mercial intermediary. Later, under the 3rd Dynasty of U r 
(c. 2100 B.c.), we find that trade was still sustained with 
Makkan and Telmun, but that Meluhha was now out of 
direct reach, although copper, stone, wood, ivory objects and 
certain breeds of animals were still somehow obtained from 
there. Later again, under the Dynasty ofLarsa, Telmun mono" 
polizes the role of middleman; and sometime between the fall 
of the Larsa Dyn;.tsty and the decline of the Hammurabi 
Dynasty (c. 1700 B.c.) Telmun lost contact with the mining 
centres of Makkan and its ancillary sources. The implication 
of this record of dwindling trade is that Telmun, Makkan and 
Meluhha lay at successively greater distances from Mesopo" 
tamia; and if to this inference be added the association of the 
ultimate Meluhha with ivory, wood and copper, its identifica ... 
tion with the Indus Civilization (with its forests and elephants 
and its sources of copper in Rajasthan) becomes probable. It 
matches, too, with the archaeological evidence. Ivory ... working 
was an Indus craft; one of the victims of the last massacre at 
Mohenjo ... daro, for instance, was attempting to carry away an 
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elephant's tusk when he was cut down. And the main stream 
of Indus relics recovered from identified strata in the Meso; 
potamian cities dates from the Sargonid period of direct con ... 
tact with Meluhha, with a diminishing trickle into the Larsa 
period of indirect contact. With that maritime enterprise which 
characterized ancient Indian trade in many ages, we may 
imagine cargoes of woods and metals and ivory-and why not 
also apes and peacocks, both familiar to the Indus artim
setting sail from the Indus ports in the heyday of the Civiliza,. 
tion; and in the sequel, with the long ... drawn ... out decline which, 
as will be seen, is evident in later civic standards, it is easy to 
visualize a corresponding decline in the scope and volume of 
overseas traffic. Inference from the records and the material 
evidence are at one. 

Consistent too are the results of the excavations recently 
carried out by Dr. P. V. Glob's Danish expedition on the 
island of Telmun or Bahrain itsel£56 The principal ancient 
settlement on Bahrain was at the northern end of the island, at 
Ras al Qala'a, where particularly good springs are available. 
The excavations there exhibit a town of the competent but 
rather crude kind which might be expected from its function 
merely as a mart and servicing ... station. A few links with 
Mesopotamia and with the Indus have been identified, not; 
ably circular steatite seals with grooved and pierced bosses at 
the back, variants of an Indus pattern. Since only five of these 
seals have been found in fairly extensive excavation at Bahrain, 
they are perhaps unlikely to be local. They bear animal and 
other designs-short ... horned bull with head twisted slightly to 
one side, a square grid, a manger (:)-reminiscent of Indus 
seal ... motifs but not identical with normal mid ... Indus types, 
amongst which the circular seal is itself exceptional. They 
approximate more nearly to circular steatite seals found occasion; 
ally at Ur and elsewhere in Mesopotamia: 57 there the general 
type is equally alien and intrusive, and since five or more of the 
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seals bear the distinctively Indus script there is no doubt as to 
the origin of some of their users. Thus as a whole the U r; 
Bahrain series can be ascribed neither to the great inland cities 
of the Indus, such as Mohenjo ... daro, nor yet to Sumerian 
invention. Rather must we associate them in some more general 
fashion with the coastal entrepots which we are beginning to 
identify between the Gulf of Cambay and the head of the 
Persian Gul£ To distinguish them from the Indus seals proper, 

. as we know them, I propose to name them the 'Persian Gulf 
seals'. 

· How did the Indus Civilization end~ Certainly, at the centre 
it declined and fell, as has already been hinted, though how 
universal its decline and how precipitous its fall cannot at 
present be; affirmed in general terms. It is to be anticipated that 
so far,.flung a society decayed differentially and found death or 
reincarnation in varying forms from region to region. But at 
Mohenjo ... daro at least the picture is clear enough: decline was 
long ... drawn ... out and progressive, the final fall catastrophic. 

First, the decline. Everywhere in the later levels of Mohenjo; 
· daro the excavators have found an increasing deterioration in 
standards of building and living. Walling and flooring tended 
to become more ramshackle, older buildings were subdivided, 
even domestic courtyards, the focus of the household, were 
partitioned in untidy fashion. And that this process was pro ... 
longed may be illustrated by a single example. Adjoining the 
northern end of the Great Granary on the side of the acropolis, 
the main building...Ievel is over twenty feet below the present 
level of the plain, and a dozen feet below the present dry; 
weather water ... table. In digging down to it in 1950, I passed 
through a continuous succession of buildings, all subsequent 
to the construction of the acropolis ... mound and the immense 
brick podium of the flanking granary. The lower buildings, 
so far as explored, were still of tolerably good build but the 
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upper walls, enclosing small rooms, were of increasingly 
shoddy aspect. The highest of them, founded upon a mass of 
debris, were right at the top of the podium, at least forty feet 
above the lowest established level of the mound. Interpreted 
in terms of time, this vast accumulation must be supposed to 
represent the lapse of several centuries. 

In any interpretation of this process, however, two considera ... 
tions are important. The first is the annual impact of the Indus 
flood which raises the flooded area and simultaneously raises 
the water-table. Today, the Mohenjo ... daro landscape is only 
preserved from disastrous inundation by large annual expendi ... 
ture on a series of protective banks or bunds. So, no doubt, 
from the outset considerable engineering was already needed 
when the new city rose upon its far lower Hood-plain. Even 
so, the swollen river broke through from time to time; its 
alluvium has been identified at intervals in deep sections, and 
houses were raised to safer heights, sometimes with the help of 
mud-brick platforms.* Any relaxation in the supervision of 
the bunds, any accidental weakness in their structure, any 
exceptional volume in the spring torrent, must have been im ... 
mediately fatal. And a population harassed by this recurring 
enemy may well have tired a little, as human societies under 
continuous stress are apt to do. A convergence of causes may 
be thought to have induced an increasingly rapid decline. 

The other factor is this. Millions of well-baked bricks went 
to the building and rebuilding of Mohenjo ... daro. Millions of 
tons of firewood went to the baking of them. With all allow, 
ance for the arrival of floating timber from the upper reaches, 
this implies a widespread deforestation of the surrounding 
region. This in turn, though partially compensated by growing 
crops, must have checked the transpiration of moisture and 
reduced the rainfall. If at the same time energy and discipline 

* A similar procedure has been recognized at Lothal, on the coastal plain of 
Kathiawa<;l.-I.A. r9ss-s6, p. 6. 
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were flagging, and irrigation~channels and bunds inadequately 
maintained, the total deterioration must have been appreciable. 
Desert was encroaching on the sown. In rough terms, Mohenjo~ 
daro was wearing out its landscape, whether by excessive zeal or 
by excessive indolence. Over the years it was dying long before 
the final blow. 

That final blow has often enough been described. It is repre~ 
sen ted by groups of skeletons-men, women and children, some 
bearing axe~ or sword~cuts-which have been found lying on 
the topmost level in the sprawled or contorted positions in 
which they fell. They had been left there by raiders who had 
no further use for the city which they had stormed. In that 
moment Mohenjo~daro was dead. 

Now what is the historical meaning of all this: We do not 
know but I have made a guess. The Indus Civilization is 
commonly and, I think, rightly regarded as non~ Aryan in 
character. 58 There is some material evidence that it was still 
in action within the first half of the 2nd millennium B.C.; and 
it is widely accepted that somewhere about the middle of that 
millennium occurred the Aryan invasion which is reflected in 
the earliest literature of India, the hymns of the ~igveda. In 
these hymns the invasion constantly assumes the form of an 
onslaught upon the walled cities of the aborigines, and the 
only fortifications of approximate date known to us are those 
of the citadels of Harappa and Mohenjo~daro and at certain 
of the smaller contemporary towns. It is tempting to relate the 
two circumstances to one another and to recognize in the 
destroyers of Mohenjo~daro, indifferent to the city which they 
had sacked, some of these heroic but barbarian nomads, to 
whom city~life was alien. It is not indeed impossible that the 
name of Harappa itself is concealed in the Hari~ Yiipiya which 
is mentioned in the ~igveda as the scene of a battle. But 
at present these thoughts are no more than conjectures; pic~ 
turesgue, perhaps probable, but not proven. It must not be 
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forgotten that Mohenjo~daro is the only place where clear 
material evidence of final massacre is at present forthcoming. 

What was the immediate sequel to the Indus Civilization? 
North Indian history first assumes definition in the time of the 
Buddha, about 500 B.c. If we infer provisionally that in the 
central Indus region the Civilization ended within a century or 
so of 1500 B.c., there remain a thousand years with no surer 
written content than that provided by the great Indian epics, 
which have reached us as a romantic amalgam of many ages. 
Happily, however, Indian archaeologists have recently been at 
work upon this Dark Age both in the north and in the west, 
and dawn is on the horizon. 

In due course we shall encounter in the northern plains an 
Indian Bronze~ Age ceramic of cardinal importance known as 
the Painted Grey Ware, a highly distinctive fabric to ~hich the 
schematic dates IOoo-500 B.c. have been provisionally given, 
though 8oo-5oo B.c. would be safer. This ware has been found 
on a number of sites (notably Rupar) which have also produced 
Indus Valley relics, and in every case the Grey Ware overlay 
the Indus material with a clear intervening gap. Here in the 
north, therefore, we are left with the period 1500-1000 or 
8oo B.C. (more or less) to fill, and, as the task is still actively in 
hand, no detailed discussion is appropriate to the present 
rev1ew. 

Briefly, the present position is this. On a number of Indus 
sites, superimposed vestiges oflater cultures have been observed. 
At Harappa itself remains of jerry~built houses of re~used 
brick have been found built into the debris overlying the Indus 
city, and the intruders buried their dead in alien fashions and in 
or with good but largely alien pottery, in a cemetery known to 
archaeology as 'Cemetery H'. This Cemetery H culture has at 
present been identified on only two other sites (in Bahawalpur), 
and little is known of it save that it would appear to have 
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post.-dated the Indus Civilization by an appreciable interval. 
Again at Chanhu.-daro, some eighty miles south of Mohenjo.-
daro, a shoddy late Indus phase was succeeded by a squatter.-
culture oflower grade, named the 'Jhukar' culture from another 
site in Sind. The Jhukar squatters made coarser pottery than their 
Indus predecessors, and used round button.-seals, commonly 
bearing radiate or compartmental patterns reminiscent of 2nd.-
millennium types in northern Iran and the Caucasus. There 
would appear to have been an approximation of age between 
the end of the Indus Civilization here and the arrival of the 
squatters, though actual continuity is not implied. After an 
interval, more squatters (the '}hangar' people) replaced the 
Jhukars. The whole succession is undated and leaves us little 
wiser, but is sufficient to show a continuing cultural deteriora.-
tion in this region after the end of the Civilization, and to 
suggest recurrent links with Iran and the Caucasus. This 
suggestion may be sustained into the latter part of the 2nd 
millennium by buriakairns at Moghul Ghundai in the Zhob 
valley of northern Baluchistan, from which a tripod jar, horse.-
bells, rings and bangles have been thought to recall similar 
objects from 'Cemetery B' at Sialk in central Iran, dated to 
IOOO B.C. or thereabouts. On the other hand, there is some 
evidence that these cairns may in fact be appreciably later. 59 

Again, to the bracket uoo-Iooo B.c. and to a western origin 
Heine.-Geldern would ascribe both the celebrated bronze 
dagger ,of about the 12th century B.c. found at Fort Munro in Fig. 25 

the S ulaiman Range west of the Indus, and a copper trunnion.-
axe from the Kurram valley on the Afghan border. 60 These and 
other sc;tttered objects, of indubitably western (Iranian or 
Caucasian) type but often of disputed date, are at least sufficient 
to suggest infiltration into north.-western India in the centuries 
closely following the end of the Indus Civilization, and may be 
associated by the temerarious with the Aryan movement from 
Iran and Mghanistan into the Punjab. But proof is distant. 
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Fig. 25 1, bronze dagger from Fort Munro, in the Sulaiman Range. !- 2, copper trtmniowaxe from 

the Sbablozan valley, Kurram. Nearly ~ 
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If, however, it is clear enough that sporadic destruction and 
low-grade replacement marked the end of the Indus Civiliza, 
tion in its central region, it does not follow that the same fate 
attended the more southerly cities in Kathiawa~, which prob, 
ably lay beyond the Aryan impact. The evidence there is indeed 
of a contrary kind. Thus at Rangpur excavation revealed a 
basic microlithic industry without pottery, succeeded by a 
Chalcolithic culture containing Indus Civilization elements, 
which was in turn followed by a culture described as 'late 
Chalcolithic' with red and buff pottery suggesting an organic 
development from the previous phase. The late phase also con' 
tained, in its top level, sherds of Black-and-red Ware which 
had 'a technical similarity with the "megalithic" pottery of 
southern India'. This Black-and-red Ware, of which more 
will be said, is not normally earlier than 1000 B.C. and is often 
much later; but it certainly occurs, in small quantities, with 
late Indus Valley material at Lothal, which is only thirty 
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miles north,.east ofRangpur, and a similar association has now 
been observed at Rosadi in mid.~Kathiawag. It is becoming 
increasingly clear that the more southerly towns of the Indus 
Civilization endured for an appreciable time after the fall of 
Mohenjo.~daro, and that the general similarity of the early 
Blacband.~red sherds of Rangpur and Lothal to the pottery of 
the southern megaliths of a later age is specific and significant. 
Meanwhile, the important conclusion is that here, in Kathia.~ 
wag, the Indus culture was not obliterated but was transmuted 
into successor.~cultures which adapted Indus ceramic forms and 
evolved eventually, with other wares, a fine lustrous red pottery 
painted sometimes with schematized caprids in the old chal.~ 
colithic tradition. 

For the rest, it will suffice to add that the distinctive Painted 
Grey Ware, which in the north marks the lower bracket of our 
Dark Age (IOoo B.c. or somewhat later), was preceded at 
Hastinapura in the upper Ganges valley by a settlement which 
used crude ochre.~coloured pottery and copper implements. 
An interval elapsed between the two occupations, so that the 
ochre pottery should carry us back well into the hiatus there. 
Again, this is at present merely a pointer without substantive 
value; but in one way and another, and particularly in the 
western coastlands, Indian archaeology is beginning to close in 
upon its Dark Age from both ends, and the gap may well have 
vanished by the time that these words appear in print. 
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FROM THE INDUS BASIN with its spreading coastline we turn 
eastwards to the doiib or two,river country of the holy waters 

of Hindustan, the Yam una or J umna and the Ganga or 
Ganges. The actual distance from the Sutlej, of the Indus 
system, to the J umna at the foot of the Simla hills is less than 
eighty miles, but anciently the two valleys were a world apart. 
Here was a true partition between the submoritane Punjab and 
the Great Plains of northern India. Hereabouts only a little 
more than Ioo miles intervenes between the vast Thar or 
Indian Desert, which stretches towards the Arabian Sea, and 
those same Himalayan hills; and it was through this jungle; 
filled corridor that the invader from the mountains of the north; 
west had to force his way. The corridor was further narrowed, 
indeed almost closed, fifty,five miles north of Delhi, where the 
upper waters of the (former) river Ghaggar approached to 
within a narrow margin of the Jumna. Squarely in the midst 
of this shallow divide stands the town of Panipat which has 
on at least three occasions been the scene of a decisive battle. 61 

Today the mound which rises in the midst of the little town 
is sixty feet high, and its crumbling sides exude the debris of 
close upon 3000 years. 62 

The archaeology of the Ganges valley is in its infancy, and 
correlation between its material cultures on the one hand and 
linguistic or literary factors on the other may wisely be deferred. 
The composite individuality which, from an early date, dis" 
tinguished this region from the Punjab on the west and Bengal 
on the east requires much further evidence and analysis for its 
proper understanding. No part ofindia has been changed more 
drastically by the encroachment of tillage on jungle, and the 
first act of the historical imagination must be to replant 'the 
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Fig. 26 From 'Gmtgetic' copper hoards: 1, 'anthropomorph' from Sbeorajpur; 2-3, antennae 
swords from Fategarh; 4-5, harpoons from Sarthauli and Bisauli; 6, ring from Pandi; 7, hooked 
spear from Sarthauli; 8, axe from Sarthauli; g, axe from Gungeriii; 10, axe from Dunriii; 11, 

double axe from Bhagrii Pir; 12-13, bar-celts from Gungeriii 
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Fig. 27 Section throug!J mound at Hastinapura 
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Fig. z8 Distribution of Gangetic copper hoards and boards of copper fiat axes 
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dark and pathless forest', the mahiivana, in which Rama and 
the Pat,1<;lavas had their being. In this close and tangled country 
the intruding Aryans at the end of the 2nd millennium B.C. 

may have found little previous occupation of a settled kind; 
such at least is the implication of the few sites which have 
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hitherto been probed to the subsoil. The invaders themselves, 
it may be suspected, here quickly dropped their dominantly 
pastoral economy in favour of one based on agriculture in 
fertile riverside clearings. Here the territorial magnate began at 
no great interval to supersede the traditional tribal chieftain and 
to build the nations and kingdoms of the Indian epics, of 
which this is the homeland. Here, in the Middle Country or 
Madhyadesha, developed the 'Inner' category of Indo/Aryan 
speech, as distinct from the 'Outer' category in the Punjab, 
Bengal and Assam. Here emerged the essential India, with its 
imperial dynasties and its great religious teachers. At present, 
all this achievement is strangely lacking in palpable roots. 

Most detached of the available evidence is the famous series 
of copper hoards which have been found on upwards of thirty/ 
four sites between the upper Ganges and Orissa. 63 Something Figs. z6 and z8 
like six hundred objects is involved, comprising eight main 
types: (i) fl.at axes, usually of stocky sub/rectangular form with 
splayed edge; (ii) shouldered axes with a clear kink or set/back 
at the points where the curved edge meets the stem of the impb 
ment; (iii) 'bar/celts' or chisels, up to two feet long, consisting 
of a nearly parallel/sided bar and an expanded chisel/edge in 
one of the lateral planes, not. central as in the axes; (iv) rings 
made by bending a rod of circular section until the ends meet; 
(v) harpoon/heads strangely like the Magdalenian or Azilian 
horn harpoons of the West, with bilateral barbs and a loop or 
projection for the attachment of a cord; (vi) spearheads (some/ 
times called swords) with strong mid/rib and often with a 
projection from the tang for the attachment of a cord; (vii) 
swords, usually with the hilt, of one piece with the blade, 
bifurcated like antennae; and (viii) strange anthropomorphic 
objects, up to eighteen inches long, which might be taken to 
represent a human form with straddled legs and incurved arms. 
Their purpose and whether indeed their anthropomorphism 
is intentional are alike unknown. 
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Analysis shows the presence of copper and a small amount 
of nickel and arsenic, in proportions consistent with an Indian 
origin for the ore. A few of the implements are of bronze; one 
of the antennae,-swords from Kallur, in Raichur district in the 
Deccan, contains 9 ·s per cent of tin,* i.e. is of an alloy suited 
by strength, elasticity and toughness for its martial purpose. 
The nearest ancient copper,-workings to the Ganges basin are 
in Rajasthan and in Singhbum, southern Bihar; of these 
alternatives the latter, in view of the distribution of the hoards, 
is the likely source. 

In no instance has a hoard or distinctive hoard,-type been 
found in a stratified deposit, and even the precise tind,-spot of 
most of the hoards is forgotten. At Raj pur Parsu, in the Bijnor 
district beside the upper Ganges, a hoard came from the peri,
phery of a mound 'which is 5-7 feet high and covers an area 
of nearly 4 square furlongs'. Another hoard, from Bisauli in 
the Badaun district a little farther south, was ploughed up in a 
field that is 'almost flat without any signs of a mound'. At both 
these sites Mr. B. B. Lal dug exploratory trenches; at neither did 
he find further impl(ments, but both sites yielded scraps 01 

ill,-fired thick ochre,.washed ware, mixed at Bisauli with sherds 
of well,-fired red,-slipped ware with black designs. All the 
Bisauli pottery was near the surface-as indeed the hoard had 
been-but the groups of sherds were distinguished by the fresh,
ness of the red ware and the worn aspect of the ochre ware. 
Yet another hoard,-site, at Bahadarabad eight miles west of 
Hardwar on the upper Ganges, has also produced ochre sherds. 
A comparable ochre fabric has been found by Mr. A. Ghosh 
farther west, in the D~ishadvati valley of Bikaner, and has 
there been called, a little ambitiously perhaps, the 'Sothi 
Culture', from a place near the sub,-divisional town ofNohar. 
More significantly, it characterized the lowest (earliest) occupa,. 
tion of the Ganges site at Hastinapura, to which we shall come 

*Analysis made in 1945 by the Archaeological Chemist in India. 
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in a moment. Little is at present known of this Ochre Ware; 
even the shapes of the pots have not been determined; and its 
association with the copper hoards is not proved. But a con.-
sidcrably more advanced exploration of the succeeding Painted 
Grey W arc levels in the Ganges.-J umna basin has failed to 
reveal in them any of the more distinctive hoar d.-types, and the 
impression for the moment is that these precede the Grey W arc 
and the. full development of urban life in the region. In a 
chronology which is at present largely guesswork, I should say 
that that implies a date for the hoards before the 8th century 
B. c.; my Indian colleagues might prefer a somewhat earlier 
tcrmtnus. 

What do the hoards themselves tell us~ The flat axes with 
more or less expanded blades arc the only possible link with 
the Indus Civilization, and the type is too generalized and 
widespread to support the view that the hoards represent 'the 
colonization of the Ganges basin by refugees and displaced 
persons from the Punjab and the Indus valley during the time 
of the brcak.-up of the Harappa empire and the coming of 
raiders from the west'. The only important parallelism between 
the copper hoards and the Indus bronzes is the absence from 
both of the hafting.-sockct, which had been familiar in Mcso.
potamia and farther north since the 4th millennium. But the 
really distinctive elements of the hoards-the barbed harpoons, 
the spearheads with basal projection, the 'bar.-cclts', the so.
called anthropomorphs, the shouldered axes-are not Indus 
types; and per contra the distinctively Indus blade with curved 
end is absent from the copper hoards. Analogies to the swords 
with antennae have been recognized in the Koban culture of 
the Caucasus and may be significant, 64 but intermediate links 
arc at present missing. In all the circumstances, the alternative 
theory that the hoards may be 'in fact traces of the Indo.-Aryan 
migration' is equally difficult to sustain. Indeed, archaco.
logically our Ganges evidence is not ready for equation with 
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any major historical event or speculation of the kind, and the 
Aryans in particular should, I suggest, be given a holiday for 
the time; being. It is best to admit that no proto; Aryan material 
culture has yet been identified in India. 

Nevertheless, these hoards are not completely dumb. The 
axes, up to a foot in length and five or six pounds in weight, 
are excellent woodmen's tools. The barbed harpoons, based 
perhaps on bone or horn prototypes, proclaim extensive food; 
gathering in the fishful rivers near which they are found. That 
they were also used for hunting animals as formidable as the 
rhinoceros is shown, as B. B. Lal reminds us,63 by cave; 
paintings of unknown date in the Mirzapur district of the 
Ganges valley, south;west of Banaras. The unbarbed spear; 
heads anticipate in general fashion the iron spears which the 
peaceful peasantry sometimes carry in these regions at the 
present day. Only the swords which occur on four of the sites 
imply a more military element, symbolical perhaps of rank 
rather than recurrent peril. The general inference is that the 
hoards represent semimomadic food;gathering communities, 
capable of clearing patches of jungle and perhaps. (though this 
we do not know) of some sort of garden;agriculturc, but living 
mainly by hunting and fishing. The likelihood fits well into 
far more modern pictures of tribal India. 

It has been inferred that the deposition of the hoards 'itself 
suggests a time of insecurity and economic instability, and 
and may mean that the refugees from the Indus Civilization 
were not left undisturbed for long, as the Aryan invasions 
gathered momentum and pressed on, beyond the old frontiers 
of the Harappa kingdom and down into the Ganges valley'. 
This is to force the evidence beyond its warrant. The copper 
implements are shown, by their frequently specialized character 
and skilful casting and hammering, and by their distribution 
over Soo miles of jungle landscape, to have been the work of 
substantially whobtime experts who were probably also (as 
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in other parts of the world) itinerant. The perils of one kind 
and another which must have beset them in their vagrancy and 
led to the occasional loss of their stock..-in..-trade were not 
necessarily more formidable than those which man and beast 
would normally impose upon the wandering craftsman and 
tradesman in the rough circumstances of the age. Once more it 
is unnecessary or premature to conjure up cosmic causes such 
as Aryan invasion to explain these sporadic casualties. 

As the evidence goes, then, we are confronted by a striking 
and ind.i;vidual development of metakraftsmanship in the 
Ganges basin and the Orissa hills somewhere about rooo B.c. 
amongst folk who were primarily hunters and probably lived 
in temporary villages in jungle..-clearings. (Incidentally, none 
of the ochre sherds referred to above as possibly contemporary 
with the hoards has been found in association with built 
foundations.) Insufficiently large and wealthy to maintain 
specialists individually, these communities shared, it seems, in 
a nomadic craftsmanship for which there are many parallels. 
The sources from which this craftsmanship drew its initial 
inspiration are not clearly defined; it may be supposed that its 
ideas germinated in the metal traditions of the north..-west (the 
Indus region and beyond), though it would not be surprising 
to discover trans..-Himalayan sources in the north and north..
east. This uncertainty, whilst emphasizing our present ignor..
ance, also points the likelihood that much of the kind and 
quality of the hoards was due to the inventive skill of the 
Ganges coppersmiths themselves. Archaeology, in its search 
for ultimate origins, can readily overlook the possibility that 
those origins may lie very largely at our feet. 

From these disjecta we turn to the great urban sites which came 
into being in the Ganges valley during the 1st millennium B.c. 
and have sufficiently homogeneous elements to justify the name 
of the 'Ganges Civilization'. Culturally, their common 
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denominator is the presence successively of Painted Grey and 
Northern Black Polished Wares, described above (p. 26). 
Some of these sites, even in the dusty and ruinous condition 
in which we find them today, are truly stupendous. Over; 
looking the junction of the Ganges and the J umna opposite 
Allahabad is the immense mound of Jhusi, its riven sides 
oozing with sherds, including the famous Northern Black 
Polished or N.B.P. Ware of the middle and second half of that 
millennium. The mound has not yet been explored, but both 
its key;position and its size indicate its importance. And there 
are many others, ranging from the little fortified town ofBhita, 
eighteen miles south of Allahabad, to the mighty Kaushambi 
beside the J umna, thirty;two miles to the west, or to metro; 
politan Mathura (Muttra) itself, by the same kingly river. 
Bhi~a is merely 400 yards square, though its mounds stand 
boldly above the plain. It may have been the Vichhi or Vichi; 
grama mentioned on certain sealings found on the site, but the 
scrappy excavations carried out there half a century ago were 
incompetent even for their age, and only the occtwcnce of 
N.B.P. Ware hints at the antiquity of the place. Kaushambi, 
on the other hand, has a circuit of some four miles and is one 
of the great sites of India. Before and after the time of the 
Buddha (c. soo B.c.) it was the capital of the Vatsa Kingdom 
of the Pura1:as, and here stood one of Ashoka's edict;pillars 
(p. 174), now in Allahabad Fort. Slight excavations were 
carried out on the site in 1937-8, and since 1948 its systematic 
exploration has been undertaken for Allahabad University 
by Mr. G. R. Sharma. The results have not yet been pub; 
lished, save for interim notes.65 

The ramparts, over 30 feet high and armed at regular intervals 
by bastions, were built of mud revetted externally with a 
battered facing ofbaked bricks which, as excavated, presents an 
imposing frontage. They were built before the introduction of 
N.B.P. Ware, but overlapped the arrival of this fabric, and a 
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central date in the 6th century B.C. provisionally meets the 
evidence. The facing of baked brick closely recalls that of the 
Harappa citadel (p. 97), but whether across the many inter..-
vening centuries a significant structural tradition had been 
preserved is more than doubtful; the idea of a sloping brick 
revetment is scarcely so highly specialized that independent 
invention is excluded. After the original construction of 
the Kaushambi walls, rectangular towers of baked brick 
were imposed upon the bastions, and the defences were re..-
newed more than once. Within them, courtyard houses of the 
later centuries B.C. and possibly later still have been uncovered, 
together with the site of a large enclosed Buddhist monastery 
which has been identified with the Ghositarama described by 
the Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang, who came this way in the 
7th century A.D. The monastery marked the site where the 
Buddha preached, and the excavator ascribes the first construc..-
tion of the main .stilpa or relic..-shrine to the century of the 
Buddha's death. The general wealth of the city, in the midst 
of its feFtile landscape and beside its great river..-highway, is 
sufficiently indicated by the vast quantity of material, including 
many hundreds of terracotta figurines, which has been found 
here by the present excavators and by less orthodox predecessors. 

But of published work on the ancient sites of the doiib, the 
most significant is that carried out in 1950-2 by Mr. B. B. Lal 
at Hastinapura near an old course of the upper Ganges. 66 The F(g. 27 

excavation was designed mainly to reveal the culture..-sequence, 
and was so far successful; the character and function of the 
buildings sampled at the successive levels remain to be in..-
vestigated, as they should be, by wider digging. Five main 
phases of occupation were recognized. The earliest, Period I, 
was represented by a thin layer, never more than 1! feet thick 
and often less, with no structures but with a few much..-worn 
fragments of the Ochre Ware. Neither the shapes nor indeed the 
technique of the pottery could be ascertained. No implements 
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were found, but the possible association of this ware with the 
copper hoards bas been discussed above. 

There was no overlap with Period II, which contained the 
Painted Grey Ware described on p. 26, together with remains 
of mud or mud, brick walls, but with no clear evidence of the 
use of baked bricks. Copper was found in the form of an 
arrowhead, a nail,parer, an antimony rod and a few fragments; 
there were no stone implements and no iron objects, though in 
the uppermost levels lumps of iron ore were encountered. Two 
glass bangles from these strata seem to be the earliest yet re1 
corded from India. The humped bull was represented both 
by terracotta figurines and by actual bones, which occurred 
in large numbers with those of buffalo, horse, sheep and pig. 
Whilst these represent considerable domestic herds and flocks, 
the bones of deer indicate that hunting supplemented farming; 
but more notable was the discovery of charred grains of rice 
which, with other rice recently recovered from Chalcolithic 
Nar~a Toli (p. 142), carry back rice,cultivation in the sub, 
continent many centuries behind the earliest date previously 
recorded (the 3rd century B.c.). Altogether, the remains of 
this period, dated roughly to Soo-soo B.C., show a developed 
township with an economy based on mixed farming, and with 
adequately constructed houses of which at present little is 
known. 

The occupational strata of Period II had reached a height of 
6-7 feet when a flood swept across the site and, for a time 
occupation ceased. When habitation was renewed (Period III) 
the Painted Grey Ware had given place to the Northern Black 
Polished Ware, ascribed above (p. 30) to the 5th-2nd century 
B.c., and baked bricks were now used alongside mud and 
mud,brick. Again, no details of house,plans were revealed 
in the trial,trenches, but baked,brick drains were encountered, 
and 'soak-wells' or 'soak-pits' of superimposed jars with per' 
forated bases or of superimposed terracotta rings about 2 feet 
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in diameter now begin to appear. Soak--pits and ring--wells of 
these types are characteristic of Indian towns from the latter 
half of the Ist millennium B.C. onwards. 

In Period III iron was regularly used for the first time: 
barbed and socketed arrowheads, chisels and sickles of this 
metal are recorded, although copper was retained for antimony 
rods, nail,-parers and a variety of other purposes. Terracotta 
figurines of animals, especially the elephant, are better modelled 
than in the preceding period. Money now comes into use in 
the shape of punch--marked rectangular pieces of silver with 
symbols which include the 'crescent--on,-hill' and the 'sun'; 
with them were a number of cast copper coins, both rect-
angular and round, bearing similar symbols. The indication 
is that of increasing and increasingly systematized trade. 

Within the limited area trenched, there was in Period III 
an accumulation of 5-9 feet, with evidence of 3-6 sub--phases; 
and it seemed that the Period had ended in fire. That the 
event occurred in or very little before the 2nd century B.c. 
is suggested by the facts that the N.B.P. Ware now ceased and 
that 5 coins of the rulers of Mathura, attributed to that cen,
tury, were found in the lower (earlier) strata of the succeeding 
Period IV. Both that Period, which is carried by coinage 
through a number of sub--phases into the 3rd century A.D., and 
a medieval occupation (nth-rsth century), which followed 
after a long gap, lie outside our present scope. 

A not dissimilar sequence is indicated by the more imposing 
site of the ancient city of Ahichchhatra, near Ramnagar in the 
Bareilly district ofU.P. and close to a tributary of the Ganges. 67 

The city was the capital of the kingdom of North Panchala 
which, in the Mahiibhiirata, was wrested from the king of 
Panchala by the Kurus. It retained something of its metro-
politan status until about A.D. noo, when it was replaced by 
the modern Badaun. Today the deserted city looms majestic-
ally over the plain, with towering ramparts 3! miles in cir,-
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cuit, the tall fragment of a medieval temple within them. 
Inconclusive excavation in 1940-4 showed two successive 
earthen ramparts below a stout wall of baked brick, and P.G. 
Ware is said to have been found below, as well as in, the earlier 
rampart. If so, the rampart should not be later than 500 B.C. 
and may be somewhat earlier. The excavators recognized nine 
main strata in the total life/span of the town, and observed that 
each stratum had its own individual plan, with differing 
building/alignments. As at Hastinapura, coins (square and 
round) came into use during the N.B.P. Ware period. 

Between them, the two sites ofHastinapura and Ahichchh/ 
atra, imperfect though our knowledge be of both, proclaim 
the emergence of a comfortable and organized city/life in the 
J umna/Ganges basin sometime in the first half of the 1st 
millennium B.C. To this period belongs the earliest settled 
occupation known to us in the Delhi region; at the Purap.a 
Qila (Indrapat), which may fairly be described as the first 
Delhi, and Til pat thirteen miles to the south. In 195 5 a list of 
thirty/four Painted Grey Ware sites was published, 68 and the 
number is constantly increasing. Nothing that we know con/ 
tradicts the impression that this Ganges Civilization was as 
widespread as it was prosperous. We may recognize in it the 
general urban background of the Mababharata without too 
much labouring of detail: a picture of wealthy and jealous 
dynasties and polities, based upon a limitless and fertile soil 
and serviceable river/communications. About the middle of 
the millennium, a knowledge of iron/working spread through 
the region, doubtless introduced from Persia where iron/ 
smelting had been familiar for five or six centuries. Its arrival 
meant no overwhelming revolution in the mode of life of the 
cities of the Indian plains. Some of their pots and pans undeu 
went a technical change about this time; more important, 
the introduction of coinage, also from Persia, betrays a quick/ 
ening of the commercial sense. But, once established, the 
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Ganges Civilization endured through the centuries with a 
changelessness which the modern age has not altogether shaken. 
Ahichchhatra may be dead, but Banaras swarms busily and 
immutably upon a buried past of similar antiquity. 

Of two other great cities of the Ganges basin-Rajgir and 
Pa!aliputra-something must be said in a later context (p. 173 ). 
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CHAPTER VII 

Early Civilization in Central India 

FROM THE GANGES BASIN it would be logical to move 
eastwards into Bengal or, turning the eastern corner of 

the central hills, veer southward into Orissa, where the coastal 
flats are an extension of the great northern plains. In Orissa 
two imposing sites have in fact been carefully sampled, but 

Plates 2 9, 30 their urban origins are unlikely to go back beyond 300 B.C. 

At Shishupalgarh, near Bhubaneshwar, a part of a somewhat 
earlier settlement was powerfully fortified, apparently in the 3rd 
century B.c., with a clay rampart thirty feet high laid out on a 
remarkably symmetrical square plan. 69 The sides of the en' 

Fig. zg closure were three-quarters of a mile long, and in each of them, 
apart from posterns, were two magnificent projecting gateways, 
built of squared laterite blocks and equipped with flanking 
staircases. The unusual excellence of the masonry and the ex
treme regularity of the planning indicate administrative authority 
of a high order, and it might not be unduly rash to ascribe 
the fortress or fortress-town, as an imperial instrument of pacifi, 
cation, to the emperor Ashoka after his famous victory over 
the Kalingas of these parts about 264 B.C. Historically at least, 
the defences are most unlikely to have been constructed during 
the following half-century. 
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Seemingly about the same time at J augaQ.a, district Ganjam, 
beside the Risbikulya river in southern Orissa, a developed 
Iron Age culture and an earthen rampart twenty-five feet 
high were imposed upon a site previously occupied by 
villagers who had used stone axes of oblong section and, 
apparently, Black-and-red Ware (p. r6r). 70 Here the associa' 
tion of the new work with Ashoka is perhaps encouraged 
by the presence of his fourteen rock-edicts in the immediate 
V1Cll1lty. 
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In Bengal, too, on both sides of the present national frontier, 
intermittent excavation carried out on obviously important 
sites, notably Mainamati near Co milia, 71 Mahasthan in the 
Bogra district, 72 and Tamluk (Ptolemy's Tamalites) at the head 
of the Hooghly estuary, 73 has begun to present a similar picture. 
At Tamluk trial/excavations have revealed a scanty assort; 
ment of 'neolithic celts and an ill;fired pottery' at the lowest 

...... 
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level (compare J auga<;la, above), followed by a Gangetic cui~ 
ture (with cast copper coins) ascribed to the 3 rd-2nd centuries 
B.c., and succeeded in turn by a deposit containing much 
Rouletted Ware of the I st century A.D. Whether these occupa~ 
tions were continuous is not stated, but it would appear that 
here, as on the other sites mentioned, substantive settlement 
began in or about the 3rd century B.C., that is, in the 
Mauryan period. Incidentally, Mahasthan has produced an 
interesting inscription on a limestone slab, recording the 
earliest known Bengal famine and the measures taken by the 
local authority to meet it by the issue of paddy from reserve 
stocks, which were to be replenished when opportunity offered. 
Both alphabet and language resemble those of Ashoka's pillar~ 
edicts of about 250 B.C. (p. 174). Future exploration may show 
that civilization came late to the dense monsoon~ridden jungles 
of eastern India, and that these, like the Assam and Orissa hills 
down to modern times, had previously been the camping~ 
ground of small disarticulate societies in an essentially Nco~ 
lithic condition. 

But south of the great plains, in a belt of central India which 
includes the Narbada and the upper Godavari and extends 
roughly from Ujjain in the north to the borders of Mysore in 
the south, a number of town~sites have been dug into in recent 
years, and a consistent cultural sequence is beginning to appear. 
Of the full meaning of this sequence little can be said until 
vertical probing has been followed in its proper sequence by 
large~scale lateral clearance. For the time being we have to 
content ourselves with a mosaic of fragmentary indications. 

Nevertheless, the mosaic does already seem to make some~ 
thing of a pattern, and the pattern is this. There is in central 
India, at any rate outside Gujarat, no recognizably urban phase 
which can be equated with that of the Painted Grey Ware of 
the plains, i.e. prior to 500 B.C. Future exploration may modify 
this view; but at present it would appear that along the great 
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central rivers organized civic life began with the introduction 
of iron shortly after the middle of the 1st millennium B.C., 

following a phase of Chalcolithic village life in which copper 
was itself comparatively rare and costly-in other words, tr:1de 
was rudimentary and the social horizon essentially a local one. 
If this provisional conclusion is supported, the spread of 
civilization in India assumes a logical shape: beginning with 
the fertilization of Middle Eastern ideas along the north.-west 
coast and up the Indus valley about the middle of the 3rd 
millennium; then spreading southwards, on the one hand, as 
far as the Narbata estuary, and overflowing from the upper 
Punjab on the other hand through the Panipat.-Delhi corridor 
into the great plains of the Ganges.-J umna doiib in the first quarter 
of the 1st millennium B.c.; and later, between the 5th and 3rd 
centuries B.c., percolating eastwards to the Ganges estuary and 
southwards amongst the Chalcolithic communities of central 
India. Farther south again, in peninsular India, it is likely 
enough that city.-life was somewhat later still in its inception. 

Between the north and the centre, the main connecting link 
prior to the Iron Age appears to have lain in Gujarat. Other 
lines of access doubtless contributed, and after the middle of 
the 1st millennium more central routes, such as that from the 
Jumna valley up the Chambal river and past Ujjain 74 took 
the lead. But as knowledge stands, it is in Gujarat, and parti.
cularly in the Kathiawa~ peninsula, that a measure of con.
tinuity can be traced between the earlier civilization of the 
north.-west and the centr:1l Indian complex. In this context 
the key site for the moment is Rangpur, near the head of the 
Gulf of Cambay. Archaeologically, Rangpur has had a 
chequered history. It was hailed in 1934 as the most southerly 
site of the Indus Civilization; in 1947 further exploration was 
thought to disprove its Indus association, but six years later 
renewed excavation replaced it on the Indus map. 75 Still 
insufficient investigation suggests that the earliest occupation 
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was marked by crude microliths of jasper and agate, without 
pottery. This was succeeded by a settlement protected by a 
mud/brick wall over six feet thick and marked by a culture 
which may be described as a provincial variant of that of the 
Indus Civilization. It included triangular terracotta 'cakes', 
faience and steatite beads, a chert blade, and pottery with a 
peacock pattern, all allied to Indus types. Its thick red pottery, 
on the other hand, painted in black or chocolate with loops, 
dots, criss;cross, and horizontal and oblique lines, is less 
distinctively Harappan. It is to be expected that dilution or 
partial survival of this sort should occur neal~ the periphery of 
the Civilization. 

This sub/Indus culture merged into a succeeding phase 
characterized by a lustrous red ceramic painted in black with 
stylized antelopes and less ambitious designs, and this was 
followed in turn by Blacband;red Ware of a kind which will 
be discussed later in connection with the South Indian mega; 
liths (p. 161 ). Crude microliths still appear, but sherds of 
Northern Black Polished Ware indicate a date after 500 B.C. 

Substantially from the sub/ Indus phase (latter half of 2nd 
millennium?) to the N.B.P. period, the occupation of the site 
seems to have been continuous. 

For the rest, the Chalcolithic of central India-a phase to 
which the term 'civilization' cannot at present be applied 
although villages were already merging into towns-lacks any 
clear initial link with the Indus, unless the occasional animal; 
patterns on pottery and certain types of flake implements are an 
echo fi-om the Indus borderland. Instead, within a generally 
coherent scheme, it shows a wide diversity of detail, based upon 
local tradition and initiative. The most northerly site of the 
series is at Nagda, on the east bank of the Chambal north;west 
of Ujjain, where the uppermost third of a partially natural 
mound ninety feet high represents three cultural periods. 76 The 
earliest, twenty;two feet thick, includes massive mud and 
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mud ... brick structures of which one may possibly have been 
the bastion of a rampart. Alongside a few scraps of copper are 
many microliths, mostly parallel ... sided blades with one side 
occasionally retouched and the other (the working side) often 
serrated. A few blades show a crested ridge. The pottery, 
mainly red but sometimes cream ... coloured, is painted in black 
or chocolate with concentric circles, wavy lines, hatched 
lozenges, 'sun ... symbols', spotted deer, and peacocks. The date 
is roughly the earlier half of the 1st millennium B.c.; for the 
phase is succeeded without appreciable break by an iron,..using 
culture with 'megalithic' Black...and ... red Ware. This is followed 
by the limited introduction of baked bricks and by N.B.P. 
Ware, with more iron. A potsherd and a terracotta ball from 
the upper levels bear inscriptions of about the 2nd century B.C. 

Here we have, then, earlier phases marked by a microlithic 
industry and in. part by a ceramic which is essentially local 
though perhaps, in its animal ... decoration, influenced at long 
range by the cultures of the Baluchistan frontier; and a later, 
iron ... using phase in which, as the N.B.P. pottery indicates, 
elements that certainly included a new trend towards urbaniza,.. 
tion found their way southwards from the developing civic 
centres of the J umna ... Ganges doiib. The absence of Painted Grey 
Ware and the presence of iron closely followed by N.B.P. 
pottery shows that this penetration from the northern plains 
occurred not appreciably earlier than the 5th century B.C. 

A similar process is indicated by a dozen other sites which 
have been trenched in the great central region. Here examples 
must suffice. A site of great promise is that of Maheshwar, 
probably the Mahishmati of the Mahabharata, on the northern 
bank of the middle Narbada, with the confronting site of 
Nav<;la Toli on the south side. 77 As the opposed sites suggest, 
Maheshwar was an established crossing which carried the 
highroad from Ujjain and the Ganges basin into the Deccan. 
Its mounds rise to a height of 100 feet and have produced four 
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main cultures. I. ~ke many other central Indian settlements, 
this was founded on the fertile Black Cotton soil which no 
doubt yielded a tolerably easy livelihood to an undeveloped 
community eq nipped with microliths but lacking both metal 
and pottery and not yet, therefore, commercially1minded. The 
microliths are not of an elaborate kind; they include small to 
medium1sized scrapers of chert and jasper, made mostly on 
flakes with faceted platform, and irregular and sometimes fluted 
cores. After a break, of uncertain implication, a more advanced 
microlithic industry, with backed and crested blades, lunates 
and points and associated with copper flat1axes, chisels and 
hooks, introduces the now~familiar central Indian chalco~ 
lithic. Querns and slingstones appear, and an abundant 
pottery, some ochre1washed but predominantly red and often 
painted with parallel lines, hatched triangles, circles and 
foliage, occasionally with antelopes and dancing human figures. 
This deposit is from five to eight feet thick, and may b~ ascribed 
to the second quarter of the 1st millennium B.c. It is followed 
by a deposit no less than twenty feet thick containing a number 
of occupatiowlayers marked by large baked or mud bricks, 
soakpits lined with bricks or pottery~rings, iron implements 
(sickle, hoe, nails, arrowheads, spearheads), punch1marked 
coins, N.B.P. Ware and 'megalithic' Black1and1red Ware, a 
little of which had seemingly appeared also in the preceding 
deposit. Here once more we have the familiar complex of the 
second half of the Ist millennium B.c.: a mixture of dominant 
'Ganges' elements with certain others of a more southerly kind. 
Above this deep deposit occurred a finely burnished red ware 
with 'sprinklers' of a type found at Chandravalli (Mysore) 
and in western Indi:t at Kolhapur, Baroda and elsewhere in 
layers dating from the early centuries A.D. From this crowning 
deposit, the 'megalithic' Black...and~red Ware was absent. 

Nav4a Toli, the suburban site across the river, is a group of 
four mounds about 350 by zoo yards in extent and ten feet high, 
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containing huts indifferently rectangular or round on plan and 
built of wattle and daub with plastered walls and floors. The 
suggestion of the excavators that it was essentially a boatmen's 
village (as indeed the name implies) is probably near enough to 
the truth. Nevertheless, the Chalcolithic levels immediately 
below a crowning Iron Age stratum with N.B.P. vr.r are of the 
5th century B.C. or later produced distinctive pottery of a type 
not yet recognized elsewhere in India; notably, pedestalled 
goblets and channel ... spouted 'tea ... pots' which Dr. Sankalia has 
compared with the spouted pots ofHissar III, or of'Cemetery 
B' at Sialk in central Iran. 'Cemetery B' was dated by Ghirsh ... 
man to c. rooo-8oo B.c., 78 and a recent Cr4 dating from an 
equivalent deposit at Hasanlu in Azerbaijan gives the con; 
firming date of 812 BC ± 13 o years. 79 How significant the 
suggested resemblance with the (much simpler) Navqa Toli 
pots may be remains to be seen, particularly if a recent Cr4 
dating for a late Nav<;la Toli deposit (1336 B.c.± 125, see 
p. 8 3) is confirmed. Intermediate examples between Persia and 
Navqa Toli are at present lacking. A wide range of food ... 
grains included rice. 

Seventy miles north of Maheshwar, beside the Sipra river, 
stands the classic site of Ujjain, one of the seven sacred cities 
oflndia, rival even to Banaras in Hindu esteem. 80 In the semi" 
history of the period, Ujjain was the capital of the kingdom 
of A vanti, known later as Malwa, but the excavations in pro' 
gress at the time of writing under the skilled direction of Mr. 
N. R. Banerjee have not yet clearly identified any correspond ... 
ing 7th ... century occupation. At present it would appear that, as 
a developed city, Ujjain began substantially with the impact of 
an iron,..using culture of Gangetic type about 500 B.C., when 
an area a mile long and three;quarters of a mile wide was 
enclosed by a great clay rampart with a basal width of 200 feet 
and a surviving height of forty-two feet. The rampart was 
reinforced against the flow of the river by transverse barriers of 
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interlocked timbers vaguely recalling the timber;work of the 
riverine site of Pa!aliputra (below, p. 176), and was sub; 
scquently revetted in part with baked brick. Outside it, where 
necessary, was a ditch eighty feet wide and twenty;two feet 
deep. On the trunk;route from the Ganges to the Arabian Sea, 
the fortress town ofUjjain was clearly a power to be reckoned 
with during the last five centuries B.C. In later epochs, changing 
circumstance and, in particular perhaps, the development of 
sea;traffic, robbed it of some of its arterial importance, but the 
ancient site remains a formidable ruin. 

In its earliest civic phase, represented by six feet of strata, it 
included stone and baked/brick structures associ~ted with 
arrowheads of bone and iron, spearheads and choppers of iron, 
and evidences of copper;working. Some of the pottery was the 
Black;and;red Ware already encountered elsewhere; with it 
were a black/slipped fabric and sherds of unslipped and red; 
slipped vesiculated ware, some of it made without the wheel. 
In the body of the rampart two sherds of Painted Grey Ware
the southernmost examples known-are not likely to be much 
later than 500 B.C. 

In the succeeding phase, represented by an accumulation 
fourteen feet thick, buildings were of baked or unbaked bricks 
and were roofed with oblong tiles. Streets were m~de of rubble 
bound with clay. The soakpits built of pottery/rings or pierced 
pots, which were to be characteristic of Indian towns for a 
thousand years, now made their appearance. Oval clay;lined 
ovens, blackened cooking;pots, grinding;stones and mortars 
represent kitchen;eq uipment; iron spearheads and arrow heads, 
with bone arrowheads which included one 'stained with the 
blood of a bird', were the principal outfit of the hunter and the 
soldier. N.B.P. Ware was found in large quantities and in 
varieties which were partially perhaps local products, some of 
them diversified with bands of black or saffron paint. The 
coarse vesiculated ware of the preceding period continued. 
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Indeed Phase II grew naturally out of Phase I under increasing 
Gangetic influence. Two ivory seals inscribed in an early 
Brahmi script of the 3rd or 2nd century B.c. marked the upper 
range of Phase II, but this in turn melted into Phase III, of the 
Shm;ga period and later, with which we are not here concerned. 

Less metropolitan in character than Ujjain were three 
towns which may be taken as typical of the region south.
south.-west ofMaheshwar: Bahal in the district of East Kandesh 
beside the Girna, tributary of the Tapti;81 Nasik in the district 
of that name north-east of Bombay; and Jorwe in the district 
of Ahm01dnagar. 82 The last two are in the upper Godavari 
system, a region thickly occupied in the rst millennium B.c. 

Bahal began with what may now be called the 'regulation' 
microlithic industry of central India: mostly parallel-sided 
blades of chalcedony, agate or jasper, sometimes serrated, with 
occasional lunates and trapezes. This microlithic occupation 
falls into two sub-phases. Phase IA is marked by thick grey 
hand-made bowls with flared rim, of a kind which occurs also 
farther south at Brahmagiri in northern Mysore, and a few 
sherds of thinner grey ware painted on the rim in red ochre. 
Phase IB produced fine red wheel-turned ware, painted in 
black with a rich variety of designs-horizontal bands with 
hatched diamonds, triangles, ladders, concentric circles, criss' 
cross and wavy lines, foliage, and rarely animals (antelope or 
horse?). A few sherds oflustrous red-slipped ware are remini' 
scent of post-Indus Rangpur (p. 138). In the upper levels are 
spouted vessels of the Nasik-Jorwe type (below), and sherds 
of a burnished Black-and-grey Ware with oblique lines 
painted in white, akin to the 'megalithic' Black.-and-red Ware. 
A shapeless lump of copper justifies the appellation 'Chalcoli.
thic', but it is at least certain that the quantity of metal used in 
this Phase was negligible. The two sub-phases are thought to 
have been separated by a break in the occupation, and the 
ceramic changes are consistent with a shifting population. 
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At Tekwa~a, across the river from Bahal, four burials of 
Phase IB have also produced Black.,and/grey Ware of' mega/ 
lithic' types. 

Again, it is with the arrival of iron in Phase II that the 
settlement first assumes a purposeful and urban aspect. So far 
as we know, houses were indeed still of timber, but their 
equipment now includes legged querns with grains of rice and 
millet, and the microliths are replaced by abundant tools and 
weapons of iron-spearheads, arrowheads, knives, sickles. 
N.B.P. Ware of the Ganges tradition once more marks the 
source of inspiration. The excavator, M. N. Deshpande, ob/ 
serves that iron here occurs some ten feet below the lowest 
N.B.P. sherd, recalling a less marked priority for iron also at 
Nagda (p. I3 8); but on sites relatively so remote from the 
Ganges doab the utile metal may understandably have pene/ 
trated ahead of the less essential ceramic, and the two innova/ 
tions may be ascribed to the same main source. Burnished 
'megalithic' Black/and/red Ware also occurs in the form of 
rimless bowls and shallow dishes, and there are red globular 
jars with a gritty core. Massive ear/disks (for wearing in the 
extended lobes of the ears) of semi/precious stones recall others 
ascribed to the Mauryan period, roughly the 3rd century B.c., 
at Rajgir and Pa~aliputra. 

In Phase III the N.B.P. Ware continues but the Black/and/ 
red drops out. The former may not merely have arrived late on 
this site, but may have continued somewhat later than usual 
if its apparent overlap with Satavahana coins of the Ist century 
B.C. is significant. · 

Both Nasik on the Godavari and J orwe on the tributary 
Pravara work to rule in the micro lithic phase;82 ind~ed, J orwe 
never got beyond that phase, though it mitigated its scraps of 
chert and chalcedony with six flat/axes and a bangle of low/ 
grade bronze which is probably in fact a natural copper alloy. 
The presence of the copper axes here and at Mahesh war (p. 140) 
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may represent a hang,over from the Indus or sub ... Indus culture 
of the north,west coast; it is less remarkable than is their general 
absence·from these microlithic sites, where their utility in the 
recurrent process of jungle ... clearance must have been cardinal. 
It is a constant question how these communities, with their 
miserable microliths, coped with the luxuriant vegetation 
which certainly surrounded them, although their preference for 
sandy and relatively open spots such as Langhnaj is a partial 
explanation. In other parts of the world, microlithic com ... 
munities have similarly sought a negative milieu. 

Nasik is a mound about Soo by 400 feet with a height of 
roo feet of which only the uppermost twenty feet are man,made. 
Its Phase I produced lunates, trapezes and two,edged blades, 
and it was observed that 6o per cent of the microliths were 
'usable'; in other words, no factory site was included and, to 
that extent, the limited exploration suggests a measure of 
specialization or professionalization. With the microliths was 
ochre ... washed and orange,coloured pottery, both wheel ... made 
and handmade and occasionally painted with red or black 
bands. A distinttive type is that of a spouted vessel, sometimes 
painted after baking. This type, already noted at Bahal (p.145), 
is found also at Jorwe and at Nevasa north,east of Ahmad, 
nagar, and is probably related to a spouted vessel from the 
levels marked by stone axes and microliths at Brahmagiri in 
northern M ysore. A similar affinity may be recognized in the 
large round ... bottomed vessels with high rims found at all three 
s1tes. 

The microlithic phase at Nasik ended characteristically with 
the introduction of iron, though an intervening 'weathered 
horizon', of uncertain implication, is recorded. The Iron Age 
occupation was marked by iron spearheads, arrowheads, 
knives, choppers and caltrops, by four ... legged saddle querns 
and pottery ... ringed soakpits, and by N.B.P. and Black ... and ... 
red Wares. Traces of mud ... walled houses were identified, but 
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their plans are unknown. Above this phase come Russet" 
coated ('Andhra') wares and 'sprinklers' of red polished 
pottery, all characteristic of the Ist century A.D. 

It is unnecessary here to follow further the exploratory trenching 
which, over a wide area, has begun to make sense of the cultural 
sequence of central India without, as yet, throwing much light 
upon its social significance. That will follow, be it emphasized, 
when determined lateral excavation over a long period succeeds 
these easy and quickly rewarding forays. 

Meanwhile, with the possible exception of Ujjain, which 
may be found to have an earlier nucleus but owes its formidable 
urban character to advancing Gangetic interests about 500 B.C., 

the sites mentioned above, with others of their kind, have their 
origins in a widespread and often rudimentary microlithic 
culture-if the term culture can be so narrowed. Sometimes, as 
at Rangpur and Maheshwar, this primary culture or industry 
is thought to have been devoid at first of associated pottery; 
but at more than one site two to four successive phases of micro" 
lithic occupation have been marked by differing pottery ... groups 
and have suggested a certain mobility in locally variant commu ... 
nities at a uniform economic and technological stage of develop" 
ment. In so far as generalization is feasible, we may say that 
there was in central India, in the earlier half of the Ist 
millennium B.c., a considerable village ... population which 
used microliths, a little copper or low ... grade bronze, and rather 
coarse painted pottery, often but not always wheel ... turned, with 
a certain community of types that included large round" 
bottomed bowls with flaring rims and spouted, carinated 'tea" 
pots'. This population extended from the Vindhya Range 
6oo miles southwards into northern Mysore. 

Towards the south of that area, the micro lithic culture lasted 
perhaps until the 3rd century B.c. Towards the north, but 
occasionally as far south as Amaravati on the Kistna river, it 
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was replaced in the 5th or 4th century B.C. by a vigorous iron, 
using culture which seems, in the main, to have come from 
the J umna .. Ganges doab. With the arrival of iron, the micro, 
liths went suddenly and almost completely out of use. (Rang, 
pur may provide an exception, but much further work is 
needed at this site.) Shortly afterwards that typical Ganges 
product, the steelAike N.B.P. Ware, came in, preceded or 
accompanied here and there by the more local 'megalithic' 
Black..and,red Ware of which more will be said in the next 
chapter. These· features, supplemented by native industries, 
mark the real beginning of civic life in central India. Houses 
were sometimes still of timber, but mud, mud,brick and baked 
brick now appear, and pottery .. lined soakpits represent a new 
measure of urban sanitation. Fortifications are not normal, or 
at any rate have not been widely recognized. It would appear 
that an undisputed Lebensrar1m was still available for most of 
the overflow from the northern plains and for the newly, 
enlarged and elaborated communities of the Deccan. 

In summary terms, the contrast between the first urbanization 
of the northern (Gangetic) plains and that of the Deccan is this. 
In the north, urbanization began in the developed Bronze Age, 
during the earlier half of the rst millennium B.C.; and when, 
about 500 B.C., iron and the parallel innovations of coinage 
and a new ceramic technique appeared upon the northern 
scene, they were absorbed into the existing social system with, 
out any drastic change of personality. In the Deccan, on the 
other hand, the Iron Age descended from the north as a sudden 
imposition upon a Chalcolithic (largely microlithic) local 
tradition of altogether lower grade. There, the Iron Age began 
in the full sense as a revolution. 

To the situation in peninsular India, and primarily to its 
Megalithic Problem, we must now turn. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

South Indian Megaliths 

BY WAY OF PREFACE to this chapter, it may be recalled 
that the term 'megalith' is derived from the Greek words 

meg as= large and lithos= stone. It is applied primarily to struc; 
tures of a rudimentary character built wholly or partly of large 
rough stones, but includes comparable structures of a more 
sophisticated kind in which the stones may be crudely or even, 
as at Stonehenge, elaborately dressed. A secondary condition 
is that the monument fulfilled a funerary or commemorative 
or religious function. 1 

The megaliths of India are extensive and peculiar. They are 
in fact the jungle of a problem, and a little preliminary clear... 
ing may be helpful, though the procedure is not without risk. 
In the present context it would appear to be justifiable to set 
aside at once the megaliths of that region of north;eastern India, 
extending from Assam to Bastar on the northern flank of the 
lower Godavari, where megalithic 'cultures' (if so they may be 
called) are a more or less living tradition of the aborigines. To 
exclude these living or moribund cultures, which have been 
extensively studied, 83 may seem a wilful rejection of potentially 
useful comparative evidence; but they do in fact differ in general 
type and concept from most of the south Indian material, and 
Christoph von Fi.irwHaimendorf's observation that they 
belong essentially to soutlveastern Asia-Indonesia, Oceania, 
the Philippines, Formosa-matches the evidence, whatever 
be the truth of his plausible guess that they were introduced 
into north;eastern India by Austroasiatic immigrants (see also 
p. 89 ). The Bastar Gonds and the Khasis and Nagas of 
Assam alike erect single standing stones (menhirs) or align; 
ments of stones in honour of the dead, who are thereby en; 
couraged to help their living kinsmen. In Assam, as well as 
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in Indonesia and Oceania, a forked wooden post of Y~shape 
is an alternative to the menhir, and both posts and menhirs are 
associated with ox~sacrifice. An identical custom occurs in 
Bastar; and the Koyas and Raj Gonds of Hyderabad erect 
small forked posts carrying the tails of sacrificial cows on 
graves or the site of memorial feasts. In all these regions it is the 
widespread belief that the soul or 'virtue' of the dead man is 
attached to the stone or post and benefits his survivors and the 
village~crops. Alternatively, the Bondos and Gadabas of Orissa 
erect a dolmen (table~ like cist above ground), often of small 
size, as the seat of the dead; and this seat may be associated with 
a stone circle. Generally, the setting~up of m~nhirs, dolmens and 
stone~circles links the Orissa tribes both with the Khasis and 
Nagas of Assam and with the Gonds of Bastar. The Khasis 
indeed (though not the Nagas) approach more nearly to the 
dominant megalithic custom of peninsular India in that they 
collect periodically the bones of clan~members and deposit them 
in 'a free~standing cist, as big as a small house, built of enormous 
single slabs'. 84 So too do the Mundas of Cho~a Nag pur who, 
in addition to setting up memorial~stones of north~eastern type, 
bury excarnated bones of members of a family in dolmenAike 
graves consisting of a cover~slab supported by smaller stones. 
Here it may not be irrelevant that the Munda languages have 
been regarded as a mixture of elements from continental India 
on the one hand and further India on the other. Chota Nagpur 
is geographically well situated for such an interchange: it 
remains to discover any equivalent cultural overlap which 
might explain the Khasi cists. 

The problem, then, of interrelationship (or its absence) be~ 
tween megalithic areas and customs is not an easy one. On the 
whole, however, in spite of occasional and partial analogies, 
the differences between the megaliths of the tribal areas and the 
ancient tombs of the Deccan and peninsular India are far more 
impressive than their resemblances. As von Fi.irer~Haimendorf 
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Fig. J2 Distribution of megalithic cists witb 'port-holes' 

observes, 'I have seen the monuments of the Nagas and Khasis, 
of Gadabas, Bondos and Gonds, and I have seen many of the 
prehistoric dolmens and cromlechs of Hyderabad, but was 
never struck by any close resemblance. This alone would, of 
course, not prove the absence of a genetic connection. More 
important are the differences in function and meaning of the 
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monuments. The megaliths of the tribal folks of today are, 
with comparatively few exceptions, memorials unconnected 
with graves or burning~grounds. Those of prehistoric times are 
in the majority graves or closely associated with graves.' 84 He 
adds that the distinctive 'port~hole' opening which will be 
found to characterize many of the megalithic cists of southern 
India 'docs not occur among any of the tribes of middle India 
who bury their dead in megalithic graves, such as the Mundas 
and Hos'. The time~factor is another consideration to which 
much fu.~ther attention is needed. The south Indian megaliths 
seem to have come to an end in the 1st century A.D.; those of 
middle India and the north~east represent a living tradition of 
entirely unknown antiquity. If we add to these various diver~ 
sities and difficulties the almost complete geographical ex~ 
elusiveness of the two great groups, their essential separateness 
is at present a fair premise. 

The main bulk of the south Indian megaliths lies to the 
south of latitude I 8, which runs a little north of H yderabad 
(Deccan); in other words, it begins south of the Godavari 
system, and is characteristic of peninsular India. Much of that Fig. 32 

region is marked by outcrops of granite or gneiss, of which a 
large proportion of the megaliths are constructed; fires lit upon 
the surface of the rock buckle it along lines of cleavage, and 
iron wedges do the rest-a practice in vogue today as in 
ancient times. Along the fringes of the granite are derivative 
deposits of laterite (p. 47 ), which cuts like cheese when fresh 
but hardens on exposure. It is in the nature of things that the 
granite monuments are rough~ hewn, if hewn at all, and that 
the laterite monuments are relatively trim and shapely. 

In 1944 a systematic survey of the south Indian megaliths. 
was begun under the leadership of V. D. Krishnaswami and, 
although not yet complete, has, with subsequent excavation, 
produced a reasonably comprehensive catalogue of types.85 

They are as follows. 
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1. Dolmenoid cists, a phrase here limited to cists built of 
Plates 32, 34 rough granite blocks, now above ground, within a circle of 

similar blocks which enclose an area from 20 to 140 feet in dia ... 
meter. The uprights, four or more in number, are (or were) 
crowned by a massive single or double capstone, which may be 
either covered by a low cairn, or flush with a low cairn, or 
emergent from the traces of a denuded cairn. The eastern up" 
right is occasionally pierced with a 'port ... hole', and the eastern 
end may be approached by a short blocked passage. In the 
Chingleput (Madras) region, where these cists are best known, 
they are liable to include one or more terracotta legged sarco; 

Plate 35 phagi (sometimes as many as five) with pots and iron objects. A 
sarcophagus 2t feet long in the Madras Museum from Sanka ... 

Plate 36 varam in Cuddapah district schematically resembles a ram; it 
contained an iron spearhead, the fragment of an iron knife, and 
huddled fragments of human bones, and was surrounded by 

Plate 37 pots of characteristic 'megalith' type. Another sarcophagus, 
from Pallavaram in Chingleput district, resembles an elephant; 
but such theriomorphs are exceptional. 

It may here be observed that two of the rock ... cut caves in 
Kerala (see below) produced small legged sarcophagi, each 
about two feet long; and that round ... ended cylindrical sar ... 
cophagi, without megaliths, have been found at Maski in 
Raichur district, Hyderabad. But they are by no means a uni" 
versal feature of the south Indian megaliths and do not occur, 
for instance, in the Pudokkogai cists or at Brahmagiri. 

It may be added that in the gneissic uplands of the Kerala 
region, soutb ... western India, a single stone circle may enclose 
more than one dolmen; in one instance, as many as nineteen. 86 

2. Slabbed cists of granite or laterite, also within a stone circle, 
are oblong and about six feet in length and height. The eastern 

Plates 34, 3s upright is normally pierced with a 'port ... hole' which may be 
either circular with a diameter of four to twenty inches, or 
trapezoidal, or semicircular and cut into the upper edge of the 
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slab immediately below the capstone; the hole was evidently 
designed for the insertion of bones and offerings. Excavated 
examples at Brahmagiri, northern Mysore, showed that there 
the cists were sunk to half their height below the surface and 
were surrounded at the old ground;level by dry;stone walling. 
Their port;holes were closed by an additional external slab and 
were approached from the outside by a lined passage which 
had been blocked when the tomb was sealed. In the cists were 
pots and iron objects with the fragmentary skeletons of a 
number of individuals. Comparable cists at Suttukeni, near 
Pondicherry, had a simpler surround and minute, non; 
functional port;holes; typologically they may be thought to 
be later than the Brahmagiri series. In Pudukkonai, south of 
Madras, laterite cists with port;holes are approached through a 
slabbed antt:;chamber as large as the main cist, and are some; 
times called 'transepted cists'. Generally, it may be affirmed 
that a cist was finally covered up to or even above the capstone 
by a barrow or cairn, circular on plan and generally outlined 
by stone blocks or slabs. According to local custom or the 
nature of the subsoil, the cist may be built on the natural sur; 
face, or partially or completely sunk below the natural surface. 
Thus in the Hyderabad region they are often deeply buried; 
the Brahmagiri cists were half;buried; whilst in a large mega; 
lith cemetery in. the jungle near Savandurg, twenty;two miles 
west;south;west of Bangalore, there are free;standing port; 
holed 'dolmens' intermingled with identical port; holed cists 
at all stages of submersion below the natural surface down to 
capstone level. 

3· Shallow;pit burials, without a cist, are sometimes found 
within stone circles, which may then be less than twelve feet 
in diameter. The pit may contain one or more pots or a terra; 
cotta legged sarcophagus. A variant type, best illustrated by an 
excavated example at Porkalam in Cochin,87 may be restricted 
to the very individual megalithic complex below the ghats of 
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Plate 39 

Plate 40 

Plate 41 

Kerala in south-west India. Here the pit, in the centre of a 
sixteen,foot circle of roughly dressed laterite blocks, was itself 
covered by a granite slab. The pit was 4! feet deep and con' 
tained a large urn enclosing many smaller ones, three iron 
objects, and a few crushed bones. At Kunnattur, in the 
Chingleput district, a similarly sealed pit within a circle con, 
tained a tcrracotta sarcophagus, Blacband,reJ pottery, two 
iron bracelets, and scraps of bone. 88 

4· Deep-pit burials, within a stone circle but without a cist, 
and as much as eight feet in depth, were found at Brahmagiri, 
where there may have been something like a dozen of them 
amongst three hundred megalithic cists. On the floor of each 
of the pits, amongst many pots with iron implements and a few 
human bones, were four flat slabs, placed as though to support 
a table or bier. I have suggested that these deep pit-circles may 
have been macerating pits where the dead were laid out for the 
process of excarnation which certainly preceded burial in the 
neighbouring cists; but I do not press the hypothesis. Com' 
parable pit-circles, but without the four floor-slabs, have been 
found at Maski in the Deccan.89 

5· Umbrella-stones or hat-stones (topi-kal or kudai-kal) are alter' 
native names given to a type of monument which is peculiar 
to Kerala and in particular to Cochin. It consists of a circular 
laterite capstone in the fixm of a low and solid dome resting on 
four inwardly leaning and tapering stones about four feet high, 
standing so that their base-lines constitute a square with a 
diagonal approaching the diameter of the capstone. These 
monuments have not been explored methodically but are 
known to cover pit-burials. Their similarity to umbrellas, 
which are both honorific and, in the monsoon-ridden climate 
of the Kerala coastland, particularly utile, may not be acci' 
dental. 

6. Hood-stones are dome-shaped laterite blocks, similar to 
the cap of the umbrella-stones but resting on the surface of the 
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ground. They too belong to Cochin and may be supposed to 
cover pit..-burials like that under the untrimmed granite slab 
described under 3 above. 

7· Multiple hood..-stones, also in Cochin, are intermediate 
between 5 and 6 in that they consist of from five to twelve 
inwardly..-leaning uprights of dressed laterite, some three feet in 
height. Whether a capstone in fact completed the monument 
is not known. The structure presumably enclosed a burial..
plt. 

8. Menhirs or standing..-stones occur in the Deccan and 
Kerala but are otherwise not common in south India. At 
Anapara, near Trichur in Cochin, a granite monolith twelve 
feet high is thought locally to mark a battlefield, and another 
at Kuttur is dreaded by the local people as the haunt of ghosts; 
but the name na4u..-kal given to menhirs in the Tamil Shal)gam 
literature (poetic anthologies) of the early centuries A.D. in..
dicates a commemorative function, which in a general sense 
recalls that of some of the standi~g..-stones of north..-eastern 
India (p. I 50). At Maski, in the Raichur district of the Deccan 
'a number of roughly aligned menhirs' occur in close vicinity 
to burial..-circles, 90 but excavation showed no burials actually 
beside them. On the other hand, at Devikulam in Travancore 
a burial..-urn containing four pots and an iron axe was found 
beneath a menhir, and similar discoveries are affirmed else
where in that region. A single alignment of menhirs ranging 
up to u! feet high at Komalaparathela in Kerala is the only 
monument of the kind known to me south of the Hyderabad 
area; but in that area, particularly in the districts of Raichur, 
Gulbarga and Mahbubnagar, apart from the possible example 
at Maski, is a large number of serried groups of granite or, 
rarely, sandstone menhirs from three to twenty..-five feet in 
height and arranged either in parallel lines or as a quincunx. 91 

The over..-all orientation is roughly to the cardinal points. More 
than half of these alignments adjoin burial..-circles, as at Maski, 
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and the indications are that they and the circles are contem/ 
porary; but their function is unknown and guesswork scarcely 
profitable. They are not similar in lay/out to the alignments 
of north/eastern India, and are not obviously derived from 
there. 

To these categories, of which I and 2 are the most wide/ 
spread, should be added an extensive series of burialdaves92 

which have been cut into the laterite of Kerala, since their 
contents, so far as known, are similar to those of the megaliths. 
The laterite lies on the foot/hills between the alluvial coast and 
the granite ghats. The caves have been made first by scooping 
out a square stepped pit in the rock, approached by rock/cut 
steps; then by cutting one or more doorways in one or more 
sides of the pit, each doorway about I! feet high and just large 
enough to admit the workman; and finally by opening up 
beyond the doorways a dome/shaped (rarely flat/roofed) cave 
or caves, normally circular but sometimes rectangulat on plan 
and sometimes with a central rocbcut pillar of rectangular 
section rising to the roof. Often there are rock/cut benches along 
the sides, and occasionally there is a central opening in the 
dome of the cave. 

Much nonsense has been written about these caves, but the 
suggestion that, as tombs, they may represent the huts, or even 
the umbrellas, of the living is not necessarily extravagant. 
What their relationship may be to the cists with circular or 
rectangular port/hole is less certain. It has more than once been 
postulated in Europe that megalithic tombs are in some measure 
simulated caves; and the question may be asked whether the 
Kerala caves with their small but obviously functional en/ 
trances are parental to the port/holed cists of south India. 
After all, cave/cutting was a widespread Indian accomplish/ 
ment, whether amongst the Buddhists, the J ainas, or the 
Hindus. Nevertheless, it would seem more likely that the 
reverse relationship was the case. The Buddhists, Jainas and 
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Hindus imitated free;standing structures in cutting their cave; 
temples and monasteries, and it would appear more likely than 
not that the Kerala caves, with their limited distribution, 
followed a parallel course, and were in fact quarried adaptations 
of the free ... standing cists in the viable laterite of the Kerala 
lowlands. 

So much for the structural types of megalithic or allied monu ... 
ments in south India. A passing mention may here be made 
of the few megaliths recorded, more or less inadequately, from 
the north and north...west. 

In the neighbourhood of Karachi more than one observer 
a century or so ago recorded the ·existence of large stone cists 
similar to those of south India save for the absence of the port ... 
hole.93 In particular, they were noted on the hills near Wagho ... 
dur, twenty miles east of Karachi, and on the road to Shah 
Billawal in Baluchistan. Following these hints, I have indeed 
found the remains of a rough sandstone cist st feet long, with 
the major axes east ... south ... east, in the sand 3! miles north ... east 
of the village of Murad Memon, about twenty miles east ... north ... 
east of Karachi; it is said to have been demolished since 1950. 
The name 'KafEr's grave' applied to it by the villagers safely 
indicates a pwmedieval antiquity. Other 'KafEr's graves' of 
smaller size, 3-3 t feet in length, can also be seen in the sand 
about half a mile north...west of the nineteenth milestone on the 
Karachi ... Kotri highroad. One of them appears to be sur ... 
rounded by a stone circle twenty ... seven feet in diameter. 94 By 
virtue of their position on the map, these cists would repay . . ~ . 
InvestigatiOn. 

The apparent (though not proved) absence of the distinctive 
port ... hole from the Karachi series seems to extend to the few 
other cists which have been recorded, though not recently seen, 
in the north. These include cists, with cairns and stone circles, 
noted long ago 'in the hilly districts of Delhi, Mirza pur, and 
Orissa'; and another 'six feet square and about four feet in 
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height' at Deosa, a village thirty,.two miles east of J aipur in 
Rajasthan; and yet others eighteen miles south,-east of Almora 
in D.P., and in the remoter depths of the Himalayan massif 
in the Leh valley of Ladakh, near the western border ofTibet. 
The fact remains, however, that, whatever future research may 
reveal in the north, it cannot upset the huge preponderance of 
megalithic cists in the south, particularly of the significant port; 
holed type. 

Two other megalithic monuments in the north may be 
noted: an irregular group of standing,.stones in the vicinity of 
Srinagar, Kashmir, 95 and a circle of standing;stones about 
ten feet high near the village of Asota, seventeen miles east; 
north,-east of Mardan in the former North,-west Frontier 
Province. 96 

We return to south India. There it has been shown that 
megaliths, particularly porvholed cists, are widespread, but 
that other types are locally present and there are clear local 
variations. For example, in northern Mysore the cists are care; 
fully walled and have sizeable and functional port,-holes, 
whereas in the Pondicherry region they are roughly enclosed 
and their port,. holes are small and presumably vestigial. 97 Along 
the ghats and the isolated coastal strip of Kerala there are, as 
we have seen, several individual types, though their contents 
seem to indicate approximate contemporaneity both with one 
another and with the south Indian megaliths generally. And 
not only that; the megalithic problem cannot be considered 
as a whole without some reference to the non;megalithic urn,
burials or urn,-fields which have been recorded chiefly from 
the eastern plains south of the Kistna river; notable sites being 
Adichchanallur in the Tirunelveli (Tinnevelly) district of the 
extreme south, the environs ofPondicherry, the Madras region,98 

Amaravati near the mouth of the Krishna, and Maski in 
Raichur district on the Deccan plateau. In all this hetero; 
geneous assemblage of funerary customs there are significant 

-------------------------------· 
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common factors which must now be defined. They are three 
in number. 

First, where adequately recorded, the burials are those of 
bones collected after excarnation or flesh;removal elsewhere. 
I know of no clear instance of the burial of an articulated 
skeleton in an Indian megalith or urn;field. 99 Furthermore, 
although the bones of several individuals (up to six or more, 
as represented by skulls) might be included, they were normally 
bundled together as a single parcel; very rarely is there a sug; 
gestion that the same tomb may have been used more than once. 

Secondly, the tools and weapons normally included in all 
these categories of burial are of iron, ranging from axes, knives, 
bill/hooks, hoes, wedges and horses' bits to all;metal spears more 
than six feet in length. Bronze is used for bangles, rings and 
other non;utile objects, and also for bowls; gold beads occur 
occasionally; but a liberal and developed iron industry is the 
outstanding feature. 

Thirdly, there is the pottery. The distinctive ware of the 
megaliths, and only less so of the urn;fields, is the Blachand; 
red to which passing references have already been made. This 
is typically the product of inverted firing, so that the top and 
inside of the pot, in direct contact with the fire, turn black 
whilst the lower part (upper in the firing) is a terracotta red or, 
rarely, as at Bahal and Tekwasfa (p. 145), grey. Sometimes 
the whole pot is black. The ware is slipped and polished, 
usually fairly thin, and is wheel;turned. It is said in some 
instances to have been salt;glazed, with a resultant shining and 
crackled surface. Resemblance of the blackened pots or sherds 
to the Northern Black Polished Ware is only superficial; the 
'megalithic' ware has been fired at a lower temperature and 
altogether lacks the metallic hardness and lustre of the N.B.P. 
fabric. Shapes are for the most part simple and utilitarian: 
bowls and dishes, globular vessels, and occasionally tall lids. 
Most of the vessels are round/bottomed, and cylindrical or 
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concave/sided povstands are not uncommon. A jar with three 
or four feet is characteristic of certain areas, notably northern 
Mysore and Kerala. Decoration, when present, is rudimentary 
and consists of horizontal grooves, incised herring/bone or 
leaf impressions, or, rarely and usually early, simple painted 
linear patterns, usually in white; but graffiti, scratched afi:er 
firing and of unknown meaning, are common. Within a 
general similarity of type and fabric, local preferences or phases 
are discernible. 

Before these various factors are further considered, some/ 
thing must be said of the date of the megalithic series. This can 
now be stated in general terms, but within them no detailed 
chronology is yet available. The lower limit at least is fairly 
clear. At Brahmagiri, where a town/site alongside the mega/ 
liths was explored with this problem in view, it was found that 
the megalithic culture overlapped a different and more elabor/ 
ate successor .which was dated by the occurrence of Rouletted 
Ware (p. 3 I) to the Ist century A.D. This evidence was con/ 
firmed forty/five miles away at Chandravalli where the suc/ 
cessor/culture was marked, not only by Rouletted Ware, but 
also by imported silver coins of the Roman Principate, dating 
from the first three or four decades of the Ist century A.D. 

Again, 300 miles to the south/east, at Arikame~u near Pondi/ 
cherry, a brick/built commercial town which yielded imported 
Arretine and other wares of the first half of the Ist century A.D. 

succeeded, apparently without a time/gap, a village character/ 
ized by the 'megalithic' Black/and/red Ware. 100 As long ago 
as 1817 a Roman silver coin of Augustus (23 B.C.-A.D. 14) 

is recorded to have been found in a megalithic cist in the 
Coimbatore district; it may of course have been intrusive. A 
port/holed cist at Tiruvilvamala in Cochin contained russet/ 
coated pottery with white or yellow curvilinear patterns, allied 
to a similar ware with rectilinear patterns dated to the Ist 
century A.D. at Brahmagiri and Chandravalli.101 The evidence 
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as a whole, though not abundant, is consistent, and some of it 
is well/documented. The megalithic complex ended in the first 
half of the 1st century A.D. 

The earlier time/bracket is less firmly defined. On the town/ 
site at Brahmagiri the 'megalithic' strata were three to four feet 
in vertical depth. What this accumulation represents in time 
is very conjectural, but two to three centuries might not appear 
unreasonable. I have in fact suggested 200 B.C. as a schematic 
date for the beginning of the 'megalithic' occupation there. 
The guess may err on the short side, but a date not earlier than 
the 3rd century B.C. would be consistent with the recorded 
finding of a bronze coin of Eran, ascribed to the 3rd or 2nd 
century B.C., in a port/holed cist at Sulur, again in the Coimba/ 
tore district. 

In review, there is at present no evidence for ascribing any 
south Indian megalith to a date earlier than the 3rd century 
B.C., and the 3rd century B.C.-Ist century A.D. is here accepted 
as a provisional time .. bracket. 

It may be added that only at Brahmagiri, at Sanganakallu 
(p. 8 5 ), at Kunnattur in Chingleput, 88 and at Maski has a 
'megalithic' settlement been excavated, and very few such 
settlements have been identified. Only at Brahmagiri was the 
evidence definitive in a chronological sense. The town lay along 
the lower slopes of the hill in the vicinity of a tank, and the 
cists, of which there must have been many hundreds (about 
300 survive) are spread about the adjacent plain, amidst what 
are, and doubtless were, the fields of the inhabitants. In the 
Madras ( Chingleput) region, the relative position of the living 
and the dead is apparently reversed; there, the megaliths are 
commonly on the slopes of the hills or amidst rocky outcrops, 
with the implication that the living dwelt amongst their fields 
on the adjacent plain. Here, too, ancient tanks are found in 
the neighbourhood, and it is a fair assumption that the 
megalith .. builders practised tanbirrigation. 
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It remains to ask, Where did they or their culture come 
from? Their iron~industry at least is no insoluble problem. Its 
impressive quantity and quality owe much to the accident of 
preservation in protective tombs. The scrappy remains of iron~ 
work from the 'megalithic' levels of the Brahmagiri town would 
never, unsupported, have suggested the extent of the industry. 
Per contra, had megalithic tombs been built beside the Gangetic 
cities of the Iron Age, there can be no doubt that their display 
would have been correspondingly striking. There is in fact 
no more difficulty in deriving the early ironwork of south India 
in the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C. from Gangetic sources in the 
5th and 4th centuries-and ultimately from Persian sources 
at the end of the 6th century (p. 24)-than in deriving the 
ironwork anJ N .B.P. Ware of the towns of the upper Deccan 
from the same northern region. The distinctive ceramic fashion 
of the doab, as is not unnatural, was gradually left behind in the 
Deccan, but the use of the splendid and abundant new metal 
quickly penetrated southwards into the Peninsula. At the risk 
of complicating the matter with a gratuitous historical intru~ 
sian, I here add the suggestion that the southward extension 
of the Mauryan Empire into the Peninsula at the beginning 
of the 3rd century B.C., probably in the time of Ashoka's 
father, Bindusara, 102 provides an apposite context. The sharp 
and sudden difference at Brahmagiri between the magnificently 
equipped megalith-builders and their relatively primitive 
stone-using predecessors is exactly consonant with a tremendous 
historical event of the kind.103 On this view, the three copies 
of Ashoka's Minor Rock-edict at Brahmagiri were appro~ 
priatdy addressed to the southernmost colonists of his father's 
empire, and not, as I had previously conjectured, to their 
bucolic precursors. 

All this may be claimed to make good sense, but what of 
the 'megalithic' Black-and-red Ware? How does that fit into 
the picture? Not too badly. In recent years the Black-and~red 
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Ware has been creeping steadily northwards on the map, and 
there is more than a suspicion that some of the northerly 
examples are also amongst the earliest; in other words, that the 
pottery, like the iron, may have been derived by the south from 
the north. Indeed a few scraps of the Black.-and.-red have 
occurred with Indus or sub.-Indus valley wares at Lothal and 
elsewhere in Kathiawa<;f.104 The peripheral Indus site of 
Lothal may well be late in its series but must be placed some.
where in the 2nd millennium B.c. Are its Black.-and.-red 
sherds truly significant in this context? The basic technique of 
Black.-and.-red Ware is widespread in space and time: for 
example, it occurs in ancient Egypt and modern Africa. Is the 
Black.-and.-red pottery of India necessarily a unitary problem? 
The door must be kept open to doubt; the more so since at 
Rangpur, only a short distance from Lothal, more substantial 
vestiges of Black.-and.-red Ware were separated from the sub.
Indus culture of the site by a distinctive intervening phase 
(p. 13 8 ). But evidence of continuity in the Black.-and.-red 
wares oflndia is in fact accumulating within the general limits 
of the Ist millennium B.C., and the problem should solve itself 
beyond doubt in the near future. 

The most northerly occurrences of the fabric are in the fertile 
south.-eastern parts of Rajasthan, on the eastern flank of the 
Aravalli Range. There, in the districts of Udaipur, Chitor.
garh and Mandasor, bowls with everted rims, black internally 
and largely red externally, and occasionally painted with 
simple rectilinear or circular patterns in white, are found some.
times with and sometimes without microliths, rarely with a 
scrap of copper. At Ahat, close to Udaipur railway.-station, an 
ancient site of some recorded importance showed over thirty feet 
of occupational deposit in which two main cultures, separated 
by a break, have been recognized. The later is of the historical 
period, but the earlier, nearly twenty feet thick, showed three 
sub.-phases, all characterized by Black.-and.-red sherds. From 
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the lowest sub-phase the ware is described as rather coarse, and 
polished only on the exterior; in the middle sub-phase the 
fabric is finer and the pots are polished both inside and out' 
side; in the final sub-phase, decay has set in and new wares 
begin to dominate the field. In the upper levels of this culture 
were pottery,ringed soak pits of the kind which began to charac" 
terize the cities of northern and central India in the latter half of 
the Ist millennium B.C. Only two microliths were noted.l 05 

The initial date of this Rajasthan series is undetermined, and 
the pottery bears only a generic resemblance to that of the mega' 
liths. It continues, however, towards the south-east, to the 
Malwa Plateau and the Narbada valley, where both its date 
and its affinity with the megalithic ware become less dubious. 
At Nagda on the Chambal, north-west of Ujjain, the Black, 
and-red bdongs to the Iron Age and is presumably therefore 
after 500 B.c. At Ujjain itself the evidence is similar; the 
Black-and-red Ware is associated with iron but precedes the 
arrival of N.B.P. Ware which, on this tolerably remote site, 
may have arrived relatively late. At Maheshwar on the Nar' 
bada, the Black-and-red Ware is found ma~nly with N.B.P. 
vvr are, but a little appears in the preceding Chalcolithic culture 
(p. 140). Farther south, at Bahal the sequence is identical; the 
first sherds of Black-and-red arc in the top of the Chalcolithic, 
and the ware continues alongside N.B.P. pottery and iron. 
At Nasik on the upper Godavari on the other hand, the Black
and-red is uncompromisingly equated with the N.B.P. Ware. 

The trend of the evidence is clear: in the Rajasthan-Malwa 
region and along the great central rivers, Black-and-red pottery 
is liable to occur about or just before the middle of the Ist 
millennium B.c., and may anticipate the arrival of iron and 
N.B.P. Ware. The probability of an earlier date in Kathiawa~ 
depends upon a further examination of Lothal or some equiva" 
lent late-Harappan site. The ware does not occur in the J umna' 
Ganges doiib; it would appear rather to be at home between the 
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Aravalli and the Vindhya Ranges and to have survived there 
and farther south as a folk--craft after the foreign and techni .. 
cally better N.B.P. Ware had arrived upon the scene. With 
local modifications in form, decoration and skill, it subse" 
quently penetrated southwards with an improving technique, 
and was ultimately perfected by the megalith--builders and urn" 
field--users of peninsular India. The time--table, as at present 
known, fits this suggested diffusion of the Black--and--red Ware 
as it fits that of the 'megalithic' iron--industry. The two cultural 
streams, one from the northern plains, the other from the 
Malwa Plateau, unite in the Deccan. 

To sum up so far; it is here postulated that about 3 oo B.C. 

certain cultural elements, with iron as their major component, 
were infiltrating southwards into a variety of Chalcolithic 
communities, when their progress was suddenly stimulated 
and given a new political coherence by the southerly extension 
of the Mauryan empire from its homeland in the northern 
plains. Between the invading complex and the crude Chalco" 
lithic cultures upon which it impinged there was no organic 
transition, save where the advan<;ing iron outpaced its own 
N.B.P. Ware and absorbed the makers of the Black--and--red 
Ware f;.trther south. For the most part, the invader passed over 

' the invtded like the tide over the sand. It was a case of cultural 
conquest, nothing less. 

If this historical reading of the .. archaeological evidence be 
provisionally accepted-and it fits the factors of time and space 
as they are known at present-there remains one unexplained 
factor, and that a formidable one. Whence came the urge and 
the art of building the megalithic structures themselves? To 
that question there is no present answer. The general, indeed 
the specific, resemblance between the south Indian port--holed 
cists and others in the Caucasus, Transcaucasia, the Jordan 
valley, North Africa, the Spanish Peninsula, France, Central 
Germany, and the British Isles has long been recognized. 
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Most of these analogues are over a thousand years earlier than 
the Indian series, but the structural likeness is often astonishingly 
close. Is there a causative link through all this diffuse geo ... 
graphy: Or did the south Indians evolve their tombs from 
their own inner consciousness, without foreign aid: Certainly 
some of the Kerala types are unique and therefore local. But 
in regard to the cists we do not know. One thing, at least is 
certain: in the 3rd century B.C. there W:l.S no monsoon,..borne 
sea ... traffic, no short cut, direct to peninsular India; that was a 
discovery of the Ist century B.C.106 Any link with the West 
must have been closely coastwise or overland, and has pre" 
sumably left inte~mediate traces. If the little ... known cists of 
the Karachi region turn out, on excavation, to be of the series, 
a solution is perhaps on the way. That, however, remains to be 
seen. 

It would, of course, produce a tidy geographical solution of 
the problem if we could with any confidence derive the southern 
megaliths, or at any rate the idea embodied in them, from the 
megaliths of Orissa, Chota Nagpur and north ... eastern India. 
With C. von Fi.irer ... Haimendorf, however, I see no ready help 
in that direction. 84 In spite of rare and incomplete resemblances, 
I prefer to return to the initial premise of this chapter and to 
accept the differences manifest in the north-eastern series as 
too numerous and extensive to justify affiliation. The struu 
tural problem-and that alone-of the south Indian megalith 
culture seems to me at the present time insoluble save by 
extravagant guesswork. 

In this outline of the megalithic problem I have said nothing 
about its linguistic aspects. I am not a linguist, nor, in any case, 
is the evidence adequate to support anything more than speu 
ulation. Von Fiirer ... Haimendorf has boldly recognized the 
megalith-builders as primary speakers of 'Dravidian lan ... 
guages;107 and it is certain that, within measurable range of 
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the earliest Dravidian records, there is no rival and commen,. 
surate cultural phenomenon. It may indeed be averred cate,. 
gorically that the megalith,.builders were also Dravidian 
speakers. But this affirmation does not carry us far in a search 
for the 'origins' of the Dravidian tongue, unless in one respect. 
The map of the Dravidian languages, with their north,.western 
outlier (Brahui), bears an alluring likeness to that of the mega,. 
lithic cists with their little,. known but sufficiently definite north,. 
western groups. Did both in fact come in from the north,.wesn 
There is at present no new answer to this question. 
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THIS BOOK IS NOT A HISTORY, but in its last chapter the 
impersonal di~jecta of prehistory may fittingly be assembled 

for a moment in the likeness of a man. Ashoka came to the 
throne about 268 B.c. and died about 232. Spiritually and 
materially his reign marks the first coherent expression of the 
Indian mind, arid, for centuries after the political fabric of his 
empire had crumbled, his work was implicit in the thought and 
art of the subcontinent. It is not dead today. 

It is just possible that Ashoka had Seleukid blood in his 
veins; at least his reputed v~ce;royalty ofTaxila in the Punjab 
during the reign of his father would have introduced him to the 
living memory of Alexander the Great, and, as king, he him; 
self tells us of his proselytizing relations with theW estern powers. 
But, though on one notable occasion he used Greek and 
Aramaic as his vehicle, it is as an Indian that he speaks to us 
through the graven rocks and pillars that bore his message to 
his people, from Afghanistan and the North;west Frontier to 
Mysore: his message of Moderation and Gentleness and 
Tolerance and Piety; his exhortation to forgo silliness and 
superstition and to regard the sacredness oflife. And then, 'Let 
small and great exert themselves', he proclaims sharply from the 
granite slopes of that Brahmagiri which, with its ancient town; 
site and its megaliths, has recurred more than once in this sur; 
vey. The alternation of a meekness which sometimes partakes of 
sentimentality with a recurrent and redeeming toughness is a 
dual character that has reappeared down to modern times 
amongst the greater Indian leaders. 

Here we are not concerned with the details, true or sup; 
posititious, of Ashoka's life and administration. The writings 
ofVincent Smith and F. W. Thomas are accessible108 and, in 



spite of needed modifications and additions, 109 wear well with 
time. It will suffice to recall that Ashoka's grandfather, Chand ... 
ragupta, who in 326 B.C. had met Alexander the Great in the 
Punjab, usurped the throne of Magadha beside the Ganges in 
Bihar within the next two or three years, and so established the 
Maurya dynasty at the head of the most powerful and wealthy 
kingdom in northern India. About the same time he attacked 
and destroyed the garrisons left by Alexander in the Indus 
basin; and the attempt by Seleukos, one of the four heirs to 
Alexander's empire, to recover the lost ground in the latter 
years of the century ended in victory for Chandragupta and a 
patched ... up peace. The peace...terms may possibly have included 
a marriage between the victor and a daughter of Seleukos. 

The Mauryan kingdom, from its Gangetic homeland, now 
reached out to the Hindu Kush in the west and to Bengal in 
the east. Its southerly limit at the death of Chandragupta in 
398 B.c. is less certain; but his successor Bindusara, surnamed 
Amitraghata or 'slayer of enemies', extended it into the Penin ... 
sula, and when Ashoka came to the throne the southern end 
of his empire lay across northern Mysore. Nor was this vast 
amalgam a merely nominal holding. It was integrated by a 
highly organized civil service, and the king himself was tire" 
less in its supervision, touring the land and, in his own words, 
'beholding the country and the people'. In archaeological 
thinking, the scene was set for a wide pervasion of dominant 
cultural ideas and standards over an almost infinite diversity 
oflocal traditions. 

And that, as I see it, is what we find. I have already sug ... 
gested (p. 24) the likelihood that at the end of the 6th century 
B.c., when Achaemenid Persia acquired its Indian province, 
Persia supplied India, not merely with administrators, but also 
with new materials and ideas: above all, with the use of iron, 
which now appears in India for the first time, and the idea of. 
a currency, which was minted at Taxila in native guise but on 
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Persian standards, and emerged in the Ganges basin in or 
shortly after the 5th century B.C. Persia moreover lent India 
the Aramaic alphabet which, with Aramaic speech, had been 
the official medium of communication throughout the Achae..
menid empire. In India this script was modified to suit the 
local Prak~it language and, as Kharosh~hi, was used by Ashoka 
for his inscriptions in the north..-west. Even as far south as 
Brahmagiri, the Ashokan scribe has added a word in this 
alien Kharosh~hi, though elsewhere in metropolitan India the 
Brahmi script was unchallenged. 

But the Persian contribution to India did not end with iron 
and currency and Kharosh~hi. These were the symbols of that 
new security which advancing imperial rule imposed along the 
highways, and of a new burgeoning of inter..-regional trade. 
Local capitals which were also caravan..-cities sprang up beside 
the main routes: probably Begram north of Kabul; certainly, 
as recent work has shown, Charsada (Pushkalavati or 'Lotus 

Plates, 54, 55 City') on the Peshawar plain; and far..-famed Taxila in the 
Punjab. These derelict and dusty sites are memorials to the pax 
Persica of the latter half of the 6th century B.c. And two cen..
turies later, when Alexander the Great brought his travel..
stained troops to the Indus, he came as the successor to the Great 
King of Persia, whose empire he had grasped. He came to 
claim the Achaemenid province of India; albeit that his 
curiosity ever marched ahead of him, and his horizon was a 
mirage. But in the long view what mattered to India was less 
the arrival of Alexander than the destruction of the Persian 
power. Under the Achaemenid emperors, the arts and crafts
particularly but not only those of architecture-had achieved 
resplendent distinction. With the burning of Persepolis in 
3 30 B. c., two centuries of royal patronage came to an abrupt 
end. The accumulated artistry of Persia was out of work. 

The successor..-empire, to which Alexander and .his heir 
Seleukos pointed the way, was that of Chandragupta. and his 



Mauryas. Here was the greatest empire that India had ever 
produced, greater even than that of the Indus valley two 
thousand years previously. Here was the patronage of a dynasty 
with, as yet, no confirmed artistic tradition of its own in any 
way comparable with its wealth and its ambition. Here was a 
new home for the accomplished artists and craftsmen of Persia. 
And hither they came. 

It is not an exaggeration to say that this Indo" Persian phase 
marks the beginning of masonry architecture in India. There 
had of course been stone and brick buildings far back in the 
3rd millennium, but little to which, so far as we know, the 
proud term 'architecture' can fairly be applied. Subsequently 
to the 3 rd millennium, the earliest stone structures in India to 
which an approximate date can be attached are the remnants 
of the great defences of Old Rajgir in Bihar. These defences, 
twenty,.five miles in length, enclose the site of the city which 
was associated in the 6th century B.c. with the Buddha and 
Mahavira during the first formative period of the Buddhist 
and Jaina faiths.* The work consists of a massive wall, dry" 
built oflarge unshapen stones, with square bastions at frequent 
intervals. These rugged structures, too, can scarcely claim the 
name of architecture. Nor can those of the early Taxila in the 
Punjab, visited though it was by Alexander in 326 B.c. There, 
on what is now the Bhir Mound, the local king received his 
Greek visitor and showed him the sights. They were humble 
enough; the excavator of Taxila, Sir John Marshall, himself 
admits that at this time the town had 'no architecture worthy 
of the name'.no With rare exceptions, its buildings were a 
rambling conglomeration of ill ... aligned and ill ... built walls of 

* Limited excavation within this huge site has shown, at one point, N.B.P. 
Ware at the lowest level, and at another point a preceding layer containing 'a 
medium to coarse red ware mixed with a few fine black sherds'. There is at 
present no indication of any very long occupation prior to sao B.C. See I.A. 
1953-54, 9, and 1954-ss, 16. 
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plastered rubble, resembling rather the slum of a poverty" 
stricken suburb than the central lay ... out of a capital city. 
Almost the only architectural 'feature', if such it may be called, 
is the occasional use of untidy stone pedestals designed to carry 
wooden roof-posts. The general culture of the city was of the 
same inferior order: only at the end of the 4th century, at or 
shortly after the arrival of Alexander, do considerable hoards 
of sophisticated jewellery, including three superb gems of 
Achaemenian workmanship,111 enliven the monotony of the 
scene. It is likely enough that these hoards were either Persian 
loot brought to Taxila by Alexander's following, or were 
otherwise a sequel to the devastation of the Persian empire and 
the dispersal of Achaemenian craftsmanship. 

Indeed, in 'Aryan' India the term 'architecture' can first be 
applied unreservedly to the famous sandstone columns, once 
more than thirty in number, which Ashoka set up as memorials 
after his conversion to Buddhism, and on some of which he 
subsequently carved his pious injunctions to his subjects. It 
has long been recognized that these columns, without precedent 
in Indian architectural forms, represent in partibus the craftsman" 
ship of Persia. Actually, the name 'Persepolitan' which is 
commonly given to them by writers on Indian architecture is 
not altogether happy, since the innumerable columns of 
Persepolis are invariably fluted, whereas those of Ashoka are 
unfluted,112 as indeed was the normal Persian custom. But if 
for 'Persepolitan' we substitute 'Persian' or, better still, 
'AchaemeniJ', there can be no dispute. The Chunar sandstone 
from which Ashoka's columns are wrought is superbly carved 
and is finished with a lustrous polish of a kind which in India 
is characteristic of no other age. This is a Persian accomplish ... 
ment; the masonry of the palaces of Darius and Xerxes 'goes 
to the extreme of highly polished stones, looking, when well 
preserved, like mirrors of black marble' .11 3 Equally Persian are 
the famous lions which crowned the Ashokan column at 



Sarnath, near Banaras, and have been assumed as the Repub-· 
lican badge of India. The setting,up of memorial or religious 
pillars (of wood) was indeed an Indian, not a Persian, habit, 114 

but the Ashokan form and craftsmanship are a completely 
alien rendering of this tradition. And, once established in 
India by the great Buddhist emperor, the Achaemenid column, 
with its bell,shaped lotus capital and with or without its 
animal impost, entered into the fabric of Indian architecture 
and was reproduced, in modified forms, by architects or rock" 
carvers, Buddhist and other, for several centuries after Ashoka. 

The mention of rock,carvers recalls another debt of Ashoka's 
to Persian prototypes. From the 7th century B.c., if not earlier, 
tombs in the likeness of pillared halls had been cut into the 
cliffs of Media and Persia. In India, the first of a long and 
distinguished series of rock,cut 'structures' were carved in the 
time of Ashoka out of the hard gneiss of the Barabar hills, 
nineteen miles north of Gaya in southern Bihar.115 It is signifi, 
cant that they reproduce wooden buildings: a round hut with 
a thatched roof, an oblong hall or shrine with a vaulted 
'wooden' roof, a monumental doorway imitating bamboo and 
timber. In other words, the more grandiose Persian idea 
is adapted to the Indian idiom. At the same time the Persian 
tradition of polished stonework is faithfully and laboriously 
followed; the hard granite surface of the interiors of these 
humble cells has been burnished until it resembles glass or 
metal. And incidentally the Barabar caves were dedicated by 
Ashoka to the use of the Ajivika ascetics, who were rivals to 
Buddhists and J ainas alike, though with a bias to the latter. 
The dedication is a tribute to the reality of the tolerance which 
the Buddhist emperor preached. 

Lastly, there can be no doubt that, in carving his precepts 
upon rocks, Ashoka was once more adapting a Persian prece" 
dent. The Bisutiin or Behistiin rock,inscription of Darius I 
dates from c. 5 I 8 B.c.; there is in India no precursor to the 
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rock,edicts cut at the bidding of Ashoka in and after 257 B.C. 

True that, save for an occasional formula, nothing could be 
more unlike the commemorative and administrative records of 
the proud Persian despots than the gentle exhortations of the 
Buddhist emperor. But yet again, as so often, we are confronted 
with the transmutation of a manifestly inherited idea. 

In one way and another, then, the Mauryan was heir to the 
Great King. There is, however, an archaeological time,gap 
in the process of transmission. Persepolis was burned in 3 30 

B.C., and the earliest relevant works of Ashoka shortly ante' 
date the middle of the 3rd century. What in the interim had 
happened to the homeless Persian craftsmen? I am inclined to 
think that Megasthenes and Pa;aliputra, between them, come 
to the rescue. 

Megasthenes was sent by Seleukos as ambassador to the court 
of Chandragupta at Pa!aliputra, adjoining Patna on the 
Ganges, about 302 B.C. He compiled a valuable account of 
the Mauryan court and administration, and extracts from it 
are preserved by later classical writers. The Indian towns, he 
says, 'which arc down beside the rivers or the sea are made of 
wood; tor towns built of brick would never hold out' against 
rain and flood. 'But the towns which are built on elevated 
places out of reach, these are made of brick and clay.' Patali, 
putra he describes as situated at the junction of the Son and 
Ganges, and as being more than 9 miles long and If miles 
v;ide; in other words, it was stretched out along the bank of 
the Gang<zs in a fashion similar to that of the modern Patna. 
The city was surrounded by a wooden palisade with loop' 
holes for archers, and outside the palis01de was a wide and deep 
ditch, which served both as a defence and as a drain. Along the 
palisade were 570 towers and 64 gates. In the royal palace, as 
we are told by Aelian, following Megasthenes, there was much 
that was 'calculated to excite admiration, and with. which 
neither Susa, with all its costly splendour, nor Ecbatana, with 



all its magnificence, can vie. In the parks tame peacocks are 
kept, and pheasants which have been domesticated; ·and 
cultivated plants . . 0 and shady groves and pastures planted 
with trees, and tree ... branches which the art of the woodman 
has deftly interwoven. 0 •• There are also tanks of great beauty 
in which they keep fish of enormous size but quite tame.' The 
whole description is significantly reminiscent of a Persian 
paradise. 

Of the splendour that was Pataliputra little is known today 
in material form, but that little is precisely what we have been 
led to expect.U 6 As long ago as 1896 a summary excavation 
brought to light a column ... capital of a familiar Achaemenid 
pattern. It has the stepped impost, side ... volutes and central 
palmettes of its Persian prototypes, and its design if not its 
execution is attributable to an early phase of the transplanted 
Achaemenid craftsmanship. Two stone legs of a throne of 
Persian type were also found. Subsequently, in 1912, a more 
ambitious but still very incomplete excavation seems to have 
uncovered some part of a large pillared hall, represented by an 
unframed cluster of some eighty monolithic columns showing 
the Persian polish. In front of them is a row of massive timber 
rafts, presumably designed to carry a platform or monumental 
staircase over the unstable subsoil. Inadequate though the 
evidence be, it is tolerably clear that we have here a Persian 
diwan or apadana or audience ... hall, and that we are confronted 
once more with a deliberate 'Persianization' that bespeaks the 
presence of imported ideas and imported master ... masons. 

The general credibility of Megasthenes is supported by a 
further discovery: that of a part of the wooden fortification 
which he describes. In 1926-7 digging disclosed a double line 
of upright timbers, 15 feet high, 14! feet between the parallel 
lines, and bonded together by a 'floor' and a 'roof' of cross,. 
timbers. The strange structure was interrupted by a transverse 
timber drain, but appeared to the excavator to 'extend almost 
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indefinitely'. Whether it was a passage within an earthen ram..
part or whether, as is more likely, it was filled with earth and 
formed its core or revetment, was not ascertained but could be 
determined, no doubt, by trained observation. Unless the tim..
ber breakwaters ofUjjain be included (above, p. 144), this type 
of fortification is at present without analogy in India, though it 
fits in happily with the remarks of Megasthenes about the use 
of timber on riverine sites. 

The excavation of these various constructions was clumsy 
and produced no associated evidence as to date. A little recent 
digging117 on this difficult and often water..-logged site has 
recognized five periods, ranging from that of the N.B.P. Ware 
(c. 5th century B.C. or later) to the Islamic I 7th century. The 
earliest stratum lay on the natural surface and, with the N.B.P. 
sherds, yielded 'a good number' of polished sandstone pieces, 
including one large slab showing the typical Mauryan or 
Persian polish and bearing a palmette and bead..-and..-reel 
pattern of appropriate type. Somewhere under the vast site 
lies doubtless an earlier nucleus, if we may believe that the 
foundation of Pa~aliputra as a Magadha bordwfortress oc..
curred in the time of the Buddha, about 494 B.C. 118 No site in 
India would better repay sustained and large..-scale excavation. 

As is wholly natural, therefore, it is at the Mauryan capital, 
Pataliputra, that we may expect to discover the two missing 
generations of Achaemenid craftsmen. By the time of Ashoka 
their transference from the dead Persian empire to the living and 
expanding Indian empire had become something more than 
an accident ofhistory. The displaced masters had already begun 
to train Indian pupils in their Achaemenid skills, and a cer..
tain non..-Persian element in some of the Ashokan carvings
a trend towards softness and reduced precision, as in the bull 
from Ashoka's column at Ramplirwa in Bihar, and even in 
the lively animals round the pedestal of that most Persian 



creation of Ashoka's bestiary, the lions of Sarnath-anticipates 
the Indianization which was to become more apparent in the 
succeeding Shunga period. Indeed, the whole episode of which 
this forms a part, taking place as it did on the historic stage, is 
an instructive finale to Indian prehistory. We are present at 
the passage of ideas, forms and techniques from one great 
region of Asia to another, from one religious and ethical and 
physical environment to another, not as blue;prints but as 
intelligent stimuli. Stated otherwise, the process is not alto; 
gether unlike that of biological evolution: history suddenly 
presented India with a whole complex of notions and varia; 
tions from which she selected those best adapted for survival 
and development in her particular intellectual climate. The 
Mauryan empire of India was the sequel to the Achaemenid 
empire of Persia, not its reflection. 

And in greater or lesser degree this is the recurrent implica; 
tion of Indian prehistory. It may be that the industries of the 
Old Stone Age of the subcontinent should be approached on 
these lines, with Africa directly or indirectly as a major though 
not exclusive source. More certainly, the derivation of the 
Indus Civilization from Mesopotamia may be understood in 
this fashion; and the Gangetic Bronze or Copper Age, in 
which the individuality of the northern plains first asserted 
itself, demonstrates the extent to which borrowed ideas and 
materials could be transmuted by the genius of a borrower 
supported by a prolific environment and drawn by imaginative 
ambition. So too in the succeeding Iron Age we observe this 
recipient India of the plains adopting the new metal with an 
avidity that amounted, nevertheless, to a technical rather than 
a social revolution; and then spreading it southwards to the 
more isolated and archaic populations of the central plateau, 
and southwards again-if I am right, as a parcel of Mauryan 
encroachment-into the Peninsula. And behind this interplay 
of material and geographical opportunity lies the Mind oflndia 
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which, for all the recklessness inherent in so immense a generali
zation, may be said to show a surprising uniformity of response 
amidst an infinite diversity ofbackground. For on the one hand 
Indian prehistory-it is not my function to extend this asser' 
tion into history-displays, like the Indian landscape, wide 
expanses of uniformity: a monotonous and interminable 
Palaeolithic, a diffuse Microlithic, centuries ofindus Civiliza, 
tion, centuries of Ganges Civilization, leagues of Megaliths. 
But on the other hand, again like the Indian landscape, this 
monotony is broken by sudden changes and heights; ever and 
anon India leaps from its sleep and grasps new ideas, new 
opportunity, with quick and prehensile intelligence. Let me 

say again that a prehistorian is writing. 
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